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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

The Social Lives of Deaf Youth in Iquitos, Peru

by

Sara Alida Goico
Doctor of Philosophy in Anthropology
University of California San Diego, 2019
Professor John B. Haviland, Chair
In this dissertation, I examine the social and communicative lives of deaf youth in
Iquitos, Peru using a language socialization approach that combines ethnographic research with
interactional analysis. I illustrate this approach using the data of three deaf boys, Luis, José, and
Jeremy, whom I met while observing their regular education mainstream classroom in 2014. All
three boys were similar in that they had no previous access to an established language. Their
deafness precluded access to spoken Spanish, they had not received hearing assistive technology,
and had not been exposed to Peruvian Sign Language.

xxiii

I began my research in Iquitos under the assumption that without access to an established
language that the deaf youth I would meet would be cut-off from the surrounding social world.
Yet, through my ethnographic fieldwork, I found that these boys had remarkably rich social and
communicative lives. They were integral members of their households, had friends whom they
played with and had crushes on, were frequent customers at the family run shops in their
neighborhoods, and attended school where they were busy doing the work of being students. The
interactional analyses illustrate how the boys use their manual communication systems to navigate
the distinct affordances provided by their home and school environments.
In this dissertation, I demonstrate how the language socialization paradigm provides an
important advance to studying the communication of deaf individuals without access to an
established language. The language socialization approach sheds light on how these sign systems
are co-created in interaction with a community of individuals and rely on a variety of
communicative resources, including manual signs, vocalizations, eye gaze, body orientation, and
the manipulation of objects. Additionally, this dissertation addresses the future possibilities for
deaf youth growing up in Iquitos. I advocate for providing deaf youth with access to Peruvian
Sign Language, as well as grassroots community efforts to address the numerous structural
barriers that deaf individuals face as they move into adulthood in Iquitos.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
In 2014, I arrived in the city of Iquitos, Peru (Figure 1.1) with the goal of understanding
how mainstreaming, the practice of educating students with disabilities in regular education
settings, constrained the academic and linguistic performance of deaf1 children. This was when I
met three deaf boys, Luis, José, and Jeremy, in their regular education mainstream classroom.
Although all three boys were similar in that they had no previous access to an established
language, I found they had remarkably rich social and communicative lives. The deaf youth in
Iquitos were integral members of their households, had friends whom they played with and had
crushes on, were frequent clients at the bodegas2 and family run shops in their neighborhoods,
and attended school where they were busy doing the work of being students. Within these rich
social worlds, they occupied varying social roles. In one context of their lives they might be the
center of attention, and in another context occupy the position of the youngest sibling and tasked
with running errands for the family. The children used their communicative abilities to navigate
the distinct affordances that their social environments provided. Their interactions incorporated a
complex combination of communicative modalities, such as manual signs, vocalizations, eye
gaze, body orientation, drawing, and the manipulation of objects. Upon spending time with these
deaf youth, it quickly became apparent that to capture the richness of their communicative and
social lives required an ethnographic approach that started from the perspective that they were
first and foremost people immersed in social worlds.

In the global North there is a practice of using Deaf (with a capital D) to refer to a person who is culturally deaf
and deaf (with a lowercase d) to the physical state of deafness. In Peru, this concept is unknown. I only use the term
Deaf, when referring to the American Deaf community or an American Deaf individual. This usage appears in
Chapter One when I discuss research in deaf studies and in Chapter Two when I discuss the history of deaf
education in Peru.
2
Bodegas are small convenience stores that individuals often set up in the front section of their homes. They can be
found on almost every street block. The stores can be of varying sizes but generally contain basic cooking supplies,
toiletries, and snack foods.
1

1

Iquitos

Figure 1.1: Map of Peru.
Creative Commons: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Peru_location_map.svg with the city of Iquitos
added.

According to the current categories in deaf studies and sign language linguistics, children
like Luis, José, and Jeremy would be categorized as homesigners – deaf individuals who have
not acquired an established language and thus, develop rudimentary sign systems in the context
of their homes (Coppola 2002; Goldin-Meadow 2003). In comparison with the study of national
sign languages, homesigns have received little attention in the academic literature. Since the
1960s, there has been a spattering of studies from researchers who wrote one or two articles
about a particular case of homesign (Da Cunha Pereira and De Lemos 1990; Emmorey, Grant,
and Ewan 1994; Fusellier-Souza 2004, 2006; Horton 2018; Jepson 1991a,b; Kendon 1980a,b,c;
Kuschel 1973; Macleaod 1973; Mohay 1982, 1990; Morford 1995, 2000, 2003; Morford and
Kegl 2000; Neveu 2016a,b; Scroggs 1981; Tervoort 1961; Torigoe, Takei, and Kimura 1995;
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Yau 1992).3 The majority of the homesign research (over 50 publications from the 1970s through
to today) has been conducted by the Goldin-Meadow Laboratory at the University of Chicago or
by individuals who were at one time affiliated with the laboratory. The bulk of the research from
the Goldin-Meadow Laboratory was conducted with ten deaf children living in the United States
in the 1970s. Despite attending oral deaf programs that focused on spoken language
development, the deaf children had made little progress in learning English and therefore relied
on manual homesign systems (Goldin-Meadow 2003). Studies of these homesign systems
demonstrated that they include basic linguistic structures including syntax (Goldin-Meadow
1982, 1985, 2003; Goldin-Meadow and Feldman 1977; Goldin-Meadow and Mylander 1998;
Goldin-Meadow et al. 1994) and morphology (Goldin-Meadow and Mylander 1984, 1990b;
Goldin-Meadow, Mylander, and Butcher 1995; Goldin-Meadow, Mylander, and Franklin 2007).
One of the fundamental questions that arose from these findings was: from where or
whom do these linguistic structures emerge? In order to test whether the linguistic structures in
homesign systems were acquired from the language input that the deaf children received, the
researchers also tested the linguistic structures present in the manual communication of the
hearing mothers of the deaf children. This research consistently demonstrated that parents did not
share the linguistic structures of their children (Coppola 2002; Goldin-Meadow et al. 1994;
Goldin-Meadow and Feldman 1977; Goldin-Meadow and Mylander 1983, 1990a,b, 1998). In
summarizing the results of this research, Susan Goldin-Meadow (2003, 160) wrote,
So, do the deaf children learn to structure their gesture systems from their
mothers? Almost certainly, the answer is “no.” The mothers’ responses to their
deaf children’s gestures cannot account for the structure that we find in those
gestures. Moreover, the gestures that the mothers use when talking to their
children do not resemble the children’s gestures and therefore cannot serve as a
model for those gestures. The mothers share only a small percentage of iconic
gestures with their children, and use their pointing and modulating gestures more
narrowly than their children. The mothers’ gestures do not conform to the
3

The most recent studies (Horton 2018 and Neveu 2016) are theses and will likely result in further publications.
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children’s morphology or syntax; in fact, the mothers’ gestures do not conform to
any morphological or syntactic structure, let alone their children’s structure. The
mothers’ gestures do not have grammatical categories. And finally, the mothers
use their gestures for a much more restricted range of functions than their children
do. The hearing mothers’ gestures are clearly not systematically structured when
looked at with the same tools as we use to describe the deaf children’s gestures.
Based on this research, it is argued that the linguistic structures that developed within the
homesign systems were resilient properties of language (Goldin-Meadow 2003). That is to say,
behaviors “…that each organism in the species is predisposed to develop under widely varying
circumstances” (Goldin-Meadow 2003, 215). Despite possessing foundational elements of
language, it is stated that homesigns do not develop into full languages since the homesign is not
a shared system and the deaf child is its only user (Goldin-Meadow 2010). To distinguish
homesigns from established sign languages, the studies that emerged as part of this research
tradition refer to homesigns as gesture rather than sign. I do not follow this convention, a topic
which I return to in Chapter Three.
Although research on the homesigns of young American deaf children has emphasized
the powerful language abilities of children, it has been based in an approach to the study of
language that isolates linguistic structures from the social actions for which the utterances were
produced (Goldin-Meadow and Feldman 1975). Often, little is known (or published) about the
lived experiences of the deaf individuals who have been written about in the existing homesign
literature. Furthermore, research on deaf individuals who grow up in hearing communities
without access to an established language have not been the focus of research in deaf studies. It
was only in the 1960s that academia discovered that American Sign Language (ASL) was a
natural language characterized by complex linguistic structures (Stokoe 1960; Stokoe, Casterline,
and Croneberg 1965). The realization that sign languages were natural languages and that there
were deaf ways of being that were specific to communities of signers went hand-in-hand
(Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg 1965; Padden 1980). Both academic and community efforts
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came together to theorize and justify the existence of an American Deaf community with a
distinct Deaf culture (Murray 2017). Since that time, research in deaf and sign language studies
has been heavily concentrated in the global North and has promoted the narrative that the best
way to be deaf is to be part of a deaf community and use a shared sign language. While this
narrative may be true in many contexts, it has had an unintended but significant consequence: to
dismiss, if not ignore, the lives of the majority of deaf individuals in the world, leaving them for
the most part uninvestigated.
Recent deaf studies scholars have critiqued the static notion of Deaf culture that only
captures the lives of a small segment of the deaf population and have initiated conversations
about who studies deaf populations and where (Bauman 2008; Fernandes and Shultz Myers
2010; Kusters, De Meulder and O’Brien 2017; Turner 1994). This new turn in deaf studies is
beginning to demonstrate the diversity of “deaf ways of being” with an increase in the types of
sign communities that are researched, intersectional studies on deafness, and international
research with deaf communities (e.g. Cooper 2014; Cooper and Nguyen 2015; De Clerck 2011;
Edwards 2015; Friedner 2015; Friedner and Kusters 2014, 2015; Green 2014, 2018; HoffmmanDilloway 2016; Kim 2011; Kisch 2012; Kusters 2014; Lee 2012; Marie in press; Monaghan et al.
2003; Nakamura 2006; Reilly and Reilly 2005).
Due to these trends in the literature, very little is known about the lives of deaf
individuals who grow up without access to an established language. Moreover, the use of the
terminology “homesign” and “homesigner” foregrounds only one characteristic of these deaf
individuals, thus giving the impression (however unintentional) that their most salient
characteristic is their homogeneity. In reality, the current homesign literature includes deaf
individuals from diverse countries, educational backgrounds, socioeconomic statuses, and living
situations, whose social experiences were most certainly quite varied. Rather than categorizing
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all deaf individuals who have not had access to an established sign language as a group, I argue
that the lives of these deaf individuals should be problematized.
In this dissertation, I explore the lives of Luis, José, and Jeremy through the lens of three
overarching questions. What kind of people are they in the social worlds they inhabit? What
strengths and weaknesses do they have in the different environments they encounter? And, how
do they go about constructing a social life for themselves given their deafness? The dissertation
provides a snapshot of the lives of these three boys when the only option they had was to rely on
the manual communication systems that developed within their homes and schools. I have
selected their stories as the focus of this dissertation because I believe that the diverse lived
experiences of deaf individuals who grow up without access to an established language can no
longer be ignored. In this dissertation, I situate my work within the bourgeoning literature on
deaf lives in the global South by discussing both the rich social lives of deaf youth who grow up
in Iquitos without access to any alternative established sign language and the structural barriers
that deaf individuals encounter in trying to lead successful and full lives in Iquitos.
Throughout the following chapters, I demonstrate that understanding who deaf children
are and the social worlds they inhabit is inextricably tied to their communicative capacities.
When these communicative capacities are seen through the lens of social interactions, it becomes
apparent that deaf children employ their communicative repertoires in highly-skilled and creative
ways in order to engage with the world around them. From this viewpoint, the academic focus on
the structural properties of homesign systems does not accurately capture the communicative
capacities of these deaf youth. Furthermore, the literature does not discuss the critical role that
manual communication systems play in the social lives of deaf children. In adopting an approach
to studying these emerging sign systems that foregrounds the social worlds of deaf youth, I build
on insights from the paradigm of language socialization.
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1.2 Language socialization
Language socialization developed in the 1980s to bridge the divide between
psycholinguistic research on language acquisition and anthropological research on socialization
(Kulick 1992; Schieffelin and Ochs 1986). Elinor Ochs and Bambi Schieffelin (1984) developed
the paradigm of language socialization to investigate the simultaneous process whereby children
become competent users and producers of both language and culture. For this reason, language
socialization research investigates how individuals are socialized to use language and socialized
through language to become members of their communities (Schieffelin and Ochs 1986). This
research paradigm pulled from the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis the basic notion that language and
culture are deeply connected (Sapir 1949; Whorf 1941). In order to better understand this
connection, the field of language socialization was first developed as a cross-cultural approach
(Ochs and Schieffelin 1984). While there are biological and universal traits underpinning the
process of language development, there is also a wide range of cultural difference that
characterizes how children acquire language.
The central tenet of this paradigm is that the process of language socialization is
interactive in nature (Ochs 1986; Schieffelin and Ochs 1986) and that “every interaction is
potentially a socializing experience” (Schieffelin and Ochs 1986, 165). This contrasts with
research on language acquisition, which emphasizes the individual child acquiring language
(Ochs 2000). An interactive approach expands the purview to include the community in which a
subject is embedded, including both those who are socialized and those who do the socializing.
This perspective highlights the dialectical process of these interactions. Children do not simply
absorb knowledge from adults; they are agents in the socialization process (Ochs 1986, 2000;
Schieffelin and Ochs 1986). The original works of language socialization focused primarily on
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young children and child-parent relationships in the home. This is also the case in research on
homesign, the bulk of which has looked at young children and their mothers at home (GoldinMeadow 2003). However, as Bambi Schieffelin and Elinor Ochs (1986) stated, socialization is a
lifelong process.
Recent language socialization research has been conducted in a variety of settings. For
example, research on peer groups moved outside the home to look at the neighborhoods where
children live (Griswold 2007; M. H. Goodwin 1990) and institutional settings, such as schools
(Baquedano-López and Kattan 2008). Research in schools includes studies of continuity and
discontinuity between home and school (Heath 1982, 1983; Moore 1999), studies on schools
reproducing broader social processes (Baquedano-López 1997, 2000; Cook 1999; Duff 1995;
Willett 1995), and studies on ideologies and their effects on day-to-day interactions (Fader 2001;
Field 2001; Jaffe 2001). In this dissertation, my discussion of three deaf boys – Luis, José, and
Jeremy – is organized into school and home sections. This organization brings to light the
sometimes dramatic difference in the boys’ social lives across settings. My work also touches on
the impact of ideologies on day-to-day interactions, which is most evident in the interactions
between the boys and their classroom teacher, Mr. Inga.
The importance of schools as sites of language socialization for deaf children is often
discussed in the sign language literature (Erting and Kuntze 2008; Lane 1984; Padden and
Humphries 1988). Ninety to ninety-five percent of deaf children are born to hearing parents and
thus, ordinarily do not gain access to a sign language at home (Mitchell and Karchmer 2004;
Schein 1989). Schools are often the first site in which deaf children of hearing parents come in
contact with a sign language. These students may struggle in their initial years of schooling as
they learn a sign language and the cultural norms of a deaf community for the first time (Ramsey
and Padden 1998). The importance of schooling in socialization into a sign language was
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demonstrated in cases such as the existence of separate, standardized male and female sign
languages in Ireland due to separate schooling for deaf boys and girls (LeMaster 1999-2000,
2003, 2006), the birth of a new sign language in a school for the deaf in Nicaragua (Senghas and
Coppola 2001; Senghas et al. 2004), the role of older peers in scaffolding incoming students into
sign language in a deaf boarding school in Thailand (Reilly and Reilly 2005), and the
socialization of deaf students in Swedish bilingual deaf schools into two visual languages,
Swedish Sign Language and written Swedish (Bagga-Gupta 1999/2000, 2002).
Michael Stinson and Susan Foster (2000) also noted that the type of school deaf students
attended had an important impact on how they were socialized. In the past, deaf students in the
United States were predominantly educated in deaf residential schools. Since the 1970s,
however, an increasing number of deaf students have been educated in mainstream programs in
regular education schools. Claire Ramsey (1997) provided an ethnographic example of the
interactional experience of signing deaf students in a mainstream setting. In Sweden, where most
deaf children now receive cochlear implants, Ingela Holmström, Sangeeta Bagga-Gupta, and
Rickard Jonsson (2015) discussed how teachers managed deaf students’ interactions through
controlling their hearing assistive technology. My preliminary work in a mainstream classroom
(Goico 2011, 2017) and the current study are some of the few studies of mainstreaming in the
global South (but see Kelman and Branco 2004, 2009). In Chapter Two, I discuss how the
implementation of mainstream education in Iquitos has led to an increase in the number of deaf
youth without access to Peruvian Sign Language.
One important result that has come from moving language socialization research outside
of the home has been to look not only at adult-child interactions, but also sibling and peer
interactions (M. H. Goodwin 1990, 2006; M. H. Goodwin and Kyratzis 2007, 2012). Siblings
play an important role in the interactions that I discuss in this dissertation, especially in the case
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of Luis and Jeremy, whose parents spend a significant amount of time outside the home for
work. Language socialization research on peer groups has highlighted how children socialize one
another into appropriate behaviors. Especially important in this socialization process are the
ways in which children and adolescents position themselves in relation to others in their group,
leading to a number of analyses of how social status and hierarchy are organized in peer
relationships (M. H. Goodwin and Kyratzis 2007). These issues also emerge in my discussion of
Luis, José, and Jeremy at school. Luis holds a position of high social status among the classroom
girls, while José’s attempts at interaction are often met with disregard or animosity.
Inmaculada García-Sánchez (2012) pointed out that research on language socialization
tends to focus on novices becoming competent members of their communities, with little
discussion of the ways in which exclusion is socialized. Her work on Moroccan immigrant
children in Spanish schools found that the experience of being an outsider was especially
prevalent in early- to mid-childhood and included experiences of rejection and avoidance.
Similarly, in The Hidden Life of Girls, Marjorie Harness Goodwin (2006) demonstrated the
multidimensionality of the lives of pre-adolescent girls. One of the girls she discussed was
Angela, described as a tag-a-long to a group of popular girls. Behaviors toward Angela included
examples of very direct aggression, such as ridicule, exclusion, and referring to her as a
pollutant. Discussions of exclusion can also be seen in work on second language (L2)
socialization4 in schools. For example, in the case of Micronesian students in Hawaii, students
felt that they were infantilized and treated as outsiders because of their status as L2 learners
(Talmy 2008). In contrast, Kelleen Toohey (1996) demonstrated that status as an L2 learner did
not necessarily make someone an outsider. In her work in one mainstream classroom, a boy who

L2 learners are those who are learning a language other than their native language (not necessarily a second
language; it could be a third, fourth, etc.), and often attempting to gain membership into a community of users of
that language.
4
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was difficult to understand due to limited English proficiency was seen as a pollutant, while
another L2 learner was a beloved member of the class. The different reactions to Luis, José, and
Jeremy in the classroom are reminiscent of Toohey’s findings on L2 learners.
Research on L2 learners is one of the few areas of research on language socialization that
explores individuals who, for a variety of reasons, lie on the margins of their language
communities. Other explorations into this domain, include research with individuals in bilingual
communities, who have only limited proficiency in one of the languages (Dorian 1977; Tsitsipis
1988, 1992; Tsitsipis and Elemendorf 1983), as well as work with work aphasics, in both their
homes and in institutionalized settings (Duff 2003, 2008a; Duff et al. 2000; C. Goodwin 1995; C.
Goodwin, M. H. Goodwin, and Olsher 2002; C. Goodwin and M. H. Goodwin 2000). There has
been relatively little research, however, on deaf populations from an explicitly language
socialization perspective (but see LeMaster 1999-2000, 2003, 2006; Nonaka 2004). The study of
deaf individuals who are socialized into all-hearing families and communities provides a limiting
case for research on language socialization and the possibility of exploring socialization into
newly emerging languages. Such research would bring the field of language socialization into
conversation with the bourgeoning field of research on sign language emergence (e.g. Aronoff,
Meir, Padden, and Sandler 2008; Green 2014, 2017; Haviland 2011b, 2013a,b, 2014, 2015,
2016; Hou 2016, 2018; Kusters 2014, 2015; Meir, Padden, Aronoff, and Sandler 2007; Nonaka
2009, 2014; Nyst 2015; Senghas 2003; Senghas, and Coppola 2001; Senghas, Kita, and Özyürek
2004; Zeshan and De Vos 2012). Moreover, the situation of deaf individuals who grow up with
limited access to an established language ties into the concern of language socialization not only
in how individuals learn to use language in culturally appropriate ways, but how language plays
a role in becoming a member of a community. This last issue is particularly relevant to deaf
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individuals because deaf people, although cognitively intact, are often discriminated against and
marginalized.
A final important way in which my work is situated in the language socialization
paradigm is in my methodology. The focus on language socialization as an interactive process
necessitates that researchers investigate socialization practices in the everyday activities in which
people are engaged. The study of face-to-face interactions has a strong history in linguistic
anthropology and stems from the pivotal work of scholars such as John Gumperz and Dell
Hymes (1964, 1972) and Dell Hymes (1974) within the ethnography of communication. Hymes’
paradigm used the methodology of ethnography in order to understand speech as a socially
situated cultural element of any speech community (Hymes 1974). Such an approach is
fundamental to the study of linguistic and cultural socialization because it allows for research at
the site of the socialization process, in its naturally occurring context. Language socialization
studies rely on audio and video recordings in order to conduct a microanalysis of everyday
interactions, including not only the content of utterances, but also the structure of utterances (e.g.
phonology, syntax, turn sequence) (Ochs 1986; Schieffelin and Ochs 1986). The video recording
of everyday interactions makes it possible to move beyond just the speech stream to investigate a
fuller array of communicative resources that make up language in interaction.
Using this technology, language socialization research now includes investigations of
gesture and embodied interaction. John B. Haviland (1998) and Lourdes de León (1998) have
analyzed the role of gesture in the language socialization of children in a Mayan Tzotzil speaking
community. They argued that even before children could speak, they used non-verbal and
gestural behaviors that were glossed by their interlocutors as communicative. Research on
embodied interaction has also been adopted by a number of language socialization researchers to
analyze not only speech, but also the range of communicative actions that one uses in the
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socialization process, such as postures, gestures, movement through space, and use of objects
(García-Sánchez 2012; C. Goodwin 1995, 2006; M. H. Goodwin, C. Goodwin and Yaeger-Dror
2002; M. H. Goodwin and Kyratzis 2007; Tulbert and M. H. Goodwin 2011). For example, Eve
Tulbert and Marjorie Harness Goodwin (2011) discussed the socialization of brushing teeth in
middle class American families through the choreography of embodied activities.
An important facet of language socialization research is that it is not just a study of
interaction but includes an ethnographic investigation of the context in which socialization
occurs (Kulick and Schieffelin 2004). This requires extensive participant observation, interviews,
and collections of texts to understand the ways people think about language and how novices are
socialized. Language socialization requires connecting findings from this ethnographic research
to the micro-level interactions found in recorded data. Capturing the process of language
socialization and the ephemeral nature of language requires sustained investigation in one
community. Generally, this entails following a few individuals over the course of one to two
years (Ochs 1988; Schieffelin 1990). My chapters on Luis, José, and Jeremy weave together my
ethnographic observations with analyses of the multimodal and sequential construction of
interactions. I discuss my fieldwork in the following section.

1.3 Fieldwork
Over the last eight years, I have lived and worked with the deaf population in Iquitos,
Peru. I first arrived in Iquitos in 2010 under the auspices of a Fulbright grant and conducted nine
months of preliminary fieldwork. I conducted interviews, observations, and video recordings in
three institutions with deaf students: a private special education deaf church school, a general
special education school, and a mainstream classroom. 2010 was the last school year that deaf
classrooms existed in the special education schools. This preliminary research provided me with
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firsthand experience of the educational system that many deaf adults experienced before the shift
to the policy of “inclusive” education.5 In the following paragraphs, I describe the activities that I
conducted during my dissertation research (2013-2015), as well as afterwards (2016-present).
Although the dissertation centers on the interactions of three deaf youth in their homes and
school, my work in Iquitos encompassed a much larger perspective on the lives of deaf
individuals. I do not directly refer to most of these activities throughout the dissertation, but they
informed my outlook and my analyses.
After my preliminary fieldwork, I returned to Iquitos from 2013-2015 to conduct a focal
study with ten deaf youth in mainstream classrooms for my dissertation research (see Table 1). I
arrived at the end of the 2013 school year6 in order to meet deaf students within the education
system and select focal students to observe during the following school year. I selected students
who were enrolled in a regular education mainstream classroom, had limited to no previous
contact with deaf adults or Lengua de Señas Peruana (LSP),7 had severe to profound hearing
loss, and presented no compounding disabilities. The students I selected were from 6 to 17 years
old, included boys and girls, covered a range of school grades, and were from all four municipal
districts in Iquitos. Although I had intended to work with only five students, I was able to work
with more because one classroom I observed had three deaf students and because the school day
was split into a morning and afternoon session. During the 2014 school year, I conducted
observations and video recordings in the schools, visiting each student in his or her classroom
once a week for approximately four hours. This resulted in ~20 classroom visits per student. In

In Peru, the term for the policy of placing students with disabilities in regular education schools is “educación
inclusiva” (inclusive education). In English the term “mainstream(ing)” is used to distinguish the practice of
educational placement from the philosophy of inclusive education. In Spanish there is no such alternative term. I use
the phrase “inclusive” education with quotations when referring to the Peruvian policy to underscore that I do not
believe the policy to be inclusive, inclusive education without quotations when referring to the international
philosophy, and mainstream(ing) when referring to the practice or a specific classroom.
6 In Peru the school year runs from mid-March to mid-December.
7
Peruvian Sign Language
5
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2015, I observed the same students in their homes. I visited each student between 10 and 12
times and conducted video recordings for between four to six hours each visit.
Table 1.1: List of deaf students who were involved in my dissertation research project from 2013-2015.
Name
Age in Jan 2014
Grade in 20148
Mateo

17

4th grade of secondary school

Estefany

15

6th grade of primary school

Luis*

13

4th grade of primary school

José*

12

4th grade of primary school

Jeremy*

11

4th grade of primary school

Andrés

10

4th grade of primary school

Melanie

10

3rd grade of primary school

Caterina

9

3rd grade of primary school

Manuel

9

3rd grade of primary school

Franco

6

1st grade of primary school

The current dissertation focuses on only three of the students I observed – Luis, José, and
Jeremy. I selected these three boys because as an exception to the one deaf student per classroom
rule, the three boys attended the same mainstream classroom. In 2014, their classroom was one
of only two in the city that had more than one deaf student. Luis and José had been in the same
classroom the two years prior and Jeremy joined the classroom only that year. The case studies
that are presented in Chapters Four, Five, and Six analyze the deaf boys’ interactions in the
context of their schools and homes. Although Luis, José, and Jeremy did not have the typical
mainstreaming experience in Iquitos, I chose to focus on their social lives because the shared
classroom context makes evident that the boys have very different social experiences despite
sharing the quality of not having access to an established language.
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Within the mainstream classrooms my research primarily consisted of observation and
note taking while I was video recording. When I tried to be a participant observer, teachers often
tried to assign me the task of teaching the deaf student. Since one of my major objectives was to
observe how teachers worked with the deaf student in their mainstream classrooms, I made it
clear to teachers that I was not a teaching assistant. Thus, my involvement in classroom life
varied depending on the teacher. Luis, José, and Jeremy’s classroom was one of the classrooms
where I had a more active role in classroom activities. This was largely due to the fact that their
teacher enjoyed having deaf students in his classroom (he had asked to have all three deaf
students) and was not interested in passing off his teaching responsibilities to me.
Mr. Inga had his desk placed in the back of the classroom, where I often sat. While
students were working, he would work at his desk or just come chat with me. The two of us often
had long conversations about the activities in the classroom and the progress of the deaf students.
Mr. Inga was also actively involved in integrating me into the classroom community. He invited
me to parent meetings and had me speak with the parents about my research. In this way, I got to
know many of the parents of the hearing students, and they would invite me to their parrilladas
(local barbeques that are used as fundraisers). Mr. Inga was the only teacher who asked me to
prepare a lesson for the class, which he had me present on the International Day of the Deaf in
September. He would also ask me to participate in school events such as Mother’s Day and
Student Achievement Day. Due to the close relationship I developed with Mr. Inga and the class,
I organized a class fieldtrip to Quistococha, a zoo and beach, that was a favorite place to visit in
Iquitos.
I moved into the role of a participant observer within the homes of deaf students. I had
lunch with families, followed them on errands, sat on their stoops and had conversations or
played bingo. I even had one family that frequently invited me to sleep over at their home. It was
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in the homes that I really got to know many of the deaf students and see what interested them
outside of the structure of the classroom. While in the school, I had often had time to myself in
the back of the classroom to take fieldnotes, in the homes I was caught up in the ongoing
activities and often unable to write fieldnotes until I completed my video recording for the day. I
always had three cameras running when I was in the classrooms. I had two cameras on tripods
capturing the deaf student from different angles and a third GoPro on the back wall capturing the
entire classroom. The deaf student also wore a lapel microphone to capture the speech around
them. Within the homes, I attempted to have two cameras on tripods whenever possible.
Sometimes, such as when José and I spent time at the river, I would only use one camera and
would have to hold it. The video recorded interactions that I present in these chapters, I
originally glossed myself. I then took my transcripts to the families and we watched the videos of
the selected interactions together. I asked the families to check the accuracy of my glossing and
to clarify any areas where I had not understood what was said. Due to the fact that all the
families I work with now have phones with internet and WhatsApp, which they did not have
during my research, I can now also call families. While I am working with an interaction, I
frequently video call the hearing siblings and ask them questions that come up for me.
Over the course of the research, I also conducted interviews with classroom teachers,
special educators, parents, and officials in the local and national governments. Interviews were
semi-structured and included topics such as the deaf students’ communication skills, education
level and background, the cause and detection of deafness, how family members/classmates
interacted with the deaf student, opinions about “inclusive” education, and the history of the
implementation of “inclusive” education in Iquitos. Apart from these established interviews, I
engaged in frequent informal conversations with teachers and parents about the deaf youth, their
communication, and their education.
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One of the primary reasons that I conducted research on the education system was to find
ways to improve the situation for the deaf in Iquitos. In 2014, a number of families asked me to
tutor their deaf child. I brought these families together for a meeting, and from that meeting
emerged the idea to form an association of parents with deaf children. In 2016, I facilitated the
signing of an agreement between the parent’s association and an existing school to form two alldeaf classrooms. Today, the school is in its third year of existence. From 2016 to the present, I
have returned to Iquitos twice a year for two-month visits in order to support the school and
conduct a research project on language development in the school. Through this research and
community engagement, I have interacted with more than forty deaf children and their families.
Outside of my research with the deaf youth, I have also spent a significant amount of
time interacting with deaf adults in Iquitos. When I returned to Iquitos in 2013, the older students
that I worked with in 2010 in the deaf church school had joined the deaf associations and invited
me to the meetings. I regularly visited the deaf association and church meetings, as well as social
events. Since it is difficult to find interpreters in Iquitos, the deaf adults often asked me to help
them obtain disability identification cards and to interpret in a variety of contexts. It was through
these interactions that I gained fluency in LSP. In 2017, I started a research project with sign
language linguist, Grace Neveu, on sign language variation with deaf adults in Iquitos. The study
consists of conducting and analyzing the results of linguistic elicitation tasks to document
language structure as well as the collection of oral histories from group interviews.

1.4 Overview of chapters
In Chapter Two, I provide the history of deaf education in Peru that lead to the
implementation of “inclusive” education and large numbers of deaf youth without access to LSP.
I compare the educational trajectories of two linguistically marginalized groups, Amazonian
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indigenous and deaf populations. In both cases, the Ministry of Education was largely absent
from providing education, and missionaries stepped in to fill the void. The comparison between
these two populations emphasizes the recent divergence in their trajectories. Indigenous teachers,
trained by missionaries, formed indigenous rights organizations and eventually took control of
their education. In contrast, there was no transition of leadership from the church to deaf adults
in Iquitos. Therefore, when the deaf church school closed and the policy of “inclusive” education
was implemented, deaf adults were not aware of the increasing number of deaf youth without
access to LSP. Due to this situation, in only a few years the policy led to almost an entire
population of deaf youth who did not have access to an established language.
Chapter Three describes the theoretical and methodological tools I relied on to present
segments of interaction within the empirical chapters on Luis, José, and Jeremy. I use a brief
moment of social interaction during a bingo game at Luis’ house to illustrate how I discuss
interactional sequences in the remainder of the dissertation. I introduce tools from Conversation
Analysis and embodied interaction to bring out the multimodal and sequential structures of social
interaction.
Chapters Four, Five, and Six focus on Luis, José, and Jeremy respectively. These
chapters present who the boys are as people and how they deploy their communicative abilities
when navigating their social worlds. Each chapter begins with my observations of the boy as a
student. Luis was one of the most popular students in the classroom and was in constant
interaction with his group of girl friends. José’s hearing classmates were often dismissive of him,
and he preferred to seek out interactions with Luis. Jeremy was such a responsible student that he
was more frequently engaged in his school assignments than interacting with others. However,
his interactions with his hearing classmates were generally positive, while his interactions with
his deaf classmates were often tinged with negativity.
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In 2015, I continued observations within the homes and discovered a different side to
each of the boys. At home, Luis was the youngest of seven siblings and did not occupy nearly as
high a social standing as in the school. Nevertheless, he still attempted to exert his authority,
even if he was not always successful. At home, José was viewed as a responsible member of his
household. He had a privileged relationship with his mother, which was evident in the manner in
which he restarted and repaired interactions with both her and his other family members. Finally,
Jeremy had an exceptionally tight-knit family. All of his family members communicated with
him in the manual modality. The siblings often engaged in triadic sibling banter, which provided
Jeremy access to interactional experiences that I did not observe in other households.
In the concluding chapter, I discuss the transformation that I experienced over the course
of conducting my dissertation research. I arrived in Iquitos under the assumption that deaf youth
without access to LSP had no language and that their social lives, if they existed, would be
impoverished. As I immersed myself in everyday lives of deaf youth, I discovered a different
reality. Luis, José, and Jeremy were actively involved in the construction and maintenance of
their social worlds. They accomplished this through the strategic use of their communicative
resources. This finding speaks to the value of adopting an approach that combines ethnography
and microanalysis of situated interactions to examine the communicative abilities of deaf
individuals without access to an established language. In the conclusion, I also address the
implications of my research for improving the lives of deaf youth in Iquitos. I advocate for
grassroots efforts that work with communities to face the structural inequalities that deaf
individuals face in Iquitos. As an example of these sustainable grassroots efforts, in the
Afterword, I describe my work facilitating the establishment of a new deaf school in Iquitos.
Today, Luis, José, and Jeremy attend the deaf school.
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Chapter Two:
The Historical Background of Deaf Education in Iquitos
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides historical background on the education of deaf Peruvians and why
many deaf youth in Iquitos do not have access to an established language. I compare and contrast
the educational trajectories of deaf Peruvians to another linguistic minority, indigenous
Amazonians. There are a number of similarities between these histories. To begin with, the
Ministry of Education was largely absent from the education of both populations for much of
Peruvian history. In both instances, North American evangelical missionaries took on the role of
the surrogate state to provide educational services. In the case of indigenous communities,
evangelical missionaries set up bilingual education programs throughout the Amazon (Greene
2009) – even at a time when Andean indigenous education was Spanish focused (García 2005).
In the case of the deaf, evangelical missionaries established a system of deaf church schools
around Peru, one of which was located in Iquitos. These schools used Peruvian Sign Language
(LSP) as the language of instruction and were central to the spread of LSP among the deaf
population.
I had not made the connection between missionary work with indigenous populations and
with the deaf until it was made explicit to me by the pastor at the deaf evangelical church in
Iquitos. During my preliminary fieldwork in 2010, I often had lunch with the pastor and his
family. One day after lunch, I was sitting at the table talking with the pastor’s wife when the
pastor approached with a map of Peru. Marked on the map were indigenous communities that
had been converted to Christianity. “Look at how many tribes have been converted to
Christianity,” he told me. “But what’s missing on here are the deaf populations that we have
converted.” The pastor’s statement made it clear that deaf and indigenous populations were
grouped together in his eyes. The reason for associating the two groups becomes apparent when
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considering the words of the current pastor1 of the evangelical deaf church in Lima explaining
the motivation behind deaf ministry in Peru.
If you are an English speaker and did not know the Saviour and someone told you
about Jesus in a foreign language that you did not know, you would not
understand it. Does that mean you would be exempted from the penalty of sin if
you were without Christ? No, it does not. It just identifies you as one of the
billions of Hell-deserving sinners who have a need for a missionary to bring you
the Gospel in a language that you understand (Kotvas 2006, 44 - emphasis in
original).
Under this ideology deaf individuals and indigenous groups had much in common. Their
problem was a lack of access to the Bible in their native language, what has been referred to as a
“heart language” (Handman 2009, 2010). Thus, it was the job of the missionary to spread the
word of God in the native language of a people.
In tracing the educational trajectories of indigenous and deaf Amazonians into the
present, it is evident how dramatically they have diverged in recent years. Indigenous
Amazonians have used the training they gained through missionary-run bilingual education
programs to form indigenous rights organizations and take control of their education. This has
not been the case with the deaf population. The deaf church school in Iquitos established itself as
the sole institution responsible for recruiting, educating, and socializing deaf youth into LSP, and
never prepared deaf adults to take on this role. The significance of leaving youth socialization in
the hands of the church became evident with the closing of the deaf church school in 2013,
coupled with the recent shift in special education policy to adopt “inclusive” education. The cooccurrence of these two events cut off the pathways through which deaf youth had previously
gained access to LSP. The impact of these changes was startlingly rapid. By the end of my
dissertation research in 2015, I could only identify five deaf youth in Iquitos who were fluent in
LSP.
The pastor of the deaf church in Iquitos in 2010 was a hearing Peruvian and the current (2019) pastor of the deaf
church in Lima was a hearing American.
1
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2.2 Iquitos: backwoods and modern
As my flight into Iquitos began its descent and dropped below the cloud cover, I took in
the views of the Amazon Rainforest. Below me I saw millions of trees broken only by a lone
river snaking its way through the rainforest. As the plane approached the city, the endless trees
were replaced by patches of cleared land, low buildings, and roads that made up the outskirts of
Iquitos. We were leaving the natural jungle and entering the urban jungle. To me, this
juxtaposition is central to understanding Iquitos – on the one hand, a place defined by both
geographical isolation as well as a sense of isolation from the national imagination, and on the
other, strong ties to global movements. Iquitos is a city of 471,730 and the capital of the political
department of Loreto (INEI 2015b). It is the largest city in the Peruvian Amazon, an area that
covers two-thirds of the Peruvian territory yet is by far its most sparsely populated region, of
which there are three – mountain, coast, and jungle – sierra, costa, y selva. Despite the
geographical dominance of the selva, the Amazon has a long history of being excluded from the
imagination of the Peruvian nation state. Shane Greene (2006) describes the “bi-regional
dynamic” present in Peru as the assumption that “the Andean highlands, representing Inca
tradition and contemporary indigenous peasantry, and the urban coast, representing a
modernized…space, explain all that is of ‘national’ importance” (330).
While living in Iquitos, I often felt and heard expressed this sense of marginalization
from the national project. Iquitos is alleged to be the largest city in the world that is not
accessible by road. Regional governors and national presidents campaigned on the promise of
building a land route to Iquitos by train, but these promises have yet to come to fruition. The lack
of adequate infrastructure was also pervasive in the city itself. Every rainy season, the rising of
the Amazon River flooded large portions of the city, which people navigated using makeshift
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bridges or canoes. In early 2017, when flooding along the Peruvian coast led to avalanches,
people remarked how the country was in an uproar over coastal flooding yet paid no attention to
the annual flooding in Iquitos. Iquitos and the Loreto region also had poor medical and
educational services. Loreto was the region with the highest infant and child mortality rates
(INEI 2015a), and the lowest ranked in educational test scores (Minedu 2016b). The sense of
disconnect in Iquitos was heightened by the fact that 4G internet only arrived in 2014 and it was
still difficult to stream or download videos.2
Despite Iquitos’s out-of-the-way location in the far northeast of the country and the lack
of public services, its role as a port city at the center of the exploitation of Amazonian natural
resources had led to the city’s rapid population expansion and its strong economic ties with
international markets (San Roman 2015; Santos Granero and Barclay 2002). The Peruvian
government’s first in-roads into the Loreto region were to establish Iquitos as a trade port and
military base. In 1851, Peru and Brazil signed a treaty to open the Amazon River for trade, and
in 1862 construction began on a naval base in Iquitos (Santos Granero and Barclay 2002). Only a
year later, steamships built in London began navigating from the mouth of the Amazon river to
Iquitos (Santos Granero and Barclay 2002). Iquitos’s growing role in trade with a vision toward
the Atlantic Ocean exploded at the turn of the 20th century when the Industrial Revolution in
Europe set off the rubber boom. It attracted foreign businessmen to the city and established
Iquitos’s ties to international markets. During that time, Iquitos functioned as a jungle oasis,
including electricity, cable TV, and an urban train (Segal 1999).
The dichotomy of isolation and connectivity was not only economic but could also be
seen in the schooling of populations that were marginalized from the Peruvian education system.
The Amazon region’s status as an outsider in the national imagination opened the door to foreign
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While high-speed internet was not ubiquitous to all of Peru, for a city of Iquitos’s size, this was surprising.
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missionaries who took over the role of educating and “civilizing” the Amazonian indigenous and
deaf populations, while at the same time inculcating them with Christian beliefs (Stoll 1982a).
Missionary efforts targeting indigenous populations, such as those in the Loreto region, are wellknown throughout Latin America. Less well-known are the missionary efforts directed at deaf
populations. Similar to missionary work with Amazonian indigenous populations, Catholics
made the first efforts to educate and missionize deaf children in Peru (Clark 2017, 243). While
Catholic missionaries continued to work with both the indigenous Amazonian and deaf
populations, it was the North American evangelical missionaries that created systems of
education for these populations. In both cases, evangelical missionaries have used their strategy
of matching the language of instruction with the language of the target population to establish
innovative educational programs where national education efforts were lacking. Ultimately,
however, the outcomes of these missionary efforts were very different. While indigenous
Amazonians took over the responsibility of running bilingual education programs, this was not
the case for deaf adults. Recent changes in deaf education have resulted in a divided deaf
population, in which many deaf adults use LSP, yet many deaf youth never come in contact with
signing deaf adults.

2.3 Missionary work with indigenous Amazonians3

In this section, I focus on missionary work with the indigenous Amazonian population around the Loreto region,
but there was also considerable missionary work within the city of Iquitos from all different sects of Christianity. A
missionary once described Iquitos to me as a “bastion of immorality.” Mario Vargas Llosa captured this conception
of Iquitos in his novel Pantaleón y los Visitadores in which he described how the heat of the jungle corrupted a
straight-edge military captain from Lima. Signs of “immorality” were visibly evident around Iquitos. The dress
choice in the city was much more revealing than most Latin American contexts. It was common to see men lounging
outside with no shirts and women wearing styles that include see-through shirts and short shorts. There were
generally negative opinions about homosexuality (as in many Latin American countries), yet the city was home to
an open gay community. Pay-by-the-hour motels were a common sight with names such as Hospedaje “Libido” or
Hospedaje “Sin Huellas.” Iquitos and the surrounding Loreto region were also a hub for both human and drug
trafficking (MINJUSDH 2017; Silverstein 2018), and there were large and visible ad campaigns meant to dissuade
such behaviors. I even saw “No Child Trafficking” signs posted on the outside walls of schools and a cart that pulled
around a fake jail with “prisoner” sex traffickers inside. Both the mythologizing of Amazonian sexuality and the
3
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The land on which Iquitos sits today was first settled during the colonial period as part of
a Jesuit program to set up missionary settlements in the Amazon basin. This work was only one
of many such projects that the Spanish Empire and the Catholic Church undertook together to
colonize the indigenous populations spread across North and South America. In 1757, the
mission San Pablo de Nuevo Napeanos settled individuals from the Napeanos and Iquito (from
which the city was later named) communities at the site of modern-day Iquitos (Villarejo 2008).
The establishment of these missions made it easier to conduct missionary work (as well as wipe
out indigenous cultural practices and exploit indigenous labor) and led to the development of the
first schools for the indigenous population. Jesuit missionaries relied on internados or boarding
schools meant to train indigenous children out of their Indianness. This included replacing the
indigenous languages with Spanish and repressing indigenous cultural practices (San Roman
2015; Stoll 1982a).
The Catholic missionaries who stayed in the Loreto region after King Charles III of Spain
expelled the Jesuits from the Americas, continued to rely on internados (boarding schools) as the
primary form of schooling. Yet the economic changes brewing in the region would soon have a
much more dramatic effect on the lives of the indigenous Amazonians than these limited
missionary efforts. During the rubber boom, poor mestizos and indígenas catequizadas,
indigenous missionary converts, were incorporated into the lowest rung of the economic
hierarchy as laborers on the fundos (estates) set up along the riverbanks where rubber extraction
took place. Laborers became part of the debt peonage economy, unable to escape the debts that
they incurred to their patrones (landlords and bosses) (San Roman 2015; Santos Granero and
Barclay 2002). When there was not enough available labor, indigenous communities were raided
to capture women and children (Santos Granero and Barclay 2002). It was not until the mid 20th
high rates of child and sex trafficking color global and national imaginaries of Iquitos, attracting high numbers of
missionaries to the city.
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century that the arrival of evangelical missionaries would help free the indigenous population
from these debt relationships, while at the same time establishing new forms of dependency to
the missionaries (Stoll 1982b).
2.3.1 The Summer Institute of Linguistics in Peru
W. Cameron Townsend was an American missionary, who started the movement of
evangelical missionaries into Peru. Townsend began his missionary work in Guatemala, where
he realized that the words of the Bible were useless if they were not in the language of the people
to whom he was ministering. Based on his first experience learning and translating the Bible into
Kaqchikel, Townsend made linguistic analyses of the indigenous language(s) and teaching the
indigenous population(s) to read and write central elements of his missionary program (Pike
1977). Through the development of a summer training program, hundreds of missionaries,
primarily from the United States, were trained and sent around Latin America. In order to enter
Latin American countries where there was a Catholic stronghold, Townsend established his
missionary work as two separate entities – the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) presented
itself to national governments as a linguistic enterprise, while the Wycliffe Bible Translators
marketed the evangelical mission of the work to the religious base in the United States. In 1954,
SIL linguists arrived in Peru and signed a government contract to document the Amazonian
indigenous languages, never mentioning the missionary goals behind their work (Stoll 1982a).
Within a matter of years, the Peruvian government gave SIL control to administer a statefunded bilingual education program throughout the Amazon region. SIL convinced the Peruvian
government to adopt a bilingual education model by arguing that it would facilitate the
disappearance of indigenous languages – using the languages as a vehicle to ensure their own
disappearance – while in reality SIL was promoting indigenous languages for missionary
purposes (Stoll 1982a). SIL established a training center at the site of Yarinacocha near the
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jungle-city of Pucallpa, where indigenous students were trained as bilingual educators and then
sent back to their communities (Stoll 1982a; Greene 2009). In contrast to the Catholic approach
to civilize the indigenous population through the Spanish language, evangelicals used the
indigenous language(s) as a vehicle through which to spread the word of God. The bilingual
education training program was an ideal setting to make this possible. Community members
were brought to the training site for educational purposes – taught to read and write Spanish and
translate their indigenous language to a written form – and religious purposes – inculcated in
Christian beliefs and converted into missionaries. Then they were returned to their communities
with government contracts that put them in an elite economic position within their communities.
The ability for SIL to establish such a wide-reaching missionary project in the Amazon
was made possible by the Ministry of Education’s ambivalence in taking on the role itself.
Following Peruvian independence, public education arrived slowly to the Loreto region (San
Roman 2015) and prior to SIL’s arrival, only Catholic missionaries had provided education to
the indigenous population. Even the establishment of the state-funded bilingual education
program only came about because SIL proposed the project to the Ministry of Education.
Moreover, the role of the Peruvian government in the Amazonian education program was
primarily financial with only a minor supervisory role; American missionaries were the ones
administering the program (Stoll 1982a). In the 1970s, when anti-SIL sentiment was high in
Peru, the Peruvian Ministry of Education renewed the SIL contract due to the high cost and
responsibility required to take over the bilingual education program (Stoll 1982b).4

The exclusion of the Amazon region from the national project allowed SIL to become a surrogate state in more
than just the area of bilingual education (Greene 2009). SIL’s Jungle Aviation and Radio Service (JAARS) was one
of the only ways to move about the region, and SIL secured government favor by offering the service to state
officials and military. The government also depended on SIL for population and geographic information within the
region (Greene 2009; Stoll 1982b).
4
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A clear example of how the lack of involvement in indigenous education was
representative of the exclusion of Amazonia from the national imagination was the contrasting
government involvement in the education of Amazonian and Andean indigenous populations,
and the very different responses to bilingual education from these communities. Not only was
there a longer colonial history in the Andes, but the Ministry of Education had implemented
Spanish-only educational programs prior to the rise of bilingual education (Greene 2009). Maria
Elena García (2003) wrote about Quechua parents’ negative reactions to bilingual intercultural
education implementation in the 1990s. While government officials, NGOs, and indigenous
activists were telling communities to accept the use of Quechua and Spanish in schools in order
to protect against the loss of Quechua, parents wanted the education system to teach their
children Spanish. Even though community members remembered how earlier Spanish-only
education policies resulted in physical punishments for speaking Quechua, they still wanted
Spanish-only education. Parents were aware of their low status in Peruvian society as indigenous
Quechua speakers, and therefore wanted their children to learn Spanish for the purpose of social
mobility (García 2005).
In contrast, one of the most significant indicators of the success of bilingual intercultural
education in the Amazon, was the support it received from the community (Greene 2009). The
only state-run education system that indigenous Amazonians have experienced was a bilingual
model. And although the SIL bilingual education program was clearly invested in the production
of Christian and civic subjects, Shane Greene (2009) noted that the product of these bilingual
programs was not merely assimilation. Indigenous bilingual educators continuously negotiated
the relationship between their community customs and their new indigenous identities. One
example of how this was accomplished was through co-opting the missionary need for surnames
through language play. Unbeknownst to the missionaries, the Aguaruna created surnames that
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were based on humorous nicknames and metacommentaries on the naming practice, such as
“There Isn’t One” or “No Name” (Greene 2009).
Over time, SIL involvement in education and activist affairs decreased and indigenous
communities took over more prominent roles. SIL-trained teachers were the founders of the first
regional indigenous organizations and the first pan-Amazonian organization, La Asociación
Interétnica de Desarrollo de la Selva Peruana5 (AIDESEP) (Greene 2009). The AIDESEP
website today says that it is the overarching body that represents nine regional organizations and
109 federations from 64 indigenous communities consisting of 19 language families (AIDESEP
2018). In 1988, the Peruvian government supported an AIDESEP initiative to form a bilingual
education training center in Iquitos known as Formación de Maestros Bilingües de la Amazonia
Peruana6 (FORMABIAP). Today, the education and functioning of the program are still
controlled by AIDESEP, and the processing of titles and certificates is handled by the Instituto
Superior de Educación Público “Loreto”7 (ISEP “Loreto”),8 which refers to FORMABIAP as
Programa Educación Intercultural Bilingüe.9 In 2004, SIL donated the property of Yarinacocha
to the Universidad Nacional Intercultural de la Amazonia,10 which is the first intercultural
university of the Peruvian Amazon. The university website cites the work of AIDESEP as one of
the main groups responsible for the official recognition of the university (UNIA n.d.).
The bilingual education system that SIL established was and still is remarkable for the
Amazon region and Peru in general. It was the first bilingual education model that was
implemented in the country and promoted the involvement of community members in their own

The Interethnic Association for the Development of the Peruvian Jungle
Training Program of Bilingual Teachers of the Peruvian Amazon
7 Public Institute of Education “Loreto”
8 The campus of ISEP “Loreto” is the non-university teacher training program that now hosts the new deaf education
program established in 2016. See Chapter Eight for more details.
9 Intercultural Bilingual Education Program
10 National Intercultural University
5
6
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education. These programs produced writing systems for indigenous languages and created
teaching materials in indigenous languages. Bringing together members of all different
communities to the site of Yarinacocha for teacher training also stimulated the emergence of an
indigenous rights movement in Amazonia. In the next section, I discuss the missionary work
with the deaf in Peru. Indigenous Amazonian and deaf education share historical similarities.
Most notable is the way in which the Peruvian Ministry of Education also overlooked the
education of deaf students. For this reason, deaf education in the country began as a missionary
endeavor, and North American evangelicals were the ones to spread a deaf education program
around the country. In contrast to the efforts of SIL, however, missionaries for the deaf were
never successful at infiltrating the state education system. Instead, a public education system
grew up alongside missionary efforts. Moreover, the outcome of these two missionary efforts
was very different. The SIL program included training community members as teachers, which
ultimately led to indigenous communities replacing missionaries in running bilingual education
programs. Deaf adults were motivated to start deaf associations, but not to work with deaf youth
or engage in deaf education. Recent changes in the educational opportunities for deaf students
have resulted in a separation between deaf adults and deaf youth.

2.4 Missionary work with the deaf in Iquitos
2.4.1 Antecedents: deaf education in Lima
In 1939, Franciscan nuns from Spain established the first deaf school in Lima,
Inmaculado - Barranco. The school accepted both deaf and blind children and used an oral
philosophy to teach deaf students (Clark 2017). Although this school was the first
institutionalized effort to educate and minister to deaf children, American evangelical Christians
would be the ones to turn this effort into a wide-reaching project. The evangelical missionary
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efforts with the deaf in Peru, similar to those with the Amazonian indigenous population, have
had much wider success than Catholic missionaries at converting these populations. One of the
reasons for this success was the different approach to language between the missionaries.
Catholic missionaries attempted to assimilate indigenous and deaf youth to the dominant culture
using Spanish language. In indigenous education, this occurred through the focus on the use of
Spanish language in the internados, while in deaf schools it was a focus on oralism. Oralism is
the education of deaf students through spoken language, rather than a sign language. In contrast,
evangelical missionaries used the language of the people as the focus of their missionary efforts.
This not only meant that evangelical missionaries learned indigenous languages and the sign
language used in the country, but also that members of the community were trained as cultural
and linguistic brokers to help spread the word of God (Greene 2009; Kotvas 2006; Stoll 1982a).
In 1968, Vernon Miller, an American Deaf missionary of the Southern Baptist tradition,
arrived in Lima to begin his missionary work. After initially having difficulty getting established
in Lima, Vernon was told by a woman that there were two deaf brothers who lived in a mountain
community outside of the city. Vernon decided to move to the city of Chosica, and in 1971
began a church and a residential school with five deaf students in his house (Silent Word
Ministries 2006). Elizabeth Parks and Jason Parks (2010) report that upon his arrival in Lima,
Miller was told by deaf adults that the signing, which had arisen from the Inmaculado Barranco school, did not have the vocabulary necessary for his missionary work. Thus,
according to these accounts, Miller chose to mix the Inmaculada Sign Language (LSIn) he
encountered with American Sign Language (ASL). Due to the success of his missionary
program, the sign language used in his school and church is now the dominant sign language in
use in Lima, and it is the variety I refer to as Peruvian Sign Language (LSP) (Clark 2017). While
there is a higher amount of ASL in LSP than in LSIn, Brenda Clark (2017) pointed out that both
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of these sign systems have a high amount of independent vocabulary and based on
lexicostatistical analysis were separate languages regardless of the influence from ASL. My own
experience having to interpret for American deaf individuals I invited to the deaf school in
Iquitos in 2017, and the reactions of confusion to my use of an ASL sign when using LSP, are a
personal confirmation of the distinctiveness between ASL and LSP.
Despite evangelical missionaries using language as a tool for education and missionary
work, there was an important difference between the missionaries working with Amazonian
indigenous populations and those working with the deaf; Vernon Miller was himself deaf. Miller
shared with deaf Peruvians the experience of being deaf, even if as a white American he had a
very different life history than most deaf Peruvians. This allowed him privileged access to status
as a linguistic broker that the American missionaries working in the Amazon did not have.
Members of the American Deaf community often centralize the shared deaf experience and
downplay differences such as nationality, class, or race – a discourse that is known as DEAF
DEAF SAME, or the idea that “‘I am deaf, you are deaf, and so we are the same’” (Friedner and
Kusters 2014, 2). This concept fits into a larger narrative of deaf universalism – that deaf people
across the world share similar experiences. An example of the DEAF DEAF SAME ideology
was present in the writings of the hearing American pastor who took over the Lima deaf church
in 2011. Joe Kotvas (2006) wrote, “the Deaf of one country have much in common culturally
with the Deaf of other countries; sometimes more so than with their own hearing nationals. This
is a profound uniqueness in what is Deaf culture” (32). Joe Kotvas (2006) adopted the capital D
for cultural deafness and the concept of Deaf culture from the American Deaf community and
transplanted it to the Peruvian context, thus re-emphasizing the DEAF DEAF SAME discourse.
In their article, Michele Friedner and Annelies Kusters (2014) connected the DEAF DEAF
SAME concept with development projects started by deaf individuals in economically advanced
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countries to help deaf people in economically developing countries living in poverty, what they
called “deaf hells” (a term they borrow from Kim (2011)). The authors’ discussion resonates
with the work of deaf missionaries in Peru, who felt that their job was to literally save deaf souls
from hell.
Evangelical missionaries working with the deaf in Peru were able to capitalize on the lack
of a public education system for this population. At the time that Vernon Miller arrived in 1968
the special education system was still not in place. It was in the 1971 reformulation of the
Peruvian general education law that the special education system was incorporated into the
Peruvian education system.11 In Peru, general special education schools functioned apart from
regular education schools, having a separate infrastructure and staff, and served students with all
types of disabilities, including mental, sensory, and physical disabilities. Even the establishment
of the special education system, however, provided limited services to support the education of
deaf students. The Ministry of Education’s original education philosophy for deaf students was
oralism and, thus, for many years there were no institutionalized attempts to use sign language in
the education of deaf children. This began to shift when the Ministry of Education published the
first lexical reports of LSP in 1987 and 1996 and began organizing LSP workshops for special
educators. Nonetheless, there have never been any government attempts to form special
education teachers who were fluent in LSP, and Irene García Benavides (2002) found that
special educators in Lima had poor signing skills.
The only public program to form deaf educators in the country was in Lima at the
Instituto de Educación Superior Pedagógico Público de Educación Especial “María Madre.”12
During my preliminary fieldwork in 2010, I observed the class of a teacher who had graduated

There had been special education programs implemented before the policy, such as the Inmaculado – Barranco
school. 1971 is the year when the Peruvian Ministry of Education formalized the national policy on special
education.
12 Public Institute of Pedagogy in Special Education “Mother Maria”
11
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from the program. She told me that the five-year program only required three months of LSP
training. Today the program no longer exists, and the only educational program related to
deafness is the “Difficulties in Communication and Language” specialization track for already
licensed professionals at the private institute Centro Peruano de Audición, Lenguaje y
Aprendizaje13 (CPAL) that uses a strictly oral philosophy. Moreover, according to national law
the special education system only provides primary education, which has severely limited deaf
individuals’ opportunities to pursue secondary or higher education. Due to the lack of specialized
attention for deaf students in the public education system, church schools were able to function
as the only educational programs for the deaf to use sign language.
In this educational context, Vernon Miller’s church and school flourished, and eventually
moved to the church’s current site in Southern Lima (Silent Word Ministries 2006). As Vernon’s
first set of students from Chosica grew older, he sent them to establish daughter churches around
Peru, including one in Iquitos. Vernon Miller’s student arrived in Iquitos in 1985 and was able to
establish a school and church on a plot of land in the city center with the help of American
missionaries already present in Iquitos.
2.4.2 Being born deaf in Iquitos: hearing families and limited social services
According to parents in Iquitos, their child’s deafness was not identified at birth and they
did not receive support services to address their child’s deafness. When I visited the public
hospitals in Iquitos, I discovered that newborns did not go through any kind of hearing screening
nor did deafness appear on hospital forms as one of the possible pathologies that could affect a
newborn. Parents in Iquitos stated that they discovered their child’s deafness between one and
five years of age. In the United States, it is estimated that 90-95% of deaf children are born to
hearing families (Mitchell and Karchmer 2004; Schein 1989). In Iquitos, this percentage
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appeared to be even higher. Despite making inquiries with deaf adults around Iquitos, I only
identified three deaf individuals with deaf parents. There were another four families with deaf
siblings and a handful with deaf cousins living in the city during the time of my fieldwork. The
very low number of deaf individuals born to deaf parents in Iquitos may be due to the recent
history of deaf-deaf marriage (only since the arrival of the deaf church and school in 1985) and
the high number of deaf children who are born deaf stemming from poor health care. Due to the
fact that almost all deaf children in Iquitos are raised in all-hearing families, there are very few
deaf individuals in Iquitos who grew up as native signers of LSP. It appears that this finding is
consistent around Peru, and most of the deaf individuals in the country grow up with limited
access to LSP. According to La Primera Encuesta Nacional sobre la Discapacidad,14 there were
532,209 people with permanent hearing loss in the country, of which 46.6% could not
understand spoken conversations but only 2.9% used sign language to communicate (INEI
2014).
One might assume that with so many deaf children born to hearing families, parents
would make efforts to capitalize on the residual hearing of their child whenever possible.
However, medical services in Iquitos were such that no assistance was provided to increase
access to spoken language. Upon identifying a child’s deafness, families had few options even
for diagnosing the level of hearing loss. There were no audiologists in Iquitos, and public
hospitals did not have audiometers to conduct hearing tests. Most of the parents that I worked
with in Iquitos were from a low socioeconomic background and did not have the financial
resources to take their child to the private clinics of otolaryngologists for hearing exams.
Moreover, since otolaryngologists in Iquitos were not trained to work with deafness, doctors
often suggested that families go to Lima for diagnosis, which was even further outside of the
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economic reach of many families. Due to the lack of roads leading to Iquitos, families could only
reach Lima by taking a plane or a long and arduous combination of boats and buses. For this
reason, most deaf individuals in Iquitos had never had their hearing level diagnosed. As an
example, one family, concerned that their three-year-old son was not speaking, took him to the
private clinic of an otolaryngologist. Based on the parents’ description, the doctor told them he
believed that their son was deaf, but they would have to go to Lima for testing and diagnosis.
The family did not have the financial resources to go to Lima. That same year, they brought their
son to a speech therapist, who informed them that their son would start speaking as soon as he
was around other children. Even after the boy’s first year in kindergarten, the speech therapist
continued to tell the family that he would eventually speak. This took place only five years ago.15
Due to the lack of medical attention, very few deaf individuals used hearing assistive
technology. In comparison with my first stay in Iquitos in 2010, the number of individuals with
hearing aids has increased due to Starkey Foundation hearing aid campaigns in 2013, 2014, and
2015. Few prelingual deaf individuals, however, received much benefit due to the fact that
hearing aids were fit without audiometry exams, were not accompanied by speech therapy, and
often had a short lifespan because of the humid climate in Iquitos. I volunteered as an interpreter
during the 2014 campaign and many deaf individuals who received hearing aids at the time no
longer use them today.16 Cochlear implant surgeries were available in Lima, but there was no
In November 2018, a similar case occurred with a student in the deaf school. This time the family took their child
to Lima. In Lima they were told that the five-year-old, who uses no Spanish, has no hearing loss. Thus, the family
no longer wants him to attend the deaf school.
16 During 2014, I worked as a translator for the Starkey hearing aid campaign. The Starkey Foundation has provided
millions of free hearing aids around the world. Bill Austin established the foundation in 1984 and at least in 2014
still went on the trips to fit individuals with hearing aids. The Rotary Clubs in Iquitos hosted the Starkey hearing aid
campaign, and when I went to ask for information about the campaign, the president of Rotary Club Iquitos asked
me to work as a Spanish-English interpreter for the event. Despite the fact that the Starkey Foundation’s goal was to
provide hearing so that people could have greater access to language, they did not bring interpreters on their
campaign to facilitate communication. On the first day of the campaign, Bill’s wife brought the translators together
to tell us that she absolutely did not want us to interfere with the work of the hearing aid fitting – our only job was to
translate. After she spoke, I raised my hand to let her know that I was fluent in Peruvian Sign Language and if there
were users of LSP at the event that they could also use me as an English-LSP interpreter. She became very upset and
responded, “Didn’t I just say that your job is not to interfere? I have fitted thousands of hearing aids and knowing
15
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audiological or training support for individuals with cochlear implants in Iquitos. Only one
person currently living in Iquitos had the surgery, which he received in 2015 at the age of nine.
Without access to hearing assistive technology, deaf individuals with mild hearing loss were
generally able to participate in the aural Spanish language of the hearing community. On the
other hand, those with moderate to profound hearing loss had limited to no access to spoken
language.
Hearing families in Iquitos with deaf children not only had no support from the medical
community or access to hearing assistive technology, but they also had limited access to services
to support learn sign language. As I will discuss in the next section, historically, deaf individuals
gained access to LSP in the school, but there has never been a mechanism to bring sign language
into the predominantly hearing homes of deaf individuals. The deaf churches in Iquitos
(discussed below) did not have a history of working with the families of the deaf. The Jehovah’s
Witness made home visits to teach the Bible to deaf individuals, but one parent told me that
when she asked if she could also be taught LSP, she was told that they only worked with the
deaf.17 The only group that provided services dedicated to parents of deaf children was the
parents’ association, which was established in 2014. Parents in the association showed interest in
their deaf children learning LSP but said that they did not have the time to learn themselves.
Only two mothers in the association had learned some LSP prior to the establishment of the

sign language was never necessary. You can accomplish everything you need by indicating up and down with your
hands.” After her outburst I remained silent, yet the next two days I was shuffled between the Starkey staff to help
wherever there was an individual that did not speak Spanish. One of the times that I was called to interpret was for a
deaf student I met in 2010 at the deaf church school. He was profoundly deaf. After the boy had been fitted with
hearing aids, the two of us were chatting in LSP. Someone from the Starkey campaign saw us signing and asked
why I was signing with him. I responded because he was deaf and that was the language he used. The man replied,
“But he has a hearing aid now, so you can talk to him.”
17 This is reminiscent of an encounter I had with the head of the Jehovah Witness deaf church in 2014. I had been
told by deaf adults that they wanted assistance getting access to disability identification cards, and I had been going
to the different groups to find out who did not have one. When I approached the head of the Jehovah’s Witness
church after a service to ask for permission to talk to the congregation briefly, he responded, “it is wonderful that
you are doing social work to help the deaf. Jesus also did social work to help people. But our church does not, we
only address the spiritual lives of the deaf.” Needless to say, I was not allowed to talk with the congregation.
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association. Since the founding of the association, there were two efforts to provide parents with
LSP classes, and on both occasions the classes ended because of a lack of attendance.
In Iquitos, the high percentage of deaf children born to hearing families, the lack of
adequate healthcare services to increase access to spoken language, and the lack of families
learning LSP virtually guaranteed that deaf individuals did not have access to either spoken
Spanish or LSP in the home. Since the majority of deaf individuals in Iquitos did not have access
to LSP in the home, historically schools played an important role in exposing children to other
deaf individuals and LSP. In the next section, I discuss the role that the deaf church school has
had on the proliferation of LSP around Iquitos and the formation of a deaf community.
2.4.3 LSP socialization: the role of special education schools
Since deaf individuals in Iquitos did not gain access to language within the home, the
school was historically the site for language socialization. From the 1980s until 2013, there were
four special education schools in Iquitos: one private special education school and three public
general special education schools. The evangelical deaf church school, established in 1985, was
the only private special education school to exist in Iquitos and also the only school exclusively
for deaf students. Apart from the deaf church school there were three public general special
education schools in Iquitos that met the needs of students with all different kinds of disabilities.
The first general special education school opened in 1967, and in 1986 two more opened in
districts outside of the city center. As I will discuss below, due to the use of LSP in the deaf
church school, LSP was able to circulate throughout the special education system.
The history of the arrival of deaf education in Iquitos demonstrates interesting similarities
with the education of indigenous Amazonians. The deaf man who established the church school
in Iquitos was a student of Vernon Miller and himself Peruvian. In this way, he more closely
paralleled the bilingual educators, who were trained by American missionaries, and then returned
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to their communities. Not all of these teachers returned to their home villages; sometimes they
went to other communities to set up schools, but always with the support of the evangelical
missionaries (Greene 2009). Analogously, the efforts of the deaf pastor in Iquitos were largely
successful due to the support he received from North American missionaries. When the pastor
first arrived in Iquitos, he established his deaf ministry out of an existing North American-run
evangelical Baptist church18 in Iquitos. This church was responsible for donating the land where
the deaf church still stands, while foreign missionaries supplied the funding to construct the
church and classrooms. One of the young hearing Americans from the church also became
involved in learning LSP and working with deaf youth, and she continues to support the church
to this day. An important difference between indigenous and deaf education, was that the deaf
missionaries never turned their schools into a state-run program. Thus, the missionary school
(which did become a private special education school) and the public special education system
co-evolved in Iquitos.
Deaf adults claimed that sign language arrived in Iquitos in 1985 with the arrival of
Vernon Miller’s student. From the time of the deaf pastor’s arrival there was both a church and a
school. Through the help of a deaf man from Iquitos who had visited Lima, the pastor contacted
deaf individuals in Iquitos and initially began working with a small group of students. According
to the recollections of deaf adults and hearing missionaries in Iquitos, church activities included
Sunday worship, Bible study, and literacy classes, all held in LSP. The school classes were also
held in LSP and functioned in the mornings, oftentimes with 10-15 deaf students. The opening of
the deaf church school was the first time in Iquitos when deaf individuals from hearing families

The North American evangelical church in Iquitos is not directly related to the deaf church in Lima but is of the
same denomination and continues to economically support the deaf church in Iquitos today, even if the relationship
between the two Iquitos churches is somewhat ambiguous. At times, the North American missionaries claimed that
they were not responsible for the deaf church in Iquitos, yet they were the ones who stepped in and handled the
allegations of sexual abuse of the hearing pastor who took over the church in 2003. (See footnote 21 below for more
about the history of sexual abuse within the church.)
18
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could gain access to LSP in childhood. The school did not always have trained teachers but
employed deaf signers and hearing adults with some knowledge of LSP. The presence of deaf
adult role models in the school was most prevalent during the first 18 years of the church when it
was led by the deaf pastor and his wife, who was also deaf. Deaf students also met deaf adults
during church activities, which they often attended outside of school hours. During this period,
the school gained official recognition as a private special education school. I was told that at the
time the deaf pastor left Iquitos in 2003, more than 40 deaf people were regularly attending the
church. After his departure, a hearing pastor took over and the school had approximately ten
students enrolled every year until it closed in 2013 (the church still exists today).
Deaf students in Iquitos who did not attend the deaf church school went to one of the
three public general special education schools. As mentioned above, special education programs
relied primarily on oral education for the deaf, and thus these schools never had instruction in
LSP. Moreover, in Iquitos special educators did not even have special education training since
there were no special education teacher training programs in the city. Even with the recent
implementation of LSP classes in Iquitos (discussed below), my personal experience interacting
with special educators in Iquitos is that they had very poor LSP skills and did not understand the
issues around language accessibility for deaf students. For example, more than one special
education teacher in Iquitos told me that sign-only education was detrimental for deaf students
because it hindered spoken language development. These comments were frequently made about
the deaf church school and how the use of LSP without speech hindered deaf children’s language
abilities. I was also told that in the context of “inclusive” education, it was preferable to place
only one deaf student in a classroom because when deaf students were together, they only spoke
to one another.
Although the special education schools did not provide immersion in LSP, deaf students
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still had opportunities to socialize with other deaf individuals in primarily deaf classrooms, thus
providing a platform for LSP transmission. The classroom I observed in 2010, for instance,
included students who were deaf and students with Down syndrome. Peer interaction in these
classrooms was critical to the proliferation of LSP. Some deaf children attending the general
special education schools had previously attended the deaf church school or attended the church
on Sundays. In this way, even those students who only attended the general special education
schools were exposed to LSP through their deaf classmates. Moreover, deaf adults returned to
their special education schools to visit during school events and to play pick-up soccer with their
teachers. It is unclear how much intergenerational contact there was during these visits, but deaf
adults told me that they would meet new deaf children when they visited their old schools.
With the founding of the first special education school in Iquitos in 1967, the opening of
the Evangelical Baptist deaf church school in 1985, and the proliferation of general special
education schools in 1986, there was a trend of deaf individuals accessing LSP at increasingly
younger ages. The oldest deaf adults who entered the school system attended the first special
education school and later joined the Evangelical Baptist church, learning LSP rather late. But
with the arrival of the deaf church, and even more so when the school was formalized, deaf
individuals finally started having access to LSP during their childhood years. Many of the
current 20- and 30-year-olds, for example, gained access to LSP as children, some even as young
as four years old. Table 2.1 outlines the history of deaf education in Iquitos and its relationship to
language skills. It includes the recent trends in deaf education, which will be discussed below.
Bringing together deaf individuals and exposing them to LSP led to the proliferation of deaf
gatherings, including deaf associations and other deaf churches, which were an important part of
the social lives of deaf adults in Iquitos.
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Table 2.1: Summary of the educational institutions that have worked with deaf students in Iquitos. *I mark the end
date of the special education schools as 2010 because the following year there was an effort to send as many deaf
students as possible into regular education classrooms. All three of these schools still exist today and sometimes still
work with deaf students for short periods of time before “including” them. However, there were no classrooms of
deaf students after this date.
Year
School
Educational philosophy
Age group
Language skills
influencing language
affected (as of
input for the deaf
2016)
1967 – 2010*
Three general
Current deaf
Many of the oldest
• Originally oralism,
special education
teenagers up to
deaf individuals
slowly adopting LSP
schools (two were
deaf adults in their
have limited signing
as a classroom
established in
mid 60s
skills due to the late
resource
1986)
age at which they
• Hearing teachers
learned LSP.
• Educated with other
students with
disabilities, but deaf
students grouped
together
1985 – 2013
Evangelical deaf
Current deaf
Many of those who
• Deaf only school
(school
church school (a
attended the deaf
• Education in LSP with teenagers up to
closed)
private special
deaf adults in their
church school are
signing hearing and
education school)
late
40s
fluent users of LSP,
deaf teachers
but the early 20year-olds have the
best signing skills
2007 – present “Inclusive”
Current
children
Homesigners (some
• All-hearing classmates
education
and teenagers
had limited contact
and teachers
with LSP from
• No LSP
school and the
Jehovah’s Witness)
2016 – present Deaf public school
Current
children
The same group
• All-deaf classmates
and teenagers
who were listed as
and since 2017 (deaf
homesigners above
teachers as well)
are now learning
• LSP (although the
LSP, although not
teachers are from
all families choose
Colombia)
to send their deaf
child to the school

2.4.4 The deaf community in Iquitos
The deaf church school was critical to the spread of LSP around Iquitos and the
formation of deaf associations. During the 18 years that the deaf pastor led the church, no other
churches or deaf associations existed. When the deaf pastor left Iquitos in 2003, a hearing
Peruvian took over the church and school. Many deaf adults said that the hearing pastor kicked
them out of the church when he took over. Although I know little about how the transition took
place, the number of church members dropped dramatically, and the deaf pastor’s departure left a
void in deaf leadership. By that time, however, many of the students who had gone through the
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school were young adults. Shortly after the pastor’s departure, deaf adults established the first
deaf association in Iquitos. Only a year after the association was formed, one of the members
broke away and formed a second association. The deaf adults affiliated with the original
association tended to consist of the older deaf in Iquitos, who ranged in age from late 30s to mid
60s. The second association had younger members, tending to range from late teens to early 40s.
Many of these same deaf individuals could also be found in the deaf churches (the two additional
deaf churches established in Iquitos are discussed below). Through my interactions with the deaf
associations and churches in Iquitos, I met approximately 200 deaf adults. There were also deaf
adults, who were not affiliated with any of these organizations, such as two deaf adults that I met
at group homes. The oldest user of LSP in Iquitos is 74 years old. However, there are few elderly
signers, probably because they were already adults when the first special education school was
established in 1967 and the deaf church was established in 1985.
The deaf associations met on Sunday afternoons in different parts of the city, where they
played sports and discussed ongoing projects and activities. The younger association tended to
also have Thursday meetings that only consisted of discussing association activities. One of the
biggest issues in the associations since I began visiting in 2013 was job placement. Most deaf
adults in Iquitos had few job opportunities. In part, this was a result of the poor educational
attainment of deaf adults in Iquitos; most were functionally illiterate and had only basic math
skills. Although the deaf church school and the special education system allowed LSP to flourish
in Iquitos, deaf students did not receive a strong academic education in these schools. As I
mentioned above, the general special education schools did not had teachers trained in deaf
education or fluent in LSP and the deaf church school had primarily untrained teachers.
Moreover, as special education schools, neither provided above a primary-level education. Only
in 2015 were night classes opened for deaf adults to complete secondary school. Although these
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classes were interpreted, deaf adults complained that they could not understand the interpreters.
For this and other reasons, many deaf adults dropped out of the classes. Due to the low
educational attainment of most deaf adults, along with the reticence of the wider community to
hire individuals with disabilities, it was difficult for most deaf individuals to find work, even in
the informal sector. Due to the overall crisis in formal labor, especially since the decline of
petroleum, as of 2014, 89.1% of individuals in Loreto worked in the informal sector (INEI
2015c). One of the most consistent forms of backup labor for men in Iquitos was working as a
motocarro (mototaxi) driver, which deaf men did not have access to. Recently, the efforts of the
deaf associations to find their members work did seem to be paying off. A number of deaf
individuals were hired to work in the regional government offices after the last election in 2014
because they had been active supporters of Fernando Melendez and the Mil political party. In
2018, the Iquitos district government created 21 jobs for individuals with disabilities – five deaf
individuals were hired.
There were two deaf churches in Iquitos other than the original evangelical deaf church.
These churches were not run by deaf individuals and were not established as deaf-led initiatives.
The Jehovah’s Witness established a deaf church in 2007. Leaders were rotated through the
church, but all the leaders I met or were told about were hearing. The Jehovah’s Witness trained
its own interpreters to work within the church and to assist its deaf members. Outside of the
church leaders and interpreters, the church membership was deaf-only, and worship was held in
LSP without translation into Spanish. I was told that the LSP in use among the Jehovah’s
Witness was not the same as the LSP which was spread through the evangelical church school.
While there were some vocabulary differences between the two groups, this did not appear to
cause difficulties in communication since the deaf in Iquitos knew the signs that were distinct
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between the groups.19 The Jehovah’s Witness had services twice a week, but much of their
contact with the deaf population occurred through home visits. Most of the deaf children with
whom I worked in Iquitos had received at least one visit from the Jehovah’s Witness. The home
visits tended to be made by one hearing and one deaf church member and, if the family was
willing, were weekly affairs. Despite many deaf youth having met or interacted with the
Jehovah’s Witness, the style of teaching LSP did not appear to be effective at socializing
children into LSP. The once-a-week visits to teach the Bible did not give deaf children enough
interaction to learn LSP. Moreover, even deaf youth who attended their church had limited
signing skills. The few times I went to church services, it was over two hours of sitting and being
signed at. Questions were sporadically incorporated into the sermons, but generally the hearing
interpreters modeled answers because the deaf individuals could not respond. After the church
service, everyone returned home rather than hanging out and talking. The newest church was
also of the evangelical Baptist denomination and was founded in 2015 by a hearing missionary
couple from the United States. The couple had previously worked for three years at the mother
church of the Iquitos deaf church school in Lima. The pastor and his wife held church services
with the deaf but in their first year also had tutoring sessions for deaf adults and were frequently
involved in interpreting around Iquitos. The pastor established the first LSP classes at the
university level in 2017.
Despite the important role that the deaf church school had in the formation of a deaf
signing community in Iquitos, the situation of the deaf associations demonstrated how deaf
adults were dependent on the church and the school system to recruit young deaf members. This
was a significant contrast with the education of indigenous Amazonians, who used missionaries
to become organized social actors, taking on the role of setting up indigenous rights
There were multiple signs for words such as mom and Saturday, and I often saw people perform the different
signs back-to-back when talking, as if to ensure that they were using the sign that the other individual also used.
19
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organizations and teacher training programs. This did not occur in deaf education. Deaf
individuals raised and educated in Iquitos were never given authority over deaf education in the
city. They were only involved in deaf education when they were asked to work as assistants and
helpers at the deaf church school. The responsibility of finding young deaf children, teaching
them LSP, and educating them was left to the special education schools, and primarily to the deaf
church school, which was controlled by a deaf pastor from Lima and then a hearing pastor. No
deaf adults worked in the general special education schools, and the deaf associations had no
history of working in deaf education or with deaf children.
During my time in Iquitos, I also witnessed the church actively limiting the involvement
of deaf adults with deaf youth. I often heard from the hearing leaders of the deaf church that deaf
adults could not work with the deaf children because of characterizations such as excessive
drinking, lying, cheating, stealing, and making sexual advances toward young deaf girls.20 Sadly,
these same practices have also been present in the church leadership; both pastors left their
position in the church and the city of Iquitos due to accusations of sexual immorality.21 I do not
want to suggest that the accusations against deaf adults in Iquitos are all inaccurate, but it is
I have heard individuals other than hearing church members make these claims about deaf adults. These include,
hearing individuals who work with deaf adults at the regional government offices, hearing family members, hearing
individuals who have taken on the role of interpreters, and even from other deaf adults. It is difficult to ascertain,
however, whether these kinds of characterizations of immorality are specific in any way to deaf individuals. The
prevalence of these behaviors in Iquitos in general is one of the reasons why there is such a high missionary
presence in the city (see footnote 3 above).
21 Both the deaf and hearing pastor in Iquitos were accused of molesting deaf students while they were leading the
church and school. My knowledge about what occurred with the deaf pastor is limited. I know that he was accused
of sleeping with both deaf women and girls, but I do not know about the process by which he was removed from
church leadership. I was present for the removal of the hearing pastor in 2014. From when I arrived in Iquitos in
2013, I heard rumors from deaf women that the hearing pastor had molested deaf students at different times during
his ten years working as pastor. These were widely known rumors, but the pastor was never removed because
according to the American missionaries who gave the land to the deaf church, there was never any proof, only
personal testimonies which the pastor contradicted. In contrast, when the hearing pastor was removed in 2014, the
accusations against the pastor were corroborated by his wife. In 2013, the pastor solicited a deaf woman, one of his
former students who was 18 years old at the time, to meet him at a motel. She agreed to meet him but told his wife
about the rendezvous and set him up to be caught. Despite this happening in November, it was kept a secret within
the pastor’s family until the American missionaries found out in early 2014. According to the American
missionaries, the pastor was removed from his post because his position required him to be faithful to only one
woman. The deaf woman, who set up the pastor, and her family were very explicit that they did not want to involve
authorities.
20
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important to recognize how the history of sexual abuse within the deaf church and the fact that
church leaders accused of committing the abuse were not held accountable (both cases were
handled entirely within the church) continue to negatively impact the deaf community today.
Although deaf adults were historically not given the opportunity to work with deaf
children, in my experience they also did not show a strong interest in doing so. My own attempts
to hire deaf adults for pay in the deaf school established in 2016, were originally unsuccessful.
At the start of the 2017 school year, I offered the work to four different deaf adults who turned it
down. When I returned in the middle of the school year, I finally found someone who was
willing to work, but she did not last through the whole school year. I also heard a similar
ambivalence toward intergenerational contact in recent interviews I held in August 2017 with
deaf adults who were alumni of the deaf church school. When I asked about their experiences
attending the deaf church as children, I noticed that they never talked about interacting with older
deaf individuals at church gatherings. When I asked which deaf adults were present at the church
when they attended Sunday worship as children, the deaf alumni could not even remember the
names of those who had been present. They told me that deaf adults were at church services, but
they did not interact with them much.
The results of the deaf community depending on the church to recruit young deaf
members was most evident when the deaf church closed in 2013. The hearing pastor temporarily
closed the school at the end of 2013 due to lack of funds, but when he left the church in early
2014 any plans for reopening the school were lost. After 28 years of socializing deaf children
into LSP and facilitating the spread of LSP through the general special education schools, the
primary pathway by which deaf youth gained access to LSP was closed off. At the same time,
the government adopted a policy of “inclusive” education. Rather than educating deaf students in
deaf special education classrooms, they were sent to all-hearing schools close to their homes.
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Due to these changes, deaf youth, who did not gain access to LSP in the home, also did not gain
access to LSP in school. The effect on the deaf population was incredibly fast. By the end of my
dissertation research in 2015, I could only identify five deaf youth under the age of 18 in Iquitos
who were fluent users of LSP. Four were students from the deaf church school and one had deaf
parents. In the next section, I look at the rise of “inclusive” education in Iquitos and the resulting
increase in deaf youth without access to an established sign language. In contrast to indigenous
Amazonians, who have now established teacher training programs such as FORMABIAP and the
bilingual education program at the Universidad Nacional Intercultural de la Amazonia, deaf
adults have not gained control over deaf education. Moreover, the strong international push for
“inclusive” education has taken away the school as a site of interaction between deaf students.

2.5 A different outcome: deaf education in Iquitos
2.5.1 “Inclusive” education: an international policy reaches Iquitos
Inclusive education is the practice of educating all students, including those with
disabilities, together in classrooms that provide a child-centered approach (UNESCO 1994).
Educating students with special learning needs in regular education schools was meant to replace
the practice of separate special education schools and to ensure educational opportunities for
students in countries that historically had no special education (UNESCO 1994). International
promotion of the inclusive philosophy has stemmed from the UNESCO-driven effort to achieve
education for all (UNESCO 1990, 2000). In 1994, the World Conference on Special Needs
Education provided international support for inclusive education. The Salamanca Statement, the
document released from the conference, stated that the primary benefit of the policy was social –
as increasing the diversity in schools would also lead to a more accepting society (UNESCO
1994). The secondary benefit of the policy was that it provided a more effective education
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because not only students with disabilities, but all students benefited from an individualized
educational environment (UNESCO 1994). Support for the policy continued with international
documents including the Dakar Statement in 2000 and the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) in 2006. In particular, the UNCRPD has played a
significant role in the implementation of the policy of inclusive education because it is a legally
binding convention for the nations that sign it. Annelies Kusters, Maartje De Meulder, Michele
Friedner, and Steve Emery (2015), however, argue that one of the primary problems with the
framing of international documents on inclusion for deaf communities is that they are based on
individual human rights. Instead, they borrow from the work of Will Kymlicka (1995, 1998) on
multiculturalism to advocate for the collective group rights of sign language peoples.
Although the global disability rights movement largely supports policies of inclusive
education, deaf rights activists who promote the use of sign language are generally opposed to
forms of education that isolate deaf children in all-hearing settings without access to a deaf
community or a sign language (Brennan 2003; de Meulder 2014; Ladd 2003). This tension came
to the forefront during the drafting of the UNCRPD in Article 24 on education. This article
begins with a declaration of support for the right to inclusive education. The World Federation of
the Deaf (WFD), however, made great efforts to also include the needs of deaf individuals within
the section on education (Batterbury 2012; Kauppinen and Jokinen 2014). The WFD tried to
include wording that deaf students should have the right to be educated in bilingual programs
with other deaf students. These claims, however, were argued to be too specific to the deaf, and
instead the passage provided support for learning sign language and the right to education in the
most appropriate language for deaf children (Kusters et al. 2015). Not only the UNCRPD, but
also the Salamanca Statement noted that mainstream classes may not meet the linguistic needs of
deaf students. The one paragraph that mentioned deafness in the Salamanca Statement was a
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paragraph about the importance of educational settings attending to individual differences. The
paragraph stated that the linguistic needs of deaf students and their use of sign language may
make it more suitable to educate them in separate schools or classrooms (UNESCO 1994, 18).
The Peruvian Ministry of Education began educating students with disabilities in regular
education schools prior to the Salamanca Statement. Following the United Nations World
Declaration on Education for All in 1990, Peru joined a UNESCO-supported pilot project to
integrate students with special needs in regular education schools and presented these
experiences at the conference in Salamanca (UNESCO 2001). Peru formalized the “inclusive”
policy within the Peruvian education system in 2003 in the Ley General de Educación Nº 28044,
and in 2007 Peru was the first Latin American country to sign the UNCRPD. Following the new
education law, children with a mild to moderate disability, a physical disability, or a sensory
disability (such as deafness) attend regular education classrooms, and only students with multiple
or severe disabilities remain at the special education schools (Minedu 2006a).
Despite international support for the inclusive philosophy, there is considerable variation
in how countries define inclusion. Susan Foster et al. (2003) discussed how many countries
equate integration and inclusion. Integration is generally understood as the child adapting to the
classroom, in contrast to inclusion, where the classroom accommodates to the needs of the child.
In some countries, inclusion combines mainstreaming and special education, or is understood as
adopting a bilingual approach. Celeste Azulay Kelman and Angela Uchoa Branco (2004)
described an example of inclusive education in Brazil in which half of the classroom students
were deaf and the other half were hearing. This example demonstrates how the policy of
inclusive education does not necessitate that deaf students must be placed in entirely hearing
contexts. Unlike the intended international philosophy of inclusive education, however, in
Iquitos the classroom is not adapted to meet the needs of the deaf student.
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2.5.2 Deaf youth: the increase in deaf children without access to LSP
In the Peruvian iteration of “inclusive” education, students with disabilities spent their
entire school day in a regular education school but were still registered with the special education
school in their district. Special educators from the special education school also supervised the
academic progress of mainstreamed students. According to the special education law there was
no maximum number of students with disabilities allowed in a regular education classroom,
however, teachers received class size reductions for having a student with special needs (Minedu
2005). In Iquitos, special and regular educators told me that each student with a disability
represented the workload equivalent of anywhere from three to ten regular education students,
but most schools did not have the personnel to accommodate these workload reductions.
Therefore, the general rule was to place one student with disability in a regular education
classroom, so as not to overburden teachers. In 2014, only two mainstream classrooms had more
than one deaf student. Due to the tendency to place deaf students in all-hearing classrooms, deaf
peers no longer meet one another in school, one of the primary ways through which deaf
individuals in the special education system learned LSP.
Deaf children also had no opportunities to meet deaf adults in the “inclusive” context.
Deaf children stopped visiting the deaf church after the school closed in 2013, and no deaf adults
worked in or visited the regular education schools. The lack of deaf youth did not go unnoticed
by deaf adults. In 2013, I was talking with a deaf woman at an end-of-the-year Christmas party.
Remarking on the small number of deaf children at the party, she told me that the number of deaf
births comes in waves. At the time, she said, the number of deaf children was in a trough, but in
the future, there would be another resurgence in deaf births. This narrative demonstrates an
example of a personal theory that had formed to explain the shrinking number of deaf children
that deaf adults encountered. The deaf woman was not aware that Iquitos still had many deaf
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children, but they were attending regular education schools and had no opportunities to meet
deaf adults. In addition to this woman, deaf adults in general, were ignorant of the changes in
education policy impacting deaf youth. When I spoke with two deaf association presidents about
my research in 2014, both said that they did not know that deaf children were attending regular
education schools. One of the presidents even spent an extended amount of time arguing with me
that deaf students could not attend regular education schools; he told me that since they were
deaf, they had to attend special education schools. These conversations, which took place eleven
years after “inclusive” education entered Peruvian law and seven years after its implementation
in Iquitos, demonstrate that deaf adults were both not aware of and not involved in shifts in
education policy.
Deaf students in mainstream classrooms did not have the opportunity to learn LSP
through interactions with other deaf children or deaf adults, nor did they receive LSP services in
their classrooms. While Peruvian “inclusive” education shared similarities with many
international efforts to educate deaf students in regular education schools (e.g. Holmström et al.
2015; Power and Hyde 2002; Powers 2002; Ramsey 1997), a significant difference was that in
Iquitos, deaf students received no resources to understand the language of the classroom. There
were no interpreting services to provide access to the classroom language in a visual modality,
nor did regular education teachers know LSP. Schools also provided no written services, such as
note taking or captioning. Such services would be of little help since deaf students in “inclusive”
classrooms in Iquitos were illiterate – many could not even write their complete names – but the
services would have at least demonstrated attempts to address the visual language needs of deaf
students in the classroom. As previously mentioned, deaf students also had no hearing assistive
devices to access spoken Spanish.
Over the course of my research, the only support services that mainstreamed students
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received were visits from a team of special educators known as Servicio de Apoyo y
Asesoramiento para la Atencion de Estudiantes con Necesidades Educativas Especiales22
(SAANEE), who were responsible for evaluating students with special needs and monitoring
their progress in regular education classrooms, along with providing support and training to
classroom teachers (Minedu 2006b). This support, however, did little to address the language
needs of deaf children. Although SAANEE team members were supposed to meet with students
weekly, teachers often could not maintain this schedule due to their responsibilities at their own
special education schools. These visits were also only 30 minutes in length, which was not
enough time to address the large amount of information that students missed during the school
week. Moreover, the SAANEE team members did not have the training to work with deaf
students (e.g. knowledge of LSP, training in deaf education). This lack of training not only
limited the effectiveness of their classrooms visits, but also the workshops that the team
organized for classroom teachers. In one workshop I attended in July 2015, a SAANEE teacher
provided a basic LSP lesson. He projected slides of a sign language alphabet different from that
used in Iquitos. He also frequently mis-signed as he demonstrated basic vocabulary to the
teachers.23
Not only did deaf students receive no support services to address their language needs,
but educational authorities also demonstrated a lack of awareness of these needs. During a
meeting with the principal and the director of the SAANEE team from one of the special
education schools in August 2016, I discussed how the “inclusive” policy failed to provide deaf
students with the opportunity to acquire LSP. In response, the SAANEE director claimed that

Services for the Assistance and Assessment of Students with Special Education Needs
In general in Iquitos there are a lack of specialists in educational services. Since so much emphasis is placed on
rote learning, rather than comprehension, it is normal to take English classes from teachers who do not know
English and have anthropology professors who were not trained in anthropology (and these are at the university
level).
22
23
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hearing teachers and deaf students in mainstream classrooms already knew LSP because she had
personally witnessed them signing to one another. I replied that deaf students using manual
communication should not be confused with LSP and questioned how the director determined
whether teachers and students knew LSP if she herself did not sign. The SAANEE director
continued to repeat that she had witnessed these conversations and knew it was LSP. Susan Gal
and Judith T. Irvine (1995, 974) defined erasure as “the process in which ideology, in
simplifying the field of linguistic practices, renders some persons or activities or sociolinguistic
phenomena invisible.” When this semiotic process is at work, language practices that do not
match a generally-held ideology are ignored or explained away. In Iquitos, special educators
believed so staunchly in the benefits of “inclusive” education that they explained away any
criticisms of the policy. Thus, the fact that deaf students did not have access to the classroom
language was erased by the very individuals who were meant to evaluate the progress of deaf
students in mainstream classrooms.
Although the SAANEE director no explanation given for how deaf students acquired
LSP, she believed that classroom teachers had learned to sign from LSP classes. Starting in 2013,
the regional government and other entities began offering LSP courses in Iquitos, which some
teachers did attend. These courses were voluntary, and only one of the eight teachers in my
dissertation project was taking the LSP course in 2014. Mr. Inga, the classroom teacher of Luis,
José, and Jeremy (discussed in Chapters Four, Five, and Six), told me that after attending one
course, he felt that he did not need to continue taking the classes to communicate with his deaf
students. Deaf adults generally taught these courses, but the effectiveness of the courses was
limited by the large class sizes, the lack of LSP materials or information about LSP grammar,
and the lack of pedagogical training among the teachers, whether deaf or hearing. Moreover,
these classes were having an unintended negative effect. Hearing individuals who took these
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classes received certificates of completion, and I know of two cases in which women presented
these certificates and were hired as interpreters, despite having limited LSP skills. My personal
experience observing mainstream classrooms was that if teachers used LSP at all, it was limited
to basic signs such as the ABCs, numbers, and frequent classroom signs (e.g. SIT, PAYATTENTION, BATHROOM) and was used in direct conversation with deaf students but rarely
in classroom lessons.24
The lack of awareness of the language needs of deaf students was present not only at the
local level, but even within the Peruvian Ministry of Education. In 2014, representatives from the
Ministry of Education in Lima visited one of the Iquitos classrooms with which I was working.
The classroom teacher told me about the experience.
When the [representative from the] Ministry of Education came to visit me, I told
him of my concern, because, I said, ‘how can the Ministry open up regular
education classrooms that are inclusive when they haven’t even trained the
teachers?’ … And he told me, ‘Yes, I understand, but I noticed something
surprising about you- your classroom… that the girl doesn’t have any kind of
problems with her classmates, there’s, in fact, a great comradery with
them.’…they only told me that I should use a greater variety of materials. And
they told me, “congratulations…”25
This response from the Ministry of Education representative clearly demonstrates that the
primary goal of educating deaf students in regular education classrooms was for them to
socialize with individuals without disabilities. His statement made explicit that the student’s
ability to learn classroom information was not a major priority. Moreover, the representative did
not even demonstrate awareness of deaf students’ language needs in the classroom. He never
brought up language, either sign language or oral methods, for increasing the student’s academic
There was one special education teacher in Iquitos, who was fluent in LSP. He learned LSP from his time in the
Jehovah’s Witness.
25 “Cuando llegó el Ministerio de Educación a visitarme, le conté…mi malestar porque le dije, ‘como el Ministerio
puede aperturar aulas de EBR que sean inclusivas cuando ni siquiera nos han capacitado a los docentes?’ … Y él
me decía, ‘sí te entiendo, pero hay algo asombroso que noto en ti- en tu aula…que la niña no tiene ningún tipo de
problemas con sus compañeros, hay una sociabilidad única.’… solamente me dijeron de que debo usar más
materiales. Y me dijeron ‘te felicito….’”
24
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performance.

2.6 Peruvian linguistic minorities today
As demonstrated by this discussion, there was a significant divergence in the recent paths
taken by Amazonian indigenous and deaf education. While indigenous Amazonians took over
the leadership of their bilingual education programs, the number of deaf individuals learning LSP
in Iquitos stagnated. In Lima, however, Miguel Rodríguez Mondeñedo, a professor of linguistics
and a deaf rights activist, has advocated for an explicit connection between indigenous groups
and deaf populations, not just in the Amazon but at a national level. The rise of indigenous rights
in Peru has led to legislative reforms around the recognition of indigenous peoples. In 2011, the
Ministry of Culture passed Ley Nº 29735, known commonly as the Ley de Lenguas (Law of
Languages) recognizing the linguistic diversity of the indigenous populations in Peru. All
indigenous languages that were in existence before the diffusion of the Spanish language were
recognized under the term lenguas originarias (original languages). According to the Documento
Nacional de Lenguas originarias del Perú26 there are 43 Amazonian and 4 Andean lenguas
originarias (Minedu 2013) in the country. Rodríguez Mondeñedo (in press) claimed that the
Peruvian Ministry of Culture discriminated against deaf individuals by not including LSP within
the category of lenguas originarias.27 First, he argued that deaf individuals have their own
culture and language. Second, he argued that since deaf individuals have always existed in
human history, signed communication would have been present in Peru prior to the arrival of the
Spanish language. In his campaign to achieve equal recognition between LSP and indigenous
languages, Rodríguez Mondeñedo has promoted his opinion widely on Facebook. Figure 2.1

National Document of Original Languages of Peru
In Mexico, there has been a similar effort to have the Lengua de Señas Mexicana recognized as an indigenous
Mexican language.
26
27
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posted on Facebook in May 2018 demonstrates one such image.

Figure 2.1: An image created to promote the inclusion of LSP as a lengua originaria. Image used with the
permission of Miguel Rodríguez Mondeñedo.

Rodríguez Mondeñedo’s call for the recognition of LSP was part of a larger campaign for
bilingual deaf education in Lima that has come about as a reaction to the “inclusive” education
policy. During my visit to Lima for interviews with the Ministry of Education in 2015, I visited a
number of the groups involved in these efforts. For eight years a group of parents, professionals,
and deaf individuals fought against the government’s “inclusive” education policy. In 2013, they
were successful in securing the establishment of the first public special education school for the
deaf. The school was framed as a pilot project that if successful would lead to the establishment
of other such programs throughout the country. The school has employed hearing teachers, who
know LSP, and deaf signing assistants. Due to the fact that special education is only primary
education, students were then sent to secondary school in an alternative education school with
interpreters. Alternative education is one of the three education modalities in Peru, along with
special and regular education. The Peruvian alternative education system was instituted as a
flexible educational system geared toward the large numbers of Peruvian citizens that did not
follow the typical course of education.
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Outside of this primary effort, there were other small groups that had also established
programs to allow deaf children access to LSP in school. A group of parents that did not want
alternative education, enrolled their deaf children in a regular education secondary school that
allowed them to have a separate classroom where a deaf educator taught their classes. Another
program offered personalized training with students and emphasized parents learning LSP.
Finally, a program was established to meet the needs of deaf students who lived in a district in
northern Lima. The program employed interpreters and had both students mainstreamed in
regular education classes, as well as in deaf-only classrooms in an extension program of an
alternative school. These efforts have also led to changes in the Ministry of Education policies.
The Ministry of Education now has funds for interpreters and deaf language models, as well as
profiles for these professional roles. These efforts demonstrate attempts by parents and advocates
of deaf children to take control of deaf education.

2.7 Conclusion
The historical background on deaf education presented in this chapter brings us to the
educational system as I found it when I arrived in Iquitos to start my dissertation research. 2014
was the first year that mainstream education was the only option for deaf children in Iquitos. The
deaf children in regular education schools had grown up with no access to LSP, other than a few
deaf children who had previously attended the deaf church school. In the following chapters, I
present three of the deaf children who I met in mainstream classrooms in Iquitos. I explore the
social lives of Luis, José, and Jeremy in their schools and homes. Rather unexpectedly, in light of
this historical background and the previous sign language literature, these chapters illustrate the
rich social worlds of these children and the important role that their communicative abilities play
in their social lives. Despite the impressive communication skills of these deaf youth, their
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experiences in the classroom provide a strong critique of “inclusive” education in Iquitos. One of
the clear problems facing the deaf boys in their “inclusive” classrooms is their inability to access
the academic material. In the upcoming chapters, I illustrate how the boys’ teacher overlooked
the poor educational attainment of his deaf students, as well as interactional evidence of how the
use of a manual communication system in the classroom could promote their learning.
Although the use of LSP would be an important first step toward improving the education
of deaf children in Iquitos, language access alone is still unlikely to change many of the
structural inequalities facing deaf youth as they grow into adults in Iquitos. This has already been
demonstrated in the case of indigenous populations throughout Latin America. Nancy Postero
and Leon Zamosc (2004) noted in the introduction to their edited volume on indigenous rights
movements in Latin America, that there have been important changes since the rise of
indigenous movements. Many countries now have bilingual education programs and
acknowledge the diversity of indigenous groups. Yet, “native peoples are invariably among the
poorest in all countries, and their lands and livelihoods are in constant danger” (Postero and
Zamosc 2004, 2). Similarly, the description of deaf adults above suggests that even with
knowledge of LSP, deaf individuals struggle to access the economic structures and social
services in Iquitos. The use of LSP in the classrooms of deaf adults provided them with limited
academic knowledge. Most deaf adults in Iquitos were functionally illiterate and could not do
basic math operations.28 Stemming from this lack of education and the community-wide
reticence to hire individuals with disabilities, deaf adults had difficulty finding work and making
enough money to meet their daily needs. Moreover, although deaf adults knew LSP, they had
difficulty using it to access the wider hearing society. They did not have access to trained

Not only deaf individuals in Iquitos suffer from poor education. In many of the families that I visited, parents had
not completed their secondary education. Nevertheless, the literacy rate for the lowest socioeconomic class in the
jungle region of the country is still 77.3% for women and 90.7% for men as of 2017 (INEI 2017).
28
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interpreters nor the literacy skills to communicate in writing. This suggests that more than access
to LSP is needed to improve the future possibilities of deaf youth in Iquitos.
One of the primary concerns in studies of language socialization is the role that language
plays in becoming a member of a community. This issue is particularly relevant in the case of
linguistic minorities. In Peru, deaf individuals, both linguistically and in degrees of ableness, fall
outside the ideal of the modern Peruvian citizen. Thus, deaf individuals, although cognitively
intact, are often discriminated against and marginalized. When deaf youth are socialized to
become peripheral members of their communities, there is a serious waste and loss of human
potential. Since completing my dissertation research – and, indeed, throughout the research itself
– I have been involved with community efforts to address the structural and social barriers that
deaf individuals in Iquitos face across the lifespan. I discuss these efforts in the final chapters of
this dissertation.
Chapter 2, in part, has been submitted for publication of the material as it may appear in
Goico, Sara. “The impact of ‘inclusive’ education on the language of deaf youth in Iquitos,
Peru”, Sign Language Studies, 19(3), in press, which is to be published in 2019. The dissertation
author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.
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Chapter Three:
Theoretical Framework: Embodied Interaction with Signers
3.1 Introduction
The empirical chapters on Luis, José, and Jeremy combine ethnographic research with the
microanalysis of interactions. In the ethnographic descriptions, I locate the deaf boys within their
social worlds. I then zoom in on moments of situated interaction. In these moments, the identities
and social relationships of participants are an important backdrop (Haviland 1986). These
moments also put on display how the deaf boys’ communicative resources play a central role in
the construction of their social worlds. In examining the boys’ communication, it quickly
becomes apparent that individual linguistic knowledge of grammatical structures is not sufficient
to navigate social interaction. As Dell Hymes (1974, 75) wrote in his critique of Chomsky’s
privileged notion of linguistic competence, “A child from whom any and all of the grammatical
sentences of a language might come with equal likelihood would be of course a social monster.”
Instead, a “true linguistic competence” requires the ability to employ communicative resources
for social aims (Haviland 2011a, 289).
In this chapter, I explain the theoretical framework I adopt to study face-to-face
interaction. I begin the chapter with a discussion of the underlying principles to an approach of
studying communication within social action. I utilize the research of Charles Goodwin on the
social life of aphasics to illustrate this approach. Next, I discuss the variety of communicative
resources and modalities that are relevant to the discussion in the empirical chapters. Finally, I
use a segment of interaction taken from a bingo game in Luis’s home to illustrate the approach I
use to present moments of interaction in the upcoming empirical chapters.

3.2 Embodied interaction
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I captured the communication systems of Luis, José, and Jeremy in their school and
homes, where they were using them to navigate their everyday lives. But, as John B. Haviland
(1986, 250) eloquently stated, “By the time we get back from the field…we often find ourselves
tempted by one analytical urge or another; we end up stomping, whacking, twisting, and
otherwise molesting the hardworking words we met on our ethnographic travels, until they are
left, if not lifeless, at least limp and exhausted.” In the empirical chapters, I approach the study of
the communication systems of Luis, José, and Jeremy from the perspective of the social work
they are used to accomplish. While all research must abstract away from the data, I rely on an
embodied interaction approach (e.g. Streeck, C. Goodwin, and LeBaron 2011) because of its
attention to the combination of communicative resources used by interlocutors in moments of
situated social interaction that occur while carrying out action in the midst of larger activities (C.
Goodwin 2000b). Research on embodied interaction focuses on human actions in moments when
individuals are co-present, what Erving Goffman (1983) refers to as the interaction order. Within
these moments of face-to-face interaction, the primary premise of the approach is to take into
consideration the variety of communicative resources that participants attend to and make
relevant, including speech, embodied actions, and engagement with the material world around
them. Research on embodied interaction and multimodality demonstrates how communicative
resources mutually elaborate each other in situated interaction; any one communicative resource
taken in isolation (including speech) is partial and incomplete (C. Goodwin 2007). The benefits
of such an approach become particularly clear when observing the communication of individuals
who have limited access to the established language used within their community.
3.2.1 Embodied interaction in the life of a man with aphasia
The research of Charles Goodwin (2004) on the social life of an aphasic man, Chil,
demonstrated how it was possible to be a competent speaker without speaking. After suffering a
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stroke, Chil was only able to use three spoken words – Yes, No, and And – even though his
comprehension remained largely intact (C. Goodwin 1995, 2000, 2004). Although Chil’s ability
to construct independent utterances was greatly reduced after his stroke, he maintained an active
social life. Chil went out by himself and spoke with individuals around town, went shopping and
to the movies, and had long conversations on the phone with his children (C. Goodwin 2000a).
The example of Chil demonstrates how the construction of a social world is not dependent on the
individual use of grammatical structures but is accomplished through the deployment of a wide
range of communicative resources within joint social action. Take for instance a moment of
interaction between Chil and his son, Keith, as they walked out the door on a December day
(Figure 3.1).
Keith is walking out the door past Chil
1
Chil:
Yeh deh de:h!.
2
(0.3) ((Keith turns around to Chil))
3
Keith:
Yeah?
4
(0.6)
5
Chil:
((hand motion in front of chest))
6
Yeh deh =
7
Keith:
Uh: jacket.
8
(0.3)
9
Chil:
((nods)) Yeh.
10 Keith:
Uh: sweater.
11
(0.2) ((shaking head))
12 Chil:
°No
13 Keith:
Uh oh uh sws
14
Uh more than a sweater.
15
(0.6)
16 Chil:
No:.= ((starts to gesture from neck to head))
17
=Deh deh deh. deh deh dih
18 Keith:
ëYeah. And a hat,
19 Chil:
Yes.
20 Keith:
Right. Right. Right.
Figure 3.1: A transcript of a moment of interaction between Chil and his son reproduced from C. Goodwin, M. H.
Goodwin, and Olsher (2002, 70) with the permission of Marjorie Harness Goodwin.

In the segment of interaction above, it is possible to see how Chil utilized a combination
of communicative resources, as well as the sequential organization of talk-in-interaction in order
to get the hat he desired. Chil’s spoken language is noticeably limited. He used “no,” variations
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on the word “yes,” and the sound “deh.” Yet, he was able to combine these spoken resources
with other oral and manual resources. In line 1, Chil utilized a vocalization to secure Keith’s
attention. The annotations in the transcript demonstrate that Chil modulated his voice while
calling for Keith. The use of the colon in the second deh (de:h) means that the “e” was
lengthened. In other spoken utterances, the symbol “ ° ” indicates the subsequent word was
spoken with low volume and the symbol “ . ” indicates the utterance ended with a falling
intonation contour. After Chil had Keith’s attention, Chil moved his hand in front of his chest
(line 5). In the text of the article, the authors also explained that Chil looked down at his hand
while performing the gesture, using the indexical function of gaze to indicate where Keith should
focus his attention. In doing so, Chil brought his own body into the interaction as an important
resource in its own right, and one that Keith should attend to in the talk-in-interaction. These
communicative resources were not produced in isolation, but mutually elaborated one another.
Research in the field of Conversation Analysis has demonstrated how sequences of
interaction are built on turns of talk that switch between interlocutors following a standard turntaking structure in which one person talks at a time with minimal overlap (Sacks, Schegloff, and
Jefferson 1974). An example of the sequential nature of social interaction can be seen in lines 13 of Figure 3.1. Chil called for Keith’s attention, and Keith answered by saying, “Yeah?” and
turning his gaze toward Chil. This sequence is known as a summons-answer sequence, which is
typically a conversational opener used to coordinate attention and entry into a state of talk (C.
Goodwin 1980; Schegloff 1968). Summons-answer sequences are part of a larger category of
two-part sequences called adjacency pairs (Sacks 1992). Other examples of adjacency pairs
include a question followed by an answer and a greeting followed by a reciprocal greeting. In an
adjacency pair, the production of the first part of the sequence makes relevant the second part of
the sequence (Schegloff 1968). A summons, also called an attention-getting device, includes
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examples such as calling for someone by name or knocking on the front door. Answers might
include saying, “What?” or opening the door. Although adjacency pairs consist of two base
turns, these base turns are often further elaborated on by expansions.
An important outcome of this sequential structure is the ability for Chil to build his
utterances on the immediately prior talk of his interlocutors. Chil participated in an elaborate
guessing routine in which Keith engaged him in a series of questions (lines 5-19). This guessing
routine relied on repair sequences. Repairs are utilized to resolve interactional trouble in
understanding, hearing, or speaking (Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks 1977). They often occur in
a question-answer adjacency pair that interrupts the forward progress of the interaction.
Although Emanuel A. Schegloff, Gail Jefferson, and Harvey Sacks (1977) identified a preference
for self-initiated repair, in Chil’s case other interlocutors initiated repairs on his utterances. In the
example above, Keith provided candidate clothing options, which Chil then rejected, until Keith
reached Chil’s desired result: the hat. In this way, Chil tied his utterances to Keith’s speech;
using Keith’s words to build his own talk.
Any attempt to analyze Chil’s utterances as individual units, outside of their use in
situated interaction, would portray Chil as an extremely limited speaker. Yet an approach to
Chil’s communication that starts from the premise that he is one of multiple interlocutors
engaged in situated interaction sheds light on how Chil was a highly skilled communicator.
Through the collaborative and multimodal nature of interaction, Chil was able to lead a rich
social life both inside and outside of his home. Through his research, Charles Goodwin proposed
a new perspective on how the social and mental lives of aphasics should be perceived. In this
dissertation, I approach the investigation of the communicative and social lives of deaf youth
without access to an established language from a similar perspective. Although there are
considerable differences in how Chil and Luis, José, and Jeremy engage in social interaction, the
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communicative abilities of these deaf boys come alive when placed in moments of situated
interaction. Rather than limited communicative abilities, it is possible to see how they use their
communicative repertoires in strategic and complex ways.
An important point of distinction between the work on Chil and research with deaf
individuals, who live in primarily hearing contexts, is the relationship with interlocutors. Chil’s
ability to create action using the speech of others is only possible because Chil had what Charles
Goodwin (2000a) called “active co-participants,” who engaged in the guessing routines with
him. Guessing repair routines with Chil could be long and difficult in comparison with repair
routines in interactions between interlocutors who were not aphasic (C. Goodwin 2000a).
Charles Goodwin, Marjorie Harness Goodwin, and David Olsher (2002) point out that what
someone without aphasia could accomplish in the course of one turn, Chil required multiple
turns to achieve. Nevertheless, other participants, such as Chil’s son, demonstrated willingness to
engage in these extended repair routines despite the additional effort required. Prior to having the
stroke, Chil was a prominent New York City lawyer, who was recognized for his intelligence.
Chil’s interactions with interlocutors were clearly shaped, at least in part, by his interlocutors’
relationships with him prior to the stroke.
Research with deaf adults, who grow up in situations similar to Luis, José, and Jeremy,
has demonstrated that they are less likely than Chil to have active co-participants. On the one
hand, Ivani Fusellier-Souza (2006) noted in her work in Brazil, that each deaf adult had one
privileged, or favorite, interlocutor. Such an individual would likely be a willing co-participant in
social interaction. On the other hand, the work of E. Mara Green (2014) with deaf adults in
Nepal demonstrated that hearing individuals were not always willing to engage with deaf
interlocutors as if they were people capable of interaction. Deaf individuals with whom
interactions resulted in repetitive failures were perceived as unreliable narrators even of their
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own lived experiences. Hearing interlocutors sometimes chose not to give a deaf individual their
eye gaze, thus taking away the possibility for the deaf individual to participate in the interaction.
John B. Haviland (2013a), in his work on a family sign system, also demonstrated that in the
context of a small speech community, the oldest deaf sibling was viewed by her deaf brothers as
incompetent in both her language and as a person. These different orientations to deaf
individuals are highlighted in the empirical chapters on Luis, José, and Jeremy and demonstrate
how the communicative abilities of deaf youth can be supported or constrained by their
interactional environments.

3.3 Communicative resources in the communication of the deaf boys
In this section, I introduce the variety of communicative resources which I will discuss in
the segments of face-to-face interaction displayed in the upcoming chapters on Luis, José, and
Jeremy. The resources I will discuss include visible bodily action, vocalizations, the use of the
sequential structure of interaction, and grammatical structures. An important concern that arises
when taking into consideration the variety of semiotic resources that interlocutors use in situated
interactions is how to determine which resources enter into the analysis. Although there have not
been previous investigations into how deaf individuals without access to an established language
combine communicative resources, research on sign languages provides insight into the variety
of communicative resources that signers of established sign languages use in everyday
interactions.
There is a significant interest in the sign language literature on non-manual resources,
such as facial expressions, head movements, eyebrow movements, and mouth movements for
grammatical purposes (e.g. Boyes-Braem and Sutton-Spence 2001; Liddell 1980; Petronio and
Lillo-Martin 1997; Nespor and Sandler 1999; Reilly, McIntire, and Bellugi 1990; Sandler 1999).
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Similarly, variations in how signs are produced, such as the use of space and changes to the size
and speed of signing, have also been identified as grammatical resources in the production of
signed utterances (Liddell 2003; Padden 1983; Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006). There have been
discussions about the importance of gaze in signed conversations. There are a number of studies
on visual joint attention (Baker 1997; Mather 1996), especially its development in deaf children
(e.g. Harris et al. 1989; Harris & Mohay 1997; Koester 1992, 1995; Lieberman, Hatrack, and
Mayberry 2014; Mckee, Johnson, and Marbury 1991; Meadow-Orlans 1996; Meadow-Orlans,
Spencer, and Koester 2004), as well as evidence of the use of gaze for interactional functions
such as holding the floor (Bauman 2008) and initiating repairs (Manrique 2016; Manrique and
Enfield 2015). Body orientation and positioning have been discussed to a limited extent in the
sign language literature, such as in the context of body shifts that a signer produces when taking
on the role of another person in storytelling (Cormier, Smith, and Zwets 2013; Padden 1986).
More significant work has been done on the topic of body orientation outside of sign language
research, however, such as Adam Kendon’s foundational studies on spatial organization in
interaction (Kendon 1990). While there is considerable research on the grammatical structures of
sign languages (primarily those in the Global North), much less is known about interactional
structures of signed conversations. Only recently have researchers begun to investigate how
signed conversations might alter structures of interaction (Coates and Sutton-Spence 2001; De
Vos, Torreira, and Levinson 2015; Girard-Groeber 2015; Manrique 2016; Manrique and Enfield
2015). Finally, sign language research has not explored the role of the physical world in signed
conversations, however, this is an important focus of research in embodied interaction (C.
Goodwin 2000b; Streeck, C. Goodwin, LeBaron 2011) that will be incorporated into my
discussion in the empirical chapters.
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In the discussion below, I do not attempt to provide an exhaustive discussion of the
communicative resources that the deaf boys use. I bring them to the reader’s attention to
facilitate the discussion of situated interaction in the upcoming empirical chapters. Following the
discussion of these resources, I demonstrate an example of how these resources are integrated
with one another. I also discuss how I present transcripts of segments of interaction in the
empirical chapters.
3.3.1 Visible bodily action
3.3.1.1 Lexical items
The majority of the lexical items that the boys used were produced as visible bodily
actions (Kendon 2004). Typically, the lexical items of deaf individuals without access to an
establish language are referred to as ‘gestures’ (Goldin-Meadow 2003). According to Susan
Goldin-Meadow (2003, 200) the decision to refer to the deaf children’s vocabulary as ‘gestures’
was because they were not codified. Yet her research showed that these communication systems
had many of the structural properties of a linguistic system (e.g. Goldin-Meadow 1982, 1985,
2003; Goldin-Meadow and Feldman 1977; Goldin-Meadow and Mylander 1984, 1980b, 1998;
Goldin-Meadow, Mylander, and Butcher 1995; Goldin-Meadow, Mylander, and Franklin 2007;
Goldin-Meadow et al. 1994). My research adds to findings on the structural properties of
homesigns that these emerging systems are also used in highly skilled ways in the course of
social action, clearly demonstrating the children’s linguistic competence. Moreover, these
communication systems have arisen from frequent interaction within, albeit small, “sign”
communities (Gumperz 1968), leading to shared, even if not equivalent, communication patterns
among hearing and deaf individuals.
Thus, breaking with the tradition in the sign language literature, I use the term ‘sign’ to
refer to the manual lexical items produced by the deaf children and use the term ‘gesture’ to refer
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to the common bodily actions (e.g. gesticulations, points, emblems) of hearing individuals when
communicating with other hearing individuals. The inadequacy of these terminological choices,
however, becomes apparent when discussing the utterances of hearing individuals
communicating with the deaf children. Due to the range of speech patterns that hearing
individuals adopted when communicating with the deaf boys, I sometimes use the term ‘sign’
and other times use the term ‘gesture.’ In most cases of interaction with the deaf boys, hearing
individuals used limited speech and altered their use of the manual modality. For these cases, I
use the terms ‘sign’ and ‘signing.’ A clear example was Jeremy’s father, who never used any
speech while signing and regularly produced utterances of over ten signs in length. In contrast,
there were cases where a hearing individual directed an utterance to a deaf individual (or a group
that included a deaf individual) in primarily speech accompanied by minimal visible bodily
action. An example of this was José’s mother, who asked José, “what did you bring them in?”
while tapping a bucket. I refer to this tap as a ‘gesture,’ since the utterance was constructed
primarily as a Spanish utterance. I make these terminological distinctions explicit for
clarification purposes because there are ongoing theoretical debates about the distinction
between signs and gestures (e.g. Goldin-Meadow and Brentari 2017 and commentaries; Kendon
2008; Lidell 2003). My brief discussion here demonstrates the inadequacies of the current
categories of ‘sign’ and ‘gesture’ for my own research context.
The signs that I identified in the communication systems of the deaf boys were
sometimes adapted from a type of gesture shared among Iquitos Spanish speakers known as
emblems or quotable gestures (Kendon 1992). These included signs such as sticking the index
finger into the neck, which is literally translated in Iquitos to mean “aguja” (needle) and is used
to say that someone is “broke (having no money).” Another sign used by all three deaf boys that
was adopted from an emblem in use in Iquitos is the L-handshape tipped toward the mouth to
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refer to a “beverage” or the act “to drink.” This sign came from an emblem used in the Iquitos
Spanish-speaking community to mean a “beer” or to the act “to drink beer.” The boys extended
the meaning of this gesture to refer to drinking all kinds of beverages. On one occasion while I
was out in the city with a family and their deaf son, the boy used the sign to say he wanted a
soda. A hearing person saw the sign and made a joke about the child being too young to be
drinking beer. Thus, demonstrating that although signs that the deaf boys use may be adopted
from emblems used in the Iquitos hearing community, the use of these forms may be radically
different. Luis, José, and Jeremy, as well as the rest of the deaf youth I observed, had a set of
shared vocabulary that developed from the gestures used in Iquitos, not from shared contact with
one another.
There was also evidence in the utterances of Luis and Jeremy that they adopted a limited
number of Peruvian Sign Language (LSP) vocabulary into their own sign systems. Luis knew
more LSP than any of the other deaf students I observed in Iquitos in 2014 and 2015. Luis told
me that he first came into contact with LSP when he was around eight or nine years old. His
hearing neighbor, who was a member of the Jehovah’s Witness, invited him over to her house to
teach him LSP. Luis said that he attended some church meetings with his neighbor, and she
would interpret for him, but that there were no other deaf people present at the church. This
would suggest that she did not attend the one deaf Jehovah’s Witness church in Iquitos and was
probably not a trained interpreter. Thus, it is unclear how much LSP she knew. Moreover, Luis
told me that he only worked with the woman for a few months before she left Iquitos. After she
left, the Jehovah’s Witness periodically visited Luis in their official manner, sending teams of
one hearing and one deaf member to his house. Luis did not seem to enjoy these visits and often
sent the Jehovah’s Witness away without taking classes from them. He told me that he first
learned the manual alphabet and numbers when he entered Mr. Inga’s hearing classroom at age
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ten. Luis was aware, however, that his family members did not know LSP signs, and in the
context of his home used different vocabulary when communicating with me than when
communicating with his family. For example, he would use his family’s system for numbers
when interacting with his siblings and neighbors and then use the LSP numbers when
communicating with me.
Jeremy also had some LSP vocabulary in his communication system. Based on the
vocabulary that he used, he learned these signs when he attended school in Lima for one year.
Jeremy used variations of the signs for “mother” and “father” that are unique to Lima. These
signs are produced by tapping three fingers on the cheek to refer to “mother” and tapping the
side of the index finger on the chin for “father.” These are not the standard forms of “mother”
and “father” that are displayed in the Ministry of Education LSP dictionary. Based on their form,
the signs appear to have developed from manually coded Spanish that is meant to draw attention
to the speech forms of the words “mamá” and “papá.” I say that Jeremy used variations of these
signs because he altered the handshapes when he adopted them into his own signing. Jeremy
used two fingers on the cheek for “mother”, instead of three fingers. Jeremy also used the signs
to refer to women and men in general, not only his own mother and father. These signs were
used not only by Jeremy, but all his family members, suggesting that he had been able to teach
his family members the LSP signs he learned in school.
Other signs were uniquely developed within a particular “sign” community. Luis touched
his hand to his chin to mean, “what did he/she say?” José had a unique sign for “many” which
consisted of his hands splayed, palms facing forward, at eye level and moved forward in a
pushing motion. Jeremy referred to a dessert bread known as “keke” by imitating how a waiter
holds a serving platter. The boys used some signs that were unique to their homes and others that
were reserved for use in school. For instance, on different occasions, I saw Luis and Jeremy
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correct their signing in the school. In both cases, they produced their own family sign for
“woman/mother” and then immediately produced the classroom sign for “woman/mother.” Some
of the classroom signs were variations of LSP signs that Mr. Inga introduced into the classroom
after taking an LSP class. These included the manual alphabet and number signs. Luis also
introduced his family sign for “red” into the classroom, bringing the hands together in the shape
of a heart.
Lexical items included a large number of signs which represented an aspect of their
referent, often referred to in the literature as “characterizing signs” (Goldin-Meadow 2003;
Green 2014; Haviland 2013a; Kendon 1980). Some of these signs represented a part of an object,
such as referring to a “dog” with a sign meant to represent the dog’s mouth, referring to
“children” with a sign for their stature, or a “woman” by touching the chest. Some signs
represented how one holds or manipulates an object with the arms and hands. For example, the
sign for “baby” was produced by moving the arms as if rocking a baby. The sign for a “school,”
“pen,” or the act of “writing” was produced by acting out a writing motion. The sign for
“bathing” was produced by moving the hands over one’s head as if dumping water over oneself.
Other lexical items were not just a representation of manual manipulation, but full body
enactments (Kendon 1980) or depictions (Clark 2016). Some examples included pretending to sit
in a chair to mean “chair” or a squatting motion while squeezing the hands together to mean
“bathroom.” José often used full body enactments, especially in his narrative storytelling. A final
type of sign that I identified represent the size and shape of a class of objects and are known as
Size and Shape Specifiers (SASS) in the sign language literature. In American Sign Language,
an example of a SASS includes using the open hand with the palm down to refer to a flat surface
(e.g. floor, table). In Chapter Five on José, I discuss the case of what appears to be a specifier for
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tiny objects, but further investigation is needed to demonstrate that this sign truly refers to a class
of objects.
The boys also used signs that did not represent a characteristic of what they were
referring to. One important element of the boys’ lexicons were points. The indexicality of these
signs make them highly productive linguistic features. The boys pointed at people, animals,
plants, places, inanimate objects (both to refer to the object itself or some aspect of the object,
such as a color). Points were directed at objects that were both present and non-present. For
example, the deaf boys often pointed to an individual or an object that was in another room.
Points at particular locations, such as the school or the river (which were not visible in the
context of utterance), were consistently made in the correct direction of that location despite the
signer’s bodily orientation (Haviland 2000). At Luis’s house, I consistently pointed in the wrong
direction to refer to the school, and he always corrected me, while also laughing at my inability
to keep my bearings. If an object was within arm’s length of the signer, the point often turned
into a touch. For instance, to refer to oneself an individual would touch his or her own chest or
would refer to a nearby object by tapping it. Points were most frequently produced with the
extended index finger, but I saw a number of body parts used when pointing; these included the
thumb, the open hand, the head, the lips, the shoulder, and the foot. In Jeremy’s household, I
consistently found a palm up point being used to distance oneself from the individual who was
being indicated. It was used repeatedly when making accusations or pointing out the flaws of
another individual. Further analysis of the distribution of different pointing forms is necessary.
There are also signs that neither represented an aspect of an object that they referred to
nor indexed an object. Negations and affirmations were produced with head movements, a
headshake and head nod, respectively. Alternatively, a manual sign for negation was the index
finger side waggle. This sign was used by all the deaf boys and within the larger hearing
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community as well. Questions were produced on the face or with an accompanying manual sign.
Both an eyebrow raise and an eyebrow drop, as well as a chin flick were used to ask questions.
Jeremy’s father used a great deal of eyebrow manipulation while signing and appeared to
distinguish his eyebrow raises and eyebrow drops in order to convey different orientations to the
question, such as interest or concern. Luis had learned manual question signs from LSP, but the
other boys had not. José only had one manual sign, a hand flip, which he used as a general
question marker. Jeremy and his family used the hand flip as a general question sign, but also
modified it with a searching gaze to mean “where.” This last example leads into another
important type of visible bodily action – gaze.
3.3.1.2 Gaze
Research on gaze in social interaction has demonstrated the role that the eyes play in
demonstrating engagement (C. Goodwin 1980), regulating the structure of the interaction
(Stivers and Rossano 2010), and as a social act (Kidwell 2005). For deaf individuals, gaze is of
particular importance because of the reliance on a manual modality which is perceived visually.
As George Viditz in a 1910 address as President of the National Association of the Deaf stated,
deaf people are “first and foremost and for all time, people of the eye” (Veditz 1912 cited in
Bauman 2008:12). In signed conversations, gaze is an even more obvious indicator of
engagement and disengagement then the use of gaze in spoken languages. As mentioned above,
in research on deaf adults in rural Nepal, a hearing individual’s decision to provide a deaf
individual with his or her gaze demonstrated an ethical orientation to that person (Green 2014).
Research on American Sign Language (ASL) has discussed that deaf addressees focus on the
face of the signer (Bauman 2008). However, deaf individuals often have to shift their gaze
between the signer and other objects and people in their environment (Lieberman, Hatrack, and
Mayberry 2014).
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In the segments of interaction that I present in the empirical chapters, the gaze of
participants was often moving; the addressee looked at both the signer’s hands and face, as well
as looking at other individuals and at objects. The fact that participants were constantly shifting
their gaze meant that the deaf boys also had to keep track of where their interlocutors were
looking and respond appropriately. Charles Goodwin (1980) discussed the use of restarts and
pauses in speech in order to secure the gaze of an individual. In the segments of interaction that I
discuss in the empirical chapters, taps and hand waves were used in order to orient the gaze of
other individual(s). Shifts in gaze became particularly important to manage when the deaf boys
engaged in multiparty interactions. In a segment of interaction in Chapter Six, Jeremy and his
sisters demonstrated proficiency in their management of gaze. In some instances in the chapters,
shifts in gaze were motivated by the deaf individual, such as was seen in the example of Chil in
Figure 3.1. The boys would use their gaze to direct the attention of an addressee to a particular
object of interest. Such cases demonstrate how gaze is used not purely for a demonstration of
attention, but also for indexical and referential purposes.
3.3.1.3 Additional visible bodily actions
There are a number of additional bodily actions, which are treated by the participants as
relevant to their conversations. Some of these were mentioned briefly in the section on lexical
items. Facial expressions, as well as head and eyebrow movements were sometimes used as
stand-alone signs but were often combined with other bodily actions. This use had the effect of
layering meaning onto – that is, inflecting – other signs. Other important visible bodily actions
that will be treated as relevant in upcoming segments of situated interaction include the
organization of the body in space, physical actions, and the use of objects. A clear example of the
importance of the organization of bodies in space can be seen in the work of Marjorie Harness
Goodwin. Her work demonstrated how people move through the house while accomplishing
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everyday activities, such as brushing teeth (Tulbert and M. H. Goodwin 2011). Additionally, her
research on a girl’s peer group showed how body orientation could be used as a tool for inclusion
and exclusion (M. H. Goodwin 2006). In Chapter Five, I discuss how José’s mother explicitly
socialized him into appropriate body orientation while he was signing.
The segments of conversation that I discuss are embedded within larger activities, such as
playing bingo or working on group projects. These activities are filled with physical actions,
such as placing seeds on bingo squares and writing on pieces of paper. These ongoing actions are
not always relevant to the moment of conversation, but at times are produced for expressive
purposes or affect the unfolding sequence of interaction. In a segment of interaction in Chapter
Four, Luis picked up the group paper he was writing on and moved it in front of his classmate. In
doing so he was telling her to do the work of writing on the paper. This particular example was
not only a physical action but also a manipulation of an object in the environment. Objects are
frequently incorporated into the combination of communicative resources that are relevant to the
participants involved in a moment of interaction (C. Goodwin 2000b). In Chapter Five, I discuss
a conversation in which José used a crab in the construction of his utterance. In another segment
of interaction in Chapter Six, Jeremy drew a picture of an object that he was accusing his sister
of losing.
3.3.2 Oral resources
The majority of interactional segments that I will discuss included hearing participants.
Thus, oral resources were frequently used in conversations. Hearing participants often included
spoken words when they were communicating with the deaf boys. Hearing participants also
spoke to one another in Spanish during moments of multiparty interaction that included one of
the deaf boys. Thus, spoken utterances included both individual Spanish words and full spoken
sentences. In general, I found that hearing individuals, even those who regularly used speech
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when communicating with a deaf boy, would modify their speech patterns and increase the use
of visible bodily action when speaking to the deaf boy versus when speaking to another hearing
person. One speech variation that was specific to interactions with the deaf boys was the over
enunciation of a Spanish word. This was particularly evident in conversations between Luis and
his family members and classmates. Family members in José and Jeremy’s homes did not use
this speech pattern, but I sometimes saw other students using it when interacting with them.
Part of the reason that family members over-enunciated Spanish words to Luis was
because he was able to lipread and pronounce a small set of individual words, including
numbers, some names, common household words (e.g. pollo (chicken), baño (bathroom), pan
(bread), jabón (soap) and the question word por qué (why)). Although there was never a
diagnosis of Luis’s hearing level, based on his limited ability to engage in spoken language, he
probably had a moderate hearing loss. However, Luis told me that it was not until he was around
six years old that he started to use oral Spanish to communicate. Luis’s family confirmed this,
telling me that when Luis was young, he communicated primarily through pointing and not
through speech. Luis claimed that the first person to teach him to pronounce Spanish words was
his oldest sister, who taught him how to pronounce her name. After learning her name, she began
teaching him other basic household words. Soon, his other siblings also taught him their names.
Luis said that he became more proficient in pronouncing words when he attended the special
education school at nine years old. He described how the special education teacher would teach
him to pronounce words by first having him touch her neck or face as she spoke and then touch
his own neck and face as he attempted to imitate her.
Although José and Jeremy did not pronounce Spanish words, all of the deaf boys were
aware that the individuals around them were hearing and frequently used vocalizations,
especially as attention-getting devices. In the case of José, discussed in Chapter Five, I found that
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he increased his use of vocalizations when he was with his sister. These vocalizations were
modulated to the type of utterance he was producing. As just mentioned, Luis was able to
pronounce a small set of Spanish words, although he generally mouthed these words without
voice. These words were often easily discernible through lipreading. Luis, however, also moved
his mouth while he was signing to hearing individuals as if he was mouthing spoken utterances.
In those cases, I could not discern distinct words. Neither José nor Jeremy mouthed Spanish
words or imitated mouthings while they were signing.
3.3.3 The sequential organization of segments of interaction
As demonstrated previously, an important communicative resource that Chil relied on to
engage in conversations was the sequential turn-taking structure of talk-in-interaction. Examples
of Chil’s use of the sequential organization of interaction was to open the conversation using a
summons-answer sequence and to engage Keith in an extended repair sequence to guess the
piece of clothing that Chil desired. These examples demonstrate how the sequential turn-taking
structure of talk-in-interaction allowed Chil to build his utterances on immediately prior
utterances. Luis, José, and Jeremy also strategically constructed their utterances on the prior
utterances of their interlocutors. Their responses, repairs, restarts, and retorts took into
consideration what their interlocutor had just said. In this way their conversations were not
predetermined but emergent (C. Goodwin 2000b) and interactionally managed (Sacks, Schegloff,
and Jefferson 1974).
My discussion of sequential organization in the upcoming chapters is not limited to
conversational openings. One strategic use of the turn-taking structure is the reuse of the
immediately prior utterance. Elinor Ochs Keenan (1983) argued that children’s repetition of prior
utterances was not simply imitation but was utilized for a number of functions including
alignment and questioning. In the three empirical chapters, there is evidence of the children
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reusing the speech of others for actions, such as supporting, mocking, and imitating the
addressee. Marjorie Harness Goodwin (1990) discussed one type of reuse called format tying in
her ethnography on the language practices of African American children. Format tying refers to
the reuse of an immediately prior utterance with minor variations in order to alter the meaning of
the prior utterance. In Chapter Five on José, I demonstrate how he used format tying as a retort to
his classmate.
3.3.4 Grammatical structure
In this dissertation, I do not attempt a structural analysis of the boys’ signing. However,
there is evidence that the grammatical structure of their signing is one of the communicative
resources that they utilize in social interaction. In Chapter Four, I discuss an instance when Luis
“quoted” another student. In order to create this effect, Luis became the student, pointing to
himself in his re-enactment of the student’s utterance. Luis closed the utterance by pointing to
the student he was quoting. In Chapter Five, I describe a potential structure for the relationship
between José’s use of specifiers, points, and additional information about the specifier. In
Chapter Six, I provide an example when Jeremy had to repeat himself (much to his annoyance).
In the repetition of his utterance, he modified his facial expression, the force and movement of
his signing, as well as the order of his signs, suggesting that the switch in order also indicated a
switch in emphasis between the two signs. Further exploration of the syntactic structure of Luis,
José, and Jeremy’s signing in moments of situated interaction is an important next step for this
research.

3.4 An interactional example
In this section, I present an example of how the communicative resources discussed
above are combined in moments of situated interaction. I also illustrate the two types of
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transcripts of interactional segments I use in the upcoming chapters. In current research on social
interaction, studies of talk-in-interaction between hearing interlocutors predominate. Thus, the
well-known transcription conventions for indicating how people speak to one another are based
on spoken interaction (Sack, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974). For instance, the conversation
between Chil and his son in Figure 3.1 relied on common spoken language transcription
conventions. This transcription method cannot simply be applied to signed interactions but
would require significant reworking. In the transcripts I discuss below, I try to emphasize
readability while also including information about the mixture of communicative modalities.
A persistent obstacle to creating transcripts for sign languages is how to represent signs in
written form. The typical practice in sign language linguistics is to write the gloss of a sign in all
capital letters (in English). A gloss has a one-to-one correspondence with a sign form that does
not change based on the context in which the sign is used. Sign languages such as ASL, have
standard glosses that are regularly used in research. Ascribing a gloss to a newly emerging sign
language, however, is a problematic task. Many signs, such as “drink”/“beverages” and
“write”/“school”/“writing utensil,” use the same form for actions and objects, and even for
locations. Sometimes the full scope of these signs is also unclear. In the discussion of an
interaction about crabs in Chapter Five, I interpret the sign of the hand moving forward with the
fingers wiggling as “crab,” but then in another context I saw José use the same sign to mean
“spider.” Thus, the sign might have a broader meaning of “animal with many legs.”
In this dissertation, I do not adopt the practice of using capitalized glosses for signs.
Aside from the difficulty in assigning glosses to emerging sign systems, the gloss form has two
drawbacks for the discussion of the social and communicative lives of Luis, José, and Jeremy
that I present in this dissertation. First the glossing convention emphasizes lexical signs as
opposed to the combination of communicative resources. Second, it is not the most effective tool
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for capturing the social work that the boys’ communication systems accomplish. For instance,
the one-to-one correspondence between a gloss and a form does not distinguish how the same
sign form can be used for a broad range of meanings. In the next section, I describe the
transcription system I use in the upcoming chapters.
3.4.1 Betting in a bingo game
In this section, I use a segment of interaction taken from a bingo game to describe how I
present moments of interaction in the empirical chapters. I provide ethnographic context about
the activity in which the conversation was embedded prior to each instance of interaction that I
discuss (C. Goodwin 2000b). A common afternoon pastime in Iquitos was playing bingo with
friends. One day in April 2015, I was visiting Luis’s house in the afternoon. After we finished
lunch, two of his neighbors and their children stopped by the house to hang out, and we ended up
playing bingo together. The participants in the bingo game were Luis, his sister Julia, the two
neighbors Pamela and Marta, Marta’s son Tony, and me. The organization of the participations
around the table can be seen in Figure 3.2.

Luis

Sara

Pamela

Tony

Marta
Figure 3.2: The configuration of the participants during the bingo betting.
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Julia

During the bingo game, each player was allowed to select as many bingo boards as they
wished. Luis, Julia, Pamela, and Marta were playing with four boards, while Tony and I were
playing with only two boards. During each round of the game, one player would draw the bingo
chips from the bag and read the number to the group (the bingo letters were never read out loud).
The numbers would then be thrown on the table for Luis to see. When someone completed a row
on their board, they would call out “bingo.” Between each round of the game, the participants
placed 10 céntimos (cents) in the center of the table and the winner of the match would win the
60 cents from that round of betting. This betting was complicated by the fact that very few
people had ten-cent coins. Therefore, the amount of money in the center of the table often did not
equal sixty cents, and instead the participants were maintaining a running tally of who owed how
much to whom. For instance, I did not have any 10-cent, 20-cent, or 50-cent pieces; I only had a
1 sol coin (the equivalent of ten 10-cent pieces). Thus, after each game we kept track of whom I
owed 10 cents. Images of the four coins used in Peru are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Images of the four coins used in Iquitos.

The segment of conversation in Figure 3.4 was taken from one of the betting rounds after
Luis won the match. The first transcript that I present is a narrative rendition of the conversation.
This narrative transcript is written as an interpretative translation with the goal of providing an
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easy-to-read demonstration of what the participants were doing. I translate utterances into
English text taking into consideration the combination of communicative resources that are
utilized. Whenever possible, I attempt to maintain the sentence order of the utterance in the
English translation, which provides better integration between the narrative transcript and the
image transcripts (described below). In the empirical chapters, I always first present the entire
narrative section of conversation that will be discussed before using image transcripts to examine
how participants strategically combine their communicative resources in moments of situated
action. I have included a segment of conversation equivalent in length to many of those that I
will discuss in the empirical chapters. Below, I will discuss small segments of the narrative
transcript to demonstrate how I created the interpretive translations.
Line
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Speaker
Luis:
Julia:
Luis:
Luis:
Pamela:
Luis:
Pamela:
Luis:
Pamela:
Luis:
Luis:
Pamela:
Luis:
Pamela:
Luis:
Julia:

Addressee
Utterance
(to table)
The money. I’m taking—
(to table)
ëHere’s mine.
(to table)
(0.6) Not this coin. I’m taking the money.
(to Pamela) Hey,
(to Luis)
Yeah?
(to Pamela) this coin, I’m putting it in.
(to Luis)
ë30 cents.
(to Pamela) Yeah.
(to Luis)
You owe me 30 cents.
(to Pamela)
ëNot this coin, but this—
(to Pamela) (1.5) Hmmm, Marta, 60 cents I owe to her?
(to Luis)
No, you’re even.
(to Pamela)
ëReally? Marta—
(to Luis)
You owe Julia 10 cents.
(to Pamela) Oh yeah. This is for me.
(to Pamela No, I already paid my 10 cents, so there’s 20 cents for me and Tony.
and Luis)-?
17
Pamela: (to Luis)
ëHey---------18
Pamela: (to Julia)
Ahhh
19
Luis:
(to Julia)
And Marta?
20
Julia:
(to Luis)
ëI’m paying. *20.*
21
Luis:
(to Julia)
I’m paying for you.
22
Julia:
(to Luis)
ëNow you don’t owe me nothing.
23
Pamela: (to Julia)
ëLuis is going to put in for you?
24
Luis:
(to Julia)
ëI’m paying this and keeping this amount.
25
Julia:
(to Pamela) Of course, Luis is putting in 10 cents for me.
Figure 3.4: Narrative transcript of the bingo betting.
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Figure
3.5a,b
3.5b
3.5c,d
3.6a,b
3.6b
3.6c,d
3.6d
3.6e,f
3.6f
3.7a-d
3.7e,g
3.7f,g

As seen in Figure 3.4, the narrative transcript is divided into five columns of information.
The line numbers are presented in the first column as references to help the reader refer back to a
particular utterance in the ensuing text. The second column is the person who speaks or signs the
utterance. Column three is the addressee of the utterance, who is placed in parentheses. I
typically determine the addressee by the gaze of the speaker, but gaze is not always a reliable
indicator of the addressee. For instance, a speaker can indirectly address an individual at whom
they are not gazing. I use the context of the interaction to help with cases that are ambiguous. I
write “-?” next to an addressee if I have doubts (see line 16). Column four is the utterance.
Finally, the last column, Figure, indicates a reference to the upcoming figures in the text which
present that line of the transcript.
The narrative transcripts are meant to be largely comprehensible without knowing any
transcription conventions. However, using the conventions listed in Table 3.1, the narrative
transcripts also provide additional information about the mixture of communicative modalities
used in the utterances of the interlocutors. The text in the utterance column is displayed in bold,
italics, or a combination of bold and italics. The text in bold represents parts of the utterance in
the oral modality. This includes not only speech, but also any vocalizations that the deaf boys
produced. The text in italics represents all other visible bodily actions discussed above. The text
in bold and italics was produced in both the manual and oral modalities. Even in the segment of
conversation in Figure 3.4, where a hearing participant had an overlapping conversation with a
deaf and hearing individual, the majority of utterances to Luis were produced with visible bodily
action. This is the case in most of the segments of interaction that I discuss in the empirical
chapters.
Two other variations in how the text is written include over-enunciated speech and
mouthings. Over-enunciated speech is in bold because it is an oral resource and then placed
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inside of asterisks. An example can be seen in line 20 when Julia pronounced “veinte” (twenty)
in an exaggerated manner to Luis. Mouthings are represented in italicized text, since no sound is
produced, and are underlined to indicate the mouthing. As I mentioned above, Luis would mouth
individual Spanish words and imitate mouthing Spanish utterances. Both are identified using
underlined text. Luis used this mouthing in lines 6, 19, and 24. Symbols are used to demonstrate
overlap in utterances, when an action is cut off, and a sign that was repeated for an extended
length of time. Pauses are indicated in parentheses in seconds and tenths of a second. Once
again, the narrative text is meant to be readable without using these conventions. These
conventions, however, provide further information about the combination of communicative
resources used in face-to-face interactions.
Table 3.1: List of conventions used in narrative transcripts.
text
Utterance performed using visible bodily action.
text
Utterance performed orally.
text
Utterance produced both orally and using visible bodily action.
*text*
A word is over-enunciated for the deaf individual.
text
Mouthing is occurring with no sound.
An overlap with the above utterance.
ë
—
The action was cut off.
---------A sign was repeated for an extended length of time.
(time.time) A pause in seconds and tenths of a second.

I use the narrative transcripts to demonstrate what the deaf boys are able to do with their
communicative abilities, but the narrative renditions belie the complexity of how the
conversations were accomplished. After I present a narrative transcript, I then use image
transcripts to discuss the variety of communicative resources that make up an utterance. Figure
3.5 demonstrates an image transcript of lines 1-3 of the bingo betting. In the image transcripts,
the text from the narrative transcript with its line number, speaker, addressee, and markings are
placed under images from the video recordings. I typically filmed with multiple cameras, and
therefore I try to use the best image from the camera angles available. Each image is marked
with a letter in order to be able to reference individual images within the discussion. Next to the
image letter is a time code in seconds and tenths of a second. The time 0.0 is set at the moment
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when the first movement of preparation begins in line 1 of my narrative transcript. For instance,
time 0.0 for Figure 3.4 is when Luis first moved his hand off the table to perform the point in
Figure 3.5a. The figure and letter references are also depicted in the Figure column of the
narrative transcript. White arrows outlined in black indicate the eye gaze of an individual.
Below, I discuss how I created the interpretive translations based on the combination of
communicative resources.
a) 0.4

1 Luis: (to table)

The money.

b) 0.9

I’m taking—
ëHere’s my coin.

2 Julia: (to table)
c) 2.3

3 Luis: (to table) (0.6)

Not this coin.

d) 3.1

I’m taking the money.

Figure 3.5: Image transcript of lines 1-3 of the bingo betting.

In line 1, Luis began by pointing to the money and producing a vocalization (Figure
3.5a), then he reached out and grabbed the money (Figure 3.5b). As Luis reached for the money,
Julia threw a 10-cent piece into the center of the table (Figure 3.5b). As demonstrated in these
interpretive translations, I tend to use nouns (e.g. money, coin), rather than only pronouns or
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demonstratives, to help the reader follow the sequence of action. The utterances in lines 1-3 are
primarily accomplished through one of the communicative resources I mentioned above –
physical actions. As demonstrated in the narrative and image transcripts, these actions receive
their own translations. I provide interpretive translations of physical actions when they
demonstrate “manifest deliberate expressiveness,” which Kendon (2004, 15) refers to as visible
bodily actions which are produced for the purpose of expression and not just a practical aim. I
provide a translation for Luis’s actions because he preceded it with a vocalization, which
indicated that his action was directed at the hearing players around him. It could be argued that
Julia’s action of throwing her 10-cent piece into the center of the table was not deliberately
expressive. However, I have chosen to provide it with a translation for a number of reasons.
First, since the group was in the time between bingo rounds when betting occurs, arguably all
actions of placing money into the center of the table were meant to be perceived by the entire
table. Second, Julia’s action impacted the sequential organization of Luis’s turn, causing him to
pause what he was doing. Finally, in line 16 it became apparent that Julia only threw 10 cents
(rather than 20 cents) on to the table for her and Tony because Luis owed her 10 cents (line 16).
Thus, Julia may have specifically directed this action at Luis. I present a second image transcript
in Figure 3.6 below.
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a) 3.6

b) 4.2

4 Luis: (to Pamela)

Hey,

5 Pamela: (to Luis)

Yeah?

c) 4.8

d) 5.8

6 Luis: (to Pamela)

this coin,

I’m putting it in.
ë30 cents.

7 Pamela: (to Luis)
e) 7.2

f) 8.4

8 Luis: (to Pamela)

Yeah.

9 Pamela: (to Luis)

You owe me

30 cents.
ëNot this coin, but this—

10 Luis: (to Pamela)
Figure 3.6: Image transcript of lines 4-10 of the bingo betting.

In the image transcript of lines 4-10, there are further examples of how I translate
different communicative resources, including the integration of objects into an utterance. Luis
started his utterance to Pamela in line 4 by picking up the 20-cent piece (Figure 3.6a); he then
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used the coin in the remainder of his utterance. In doing this, Luis incorporated the coin into the
combination of communicative resources that were relevant to the participants involved in the
segment of interaction (C. Goodwin 2000b). In Figure 3.6b, Luis performed the tap on Pamela’s
arm with the back of his hand and the coin facing toward Pamela. This summons provided
Pamela with preliminary information about the conversation that Luis was calling her attention
to open. Luis lifted the coin for her to see (Figure 3.6c) and then placed it into the center of the
table (Figure 3.6d). By showing the 20-cent piece, Luis was able to tell Pamela that he was
paying for both of them. When Pamela reminded Luis that he owed her 30 cents (Figure 3.6d),
Luis removed the 20-cent coin from the center of the table and placed his hand on the 50-cent
piece instead (Figure 3.6f).
Figure 3.6 also demonstrates a case of a summons-answer sequence and the importance
of gaze. In Figure 3.6a, I provide an image of Pamela’s gaze prior to Luis calling her attention. In
this case, I provide no interpretive translation because Luis is picking up the coin to use in his
utterance, but the action of picking up the coin is not meant to be an expressive utterance in and
of itself. Luis called for Pamela’s attention by tapping on her arm (Figure 3.6b). I consistently
translate both taps and hand waves as “Hey.” Pamela responded by turning her gaze toward Luis.
I gloss Pamela looking toward Luis with the question “Yeah?” because otherwise her answer to
his summons would be lost in the narrative transcript. As demonstrated in Figure 3.6, Luis
achieved Pamela’s attention quickly. Luis had her gaze only 0.6 seconds from when he began to
pick up the coin. Pamela actually began moving her gaze toward Luis as he moved his hand
toward her arm; so that when he touched her arm, she was already looking at his hand (Figure
3.6b). Although Luis received the answer to his summons quickly and seamlessly in this
instance, that is not always the case. In both Chapters Four and Five, I discuss interactions in
which gaining the attention of the other individual, whether hearing or deaf, was delayed
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considerably or was never achieved. Once Luis had Pamela’s gaze, he moved directly into his
utterance about the money, taking another 0.6 seconds to lift up and display the coin (Figure
3.6c).
In line 7 (Figure 3.6d), Pamela then responded to Luis by holding up three fingers. The
group consistently discussed money by using a single digit number to represent a two-digit
number, as can be seen with Pamela using three to refer to 30 cents. It is evident from the
accompanying spoken Spanish that these signs are referring to the amount of money (e.g. Pamela
lifting the pinky finger and simultaneously saying “diez” (ten) in line 14). In line 9, I provide the
interpretive translation “you owe me 30 cents.” Pamela included only two signs in her utterance,
a point to herself and the sign for “three.” She did not include a point toward Luis, nor a verb “to
owe.” I create these translations by explicitly adding implications and inferential structures on to
the glosses of lexical items. It is important to note that much of the added information is formally
available if the combination of resources used in the utterance is taken into consideration, and
not only individual lexical items. This example also demonstrates why I integrate the two kinds
of transcripts. The narrative transcript makes it possible to quickly read the social action that the
individuals are accomplishing in the conversation. Then the image transcripts display the visible
bodily actions that individuals are using to do the social work. I provide one final image
transcript of lines 11-13 in Figure 3.7 below.
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a) 9.8

b) 11.1

11 Luis: (to Pamela) (1.5) Hmmm,

Marta
d) 12.7

c) 12.1

11 cont Luis: (to Pamela)
e) 13.7

60 cents

I owe to her?
f) 14.2

g) 14.7

12 Pamela: (to Luis) No,
13 Luis: (to Pamela)

you’re even.
ëReally?

Marta—

Figure 3.7: Image transcript of lines 11-13 of the bingo betting.

Figure 3.7 provides a clear example of how I try to align the interpretive glosses with the
sentence structure of the utterances without distorting the English meaning beyond
understanding. Line 11 in Figure 3.4 reads, “Hmmm, Marta 60 cents I owe her?” If I were
translating this utterance only taking into consideration grammatical English, I would have
translated, “Hmmm, I owe Marta 60 cents?” However, I try to structure my translations
according to the sentence structure of the utterance in order to stay as true as possible to the
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utterance of the individual and to allow for better integration of the narrative and image
transcripts. Also in this image transcript, it is possible to see how gaze is not only involved in
demonstrating engagement. In Figure 3.7f, Luis coupled his gaze with a head tilt and a facial
expression to express his doubt at what Pamela was saying to him.
Finally, I use line 11 to discuss how a variety of communicative resources are combined
together. Luis began with a 1.5 second stare at Marta (Figure 3.7a). Then he pointed to her
(Figure 3.7b), and signed six (Figure 3.7c,d). One of the features of the manual modality that is
characteristic of signed languages is the ability to use space in grammatical ways. ASL, for
instance, has what are called agreement verbs (Padden 1988). The signs of a sign language are
made up of a handshape, a location, and a movement, in the same way that spoken words are
built out of distinct speech sounds. In the case of agreement verbs, the movement of the sign can
be modified in order to incorporate subjects and objects. For instance, the verb “to help” in ASL
can be moved from the signer to the addressee to say, “I help you,” or the direction of the sign
reversed to say, “you help me.” In Figure 3.7d, Luis strategically modified the sign “six” in order
to incorporate the act of giving, the giver, the givee, and what is given into one sign. Luis
initially signed six while gazing at Pamela and with no movement of his hands (Figure 3.7c).
Then Luis looked at Marta as he pushed the sign six from his body toward Marta, while also
nodding his head in her direction (Figure 3.7d). Thus, with only one sign, he produced the
utterance “I give sixty cents to Marta.” This statement was modified into a question using other
bodily resources. When Luis produced the point to Martha in Figure 3.7b he scrunched up his
nose briefly to demonstrate uncertainty. Then when he produced the signs for six, he widened his
eyes and slightly lifted his eyebrows to indicate that he was asking a question. In this one short
utterance, Luis combined manual signs, the use of space, gaze, head movement, facial
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expression, and eyebrow movement. This utterance is a clear example of how communicative
resources mutually elaborate one another in moments of situated interaction.

3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have discussed the theoretical framework for how I approach segments
of interactional exchange. I have also demonstrated how I will present such moments of
interaction in the upcoming empirical chapters. In Chapters Four, Five, and Six, I describe the
social worlds of Luis, José, and Jeremy through the lens of three overarching questions. What
kind of people are they in the social worlds they inhabit? What strengths and weaknesses do they
have in the different environments they encounter? And, how do they go about constructing a
social life for themselves given their deafness? I begin with Luis, who of the three boys was the
most integrated into classroom life in his mainstream school in Iquitos.
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Chapter Four: Luis
4.1 Luis in school: the social butterfly
4.1.1 Luis’s social authority in the classroom
At the start of the 2014 school year Luis was 13 years old. Despite being four years older
and a head taller than most of his classmates, Luis settled easily into the social scene of Mr.
Inga’s fourth-grade classroom. Some claim that when deaf students are placed together in a
classroom, they will prefer to interact with one another rather than with their hearing peers (e.g.
Ramsey 1997). However, this was not the case for Luis. He spent most of his time with a group
of hearing girls, who always seemed to be in conversation. If they were not talking about a
classroom assignment, then they were gossiping about someone in the class or talking about the
reality TV show episode from the night before. Students were allowed to choose their own seats
in the morning, typically resulting in heavily sex-segregated seating, although Mr. Inga would
oftentimes move students’ seats around before he began teaching. Luis, however, rarely sat with
the other boys. Moreover, Luis had a tendency not only to hang out with the girls, but to act like
one of the girls. He would “paint” his nails with markers and put “lipstick” on using the red
lollipops called bonbon that were ubiquitous in Iquitos. The special education teacher from the
SAANEE team was particularly concerned about Luis’s effeminate behavior. He divulged to me
that he had gone to Luis’s house and told the family that Luis could act however he wanted at
home, but at school he needed to “act like a boy.”
Despite the special education teacher’s concern about Luis’s behaviors, Luis was often
treated as an authority on social matters within his friendship circle. The girls at Luis’s table
went to great lengths to align their opinions with his. One day in class, the girls repeatedly
attempted to convince Luis that although they had a favorite Esto es Guerra team, they liked the
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same red team on Combate that Luis did.1 Despite their repeated attempts, Luis would not drop
his criticism of the one student who liked the Leones from Esto es Guerra. Luis typically took it
upon himself to critique the behaviors and opinions of others. He was quick to point out when
someone engaged in what he deemed as atypical behavior or performed poorly on a classroom
assignment. In Chapter Six, I discuss an example of Luis criticizing Jeremy after he used the
wrong color to underline the title on their group paper. One of the few students who regularly
criticized Luis was his friend, Ana. Like Luis, Ana frequently took on the role of the classroom
authority and could often be found criticizing other students. Students often accepted both Ana
and Luis’s criticisms with minimal disagreement.
Mr. Inga classified Luis and his group of girl friends as some of the strongest students in
the classroom, in terms of both their academic achievement and their behavior. Three of the girls
were the classroom police officers (indicated by the special hats and ribbons they wore), an
honor that a classroom teacher bestows on the most responsible students at the beginning of each
school year. Mr. Inga viewed positively Luis and Ana’s tendency to take on the role of a
classroom authority and described Luis, Ana, and the other two officers as “classroom leaders”
because they liked to take charge of other students. One of Mr. Inga’s common teaching
strategies was to give the students group work at their tables. The groups would be given large
sheets of paper on which to respond to a set of questions or problems, which were then hung on
the chalkboard for grading. Mr. Inga considered it important to have students who could
coordinate and manage their group to complete the assignment. Luis often took on the role of the

Esto es Guerra and Combate are reality T.V. shows in which two teams of different colors compete against each
other in a variety of challenges. The more popular show in Iquitos was Esto es Guerra, which consisted of a yellow
team, Leones, and a blue team, Cobras. Luis did not prefer to watch Esto es Guerra, and while the Cobras were
tolerable, his only favored team was the red team from Combate. Most of the girls at his table preferred Esto es
Guerra and had a favorite team from that show. They insisted, however, that they also liked the Red team from
Combate.
1
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group writer (copying text from the chalkboard onto the paper) and liked to monitor the work of
the others at the table.
Like most students, Luis and the girls regularly spent time off-task. Such behavior was
typical of classrooms in Iquitos, where students regularly engaged in side conversations and left
their seats to move around the room looking for school supplies or visiting friends. There was an
important difference, however, between Luis and his girl friends and other students who were
viewed as less successful students. The former still managed to finish their assignments and
rarely got caught misbehaving, though Luis, in particular, seemed to enjoy engaging in
mischievous behavior. One tactic he liked to use was to convince another student to misbehave
for him. For example, he would try to convince Jeremy and José to turn the video cameras away
from his table or switch off the lapel microphone they were wearing. Inevitably the other boys
would get caught for fooling with my technology, but never Luis. He also did things like bring a
calculator to class and then surreptitiously use it with his group to finish a math assignment.
Right before Luis would do something mischievous, a characteristic smile would spread across
his face, making it plain that he knew he was misbehaving.
In the following paragraphs I discuss an episode of teasing taken from October 2014,
which demonstrates the social roles that Luis and Ana occupied in relation to other students in
the classroom. It also reveals Luis’s mischievous side and how he used his position of authority
and the structure of interactions to play with the individuals around him. Research on children’s
peer groups has demonstrated the important role of evaluative commentary in the maintenance of
peer social worlds (M. H. Goodwin and Kyratzis 2012). Gossip, assessments, and insults are
used to demonstrate both disalignment and alignment and to police the social order. In this
example, Luis utilized a moment of teasing and insulting another classmate, Felix, in order to
create alignment with his friend, Ana. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the seating arrangements in the
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classroom on that day. Luis, Ana, and two other hearing girls were sitting at a table together. Part
way through the interaction, Jeremy also returned to his seat at the table. In front of Ana was an
open seat in which Felix, who was one table over, wanted to sit. Felix was another of the few
boys in the classroom whom the girls allowed to sit at their table. Felix and Ana were often
teased about liking each other, which they did not deny. Only a few minutes prior to the teasing
episode, Luis had joked that Ana and Felix were going to get married, and Ana had responded
that they would when they were older. There were a number of empty seats because it had been
raining that morning. Since the majority of people used motorcycles for transportation, the driver
and passengers would get soaked, and it became difficult to traverse the many unpaved roads that
turned into rivers of mud. Therefore, when it rained in Iquitos, many students did not show up to
school.

Felix

Jeremy
Luis

Ana

Figure 4.1: Seating arrangement during the teasing episode.

The teasing episode displayed in the narrative transcript in Figure 4.2 took place during a
math lesson when the students were working in groups at their tables. Several minutes before the
narrative transcript began, Mr. Inga had handed out to each table a large sheet of paper on which
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the students would solve a set of math problems. While the students waited to receive their
markers, they began to chat to other tables about which group would complete the assignment
first. At the point at which the narrative transcript begins, Luis, occupying his typical role, had
been copying the title of the assignment onto the group sheet for four minutes, while Ana was
also copying it into her own notebook (the math problems had still not been written on the
chalkboard). Luis abruptly stopped writing, groaned about the pain in his shoulder, and passed
the group paper to Ana. As Luis grabbed his shoulder, Felix tried to get Luis’ attention to ask if
he could sit in the open seat, ultimately leading to an extended episode of Luis and Ana teasing
Felix. The segment of interaction lasted a total of 38 seconds. Immediately following the
narrative transcript below, I provide an image transcript of lines 1-10 in Figure 4.3. This first
section of the narrative is a conversation between Luis and Ana. For the transcription
conventions, please see either page x of the preliminary pages or page 87 in Chapter Three.
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1
Luis:
(to Ana)
My shoulder---------2
Ana:
(to Luis)
ëHmm?
3
Felix: (to Luis)
ëHey---------4
Luis:
(to Ana)
You take the paper.
5
Ana:
(to Luis) What?!
6
Luis:
(to Ana)
My shoulder hurts. First—
7
Ana:
(to Luis)
ëSeriously?
8
Luis:
(to Ana)
Hey,
9
Ana:
(to Luis) Yeah?
10 Luis:
(to Ana)
first I did this, second I did that, that’s why my shoulder hurts of course.
11 Felix: (to Luis) Hey,
12 Luis:
(to Luis) Yeah?
13 Felix: (to Luis) can I sit in that seat?
14 Ana:
(to Luis) Hey,
15 Luis:
(to Felix) Ana, you should ask Ana.
16 Ana:
(to Felix) No way.
17 Luis:
(to Ana)
ëHey---------18 Felix:
ëUgh!
19 Ana:
(to Luis) Yeah?
20 Luis:
(to Ana)
Felix wants to sit in the chair, he is asking you.
21 Ana:
(to Luis) No.
22 Luis:
(to Ana)
Why?
23 Ana:
(to Luis) I don’t know, no.
24 Luis:
(to Ana)
Why not Felix?
25 Ana:
(to Luis) Nah.
26 Luis:
(to Ana)
Hey---------27 Ana:
(to Luis) Yeah?
28 Luis:
(to Ana)
“The seat, the seat let me sit in it please,” Felix said.
29 Ana:
(to Luis) No, no, no.
30 Luis:
(to Ana)
Hahaha!
31 Ana:
(to Luis) Hey,
32 Luis:
(to Ana)
Yeah?
33 Ana:
(to Luis) Felix farts, and it stinks!
34 Luis:
(to Ana)
So stinky! Podrás? Jamás!2
35 Ana:
(to Luis)
ëHey,
36 Luis:
(to Ana)
Yeah?
37 Ana:
(to Luis) Felix farts, and it stinks and makes me throw up!
38 (Luis and Ana do their classroom handshake: slap, slap, clap, Podrás? Jamás!)
Figure 4.2: Narrative transcript of the teasing episode.

4.3a
4.3b
4.3c
4.3d
4.3e
4.3e,f
4.3f
4.3g
4.3h
4.3h-l
4.4a
4.4b
4.4b
4.4c
4.4d,e,f
4.4g
4.4g
4.4i

4.6a
4.6a
4.6b-f
4.6f

4.7a,b
4.7a
4.7b
4.7b,c,d
4.7e

The movement that Luis makes is a cross in the air. This comes from a gay TV persona named Carlota. As Carlota
says the phrase “Podrás? Jamás!” he draws the cross in the air, just as Luis did. The translation given to me in the
context of the interaction was “don’t let him close” (because he was stinky).
2
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a)
1.4

1 Luis: (to Ana) My shoulder---------2 Ana: (to Luis)
3 Felix: (to Luis)

b)
1.8

ëHmm?
ëHey----------

d)
4.1

e)
6.0

4 Luis: (to Ana) You take the paper.
5 Ana: (to Luis)
What?!
6 Luis: (to Ana)
My shoulder hurts.
7 Ana: (to Luis)
g)
8.3

8 Luis: (to Ana) Hey,
9 Ana: (to Luis)
10 Luis: (to Ana)

c) 2.5

f)
8.0

First—
ëSeriously?
h)
8.8

Yeah?
first I did this,
j)
10.3

i)
9.7

second I did that,
k)
11.1

10 cont. Luis: (to Ana) that’s why
my shoulder hurts,
Figure 4.3: Image transcript of lines 1-10 of the teasing episode.
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l)
11.3

of course

In the conversation with Ana in lines 1-10, Luis was trying to get out of his work with an
elaborate explanation about his shoulder and the amount of work he had already done. The fact
that Luis was playing with Ana is evident in the exaggerated way in which he performed his
utterances. Luis accompanied his move to grab his shoulder with a loud vocalization, which got
Ana’s attention (Figure 4.3a,b). He then put on a pained facial expression when Ana looked up at
him after he handed off the paper to her (Figure 4.3e). In Luis’s ensuing explanation to Ana in
line 10, the two counting signs started all the way up at his head (Figure 4.3h,i) and each lasted
close to one second. He followed them with sweeping motions of his hand (Figure 4.3j,l), the
second of these which included head nods for emphasis. While signing, Luis produced large
mouthings of words that I could not discern. The referential function of this mouthing (even if
Luis was mouthing Spanish words) was not primary, rather it functioned as a device to
accentuate the counting of the things he had done. In addition, Luis had a slight smirk on his face
that hinted at the fact that this was a performance. Ana did not fall for Luis’s performance, nor
did she appear particularly interested in engaging with it. Ana displayed this by looking away
from Luis multiple times while Luis was trying to talk to her (Figure 4.3c,f,j). Thus, Luis had to
manage her gaze throughout the 11 seconds. Luis accomplished this through vocalization (Figure
4.3a), placing the paper in front of Ana (Figure 4.3d), and tapping Ana (Figure 4.3g). In the final
portion of Luis’s utterance in lines 8-10, Ana looked away and Luis kept signing. This
continuation of his utterance when Ana was not attending to him, once again emphasizes the
performative nature of his utterance over its referential content.
Although the first portion of the interaction consisted primarily of a dialogue between
Luis and Ana, the teasing episode stemmed from Felix’s attempts to gain Luis’s attention in line
3. In Figure 4.3c, Felix initiated a summons with a hand wave to Luis. Although I do not include
Felix in the images, he continued waving to Luis for 6.4 seconds, ending around Figure 3.4h.
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During the entire 6.4 seconds, Felix produced a hand wave but there was no attempt to intensify
his effort to get Luis’s attention. Finally, Felix stopped waving, and waited for Luis and Ana to
finish their conversation before re-initiating his hand wave. On the second attempt (Figure 4.4a
below) it took 1.3 seconds for Luis to look at Felix. As soon as Felix made eye contact with Luis,
he promptly initiated his question (Figure 4.4b below; line 11). In total, it took Felix 11.2
seconds from the start of his first summons until he was able to initiate his question.
I examine a similar example of an extended summons-answer sequence in a chapter from
the book Marginalization Processes Across Different Settings (Goico 2017). In the book chapter,
I discuss how hearing students in the second-grade mainstream classroom would often seek out
the deaf student, Estefany, for classroom utensils. In the segment of interaction in the book
chapter, it took a hearing boy 6.6 seconds of tapping Estefany on the shoulder before she
responded. In that case, the hearing boy intensified his efforts from three quick taps, to incessant
tapping, and finally actually pushed on Estefany’s shoulder before she stopped her conversation
with other students to respond to him. In the case with Luis, Felix was not within arm’s length of
Luis and only used hand waving as an attention getting device. Similarly, however, both Felix
and the hearing boy discussed in Goico (2017) struggled to open up conversations because their
targeted interlocutors were already engaged in other interactions. These segments of interaction
illustrate examples of how both of these deaf students were targets of communication in their
mainstream classrooms.
Not only was Luis a communicative target, but Felix also placed Luis in a position of
authority by asking him for permission to sit in the open seat at the table. Felix had the option to
ask a number of other people whether he could sit in the seat. Ana and two other hearing girls
were sitting at the table. The two hearing girls sitting opposite Luis were within arm’s length,
and Ana was facing Felix. Jeremy also walked in front of Felix twice as Felix was trying to get
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Luis’s attention, but Felix did not ask any of them for permission to sit in the seat. It was Luis’s
attention and permission that Felix was after in his attempt to get access to the seat, indicating
Luis’s social status among his group of friends. The fact that Jeremy was not viewed as a
potential gatekeeper to gain access to the seat foreshadows the difference between the social
statuses and social experiences that Luis had in the classroom by contrast with José and Jeremy,
who will be discussed in the next two chapters. In Figure 4.4, I present an image transcript of
lines 11-18, which includes Felix’s second, successful summons and the initiation of Luis’s
ensuing teasing episode.
a) 12.6

b) 13.5
13.613
.614.6

11 Felix: (to Luis) Hey,
12 Luis: (to Felix)

Yeah?

13 Felix: (to Luis)

can I sit in that seat?

c) 14.2

d) 15.2

14 Ana: (to Luis) Hey,
15 Luis: (to Felix)

Ana,

Figure 4.4: Image transcript of lines 11-18 of the teasing episode (continued on the next page).
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f) 15.9

e) 15.7

15 cont. Luis: (to Felix)

you should

g) 16.6

16 Ana: (to Felix)
17 Luis: (to Ana)
i) 17.4

ask Ana.
h) 17.0

No way.
ëHey---------j) 18.3

18 Felix: (?) ëUgh
Figure 4.4 continued: Image transcript of lines 11-18 of the teasing episode.

After Felix asked Luis whether he could sit in the seat, Luis used the question as an
opportunity to poke fun at Felix instead of providing an answer. Luis did not premeditate this
teasing episode; it emerged over the course of the segment of interaction. As demonstrated in
Figure 4.4b-d, Luis did not immediately react to Felix’s question, and made no response for the
0.7 seconds between when Felix asked Luis the question and Ana tapped Luis (Figure 4.4c).3
Upon catching sight of Ana reaching toward him, however, Luis began to dip his shoulder in the

3

We never find out why Ana was calling for Luis’s attention.
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immediately following video frame.4 The dip turned into a rotation of his shoulder and then a
pop toward Ana, producing a shoulder point (Figure 4.4d). This initial movement was expanded
into an index finger point toward Felix (Figure 4.4e) and then a point toward Ana again (Figure
4.4f). In telling Felix to ask his question to Ana, it would seem that Luis was giving up the
authority that Felix gave him. However, a tiny grin was appearing on Luis’s face as he made his
utterance to Felix. Minutes prior to Felix’s question, Luis and Ana had already decided to give
the seat to another person, thus Luis had good reason to believe that Ana would deny Felix’s
request. As expected, Ana directed an impassive stare at Felix (Figure 4.4g). But Luis was only
just getting started. As Luis called for Ana’s attention (Figure 4.4 g-j), the grin spread wider and
wider across Luis’s face. Upon seeing this, Felix threw up his hands in exasperation (Figure
4.4i); Luis had no intention of countering Ana’s response. On the contrary, Luis was gearing up
for further mischievousness. Although Luis glanced toward Felix and saw that he had turned
back toward his table (Figure 4.3j), Luis continued his summons to get Ana’s attention. Luis did
not need Felix to be watching in order to tease him. The subsequent teasing (lines 17-35) is
repeated for the reader in Figure 4.5 below.

Video recordings are made up of a series of still images. A single complete picture is referred to as a frame. The
frame rate determines the number of frames a video recording has per second. The frame rate on my video
recordings is 29.97 frames per second.
4
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17 Luis:
(to Ana)
ëHey---------18 Felix:
?
ëUgh!
19 Ana:
(to Luis) Yeah?
20 Luis:
(to Ana)
Felix wants to sit in the chair, he is asking you.
21 Ana:
(to Luis) No.
22 Luis:
(to Ana)
Why not?
23 Ana:
(to Luis) I don’t know.
24 Luis:
(to Ana)
Why not Felix?
25 Ana:
(to Luis) Nah.
26 Luis:
(to Ana)
Hey---------27 Ana:
(to Luis) Yeah?
28 Luis:
(to Ana)
“The seat, the seat let me sit in it please,” Felix said.
29 Ana:
(to Luis) No, no, no.
30 Luis:
(to Ana)
Hahaha!
31 Ana:
(to Luis) Hey,
32 Luis:
(to Ana)
Yeah?
33 Ana:
(to Luis) Felix farts, and it stinks!
34 Luis:
(to Ana)
So stinky! Podrás? Jamás!---------35 Ana:
(to Luis)
ëHey,
36 Luis:
(to Ana)
Yeah?
37 Ana:
(to Luis) Felix farts, and it stinks and makes me throw up!
38 (Luis and Ana do their classroom handshake: slap, slap, clap, Podrás? Jamás!)
Figure 4.5: Narrative transcript of lines 17-38 of the teasing episode. Repeated from Figure 4.2.

4.4g
4.4i

4.6a
4.6a
4.6b-f
4.6f

4.7a,b
4.7a
4.7b
4.7b,c,d
4.7e

After gaining Ana’s attention, Luis made four attempts to entice Ana into participating in
the teasing episode (line 20, 22, 24, 28). I want to draw particular attention to Luis’s last attempt,
displayed in an image transcript in Figure 4.6 below. In this last attempt, Luis re-enacted Felix’s
request to sit in the open seat.
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a) 26.2

b) 27.3

c) 27.6

26 Luis: (to Ana) Hey---------27 Ana: (to Luis) Yeah?
28 Luis: (to Ana)

“The seat,

the seat

d) 28.0

28 cont. Luis: (to Ana) let me sit in it

e) 28.6

please,”

f) 28.9

Felix said.

29 Ana: (to Luis)

No, no, no.

Figure 4.6: Image transcript of lines 26-29 of the teasing episode.

In line 28, Luis performed for Ana the moment when Felix asked Luis if he could sit in
the empty seat. To accomplish this, Luis momentarily stopped being Luis and became Felix, a
discourse strategy that is known in sign language research as constructed action (Cormier, Smith,
and Zwets 2013) or role shift (Padden 1986). Then, Luis signed an utterance while in the role of
Felix (Figure 4.6 b-e), effectively quoting Felix. In order to become Felix, Luis used gaze, visible
bodily action, and syntactic resources. Luis delimited the segment of his utterance in which he
took on the role of Felix with an exaggerated pleading facial expression. Not only did this facial
expression delimit the quotation, but it also provided an assessment of Felix. Research with
children has demonstrated how the stylization of other’s speech is an important tool in the
creation of the peer social order (Eder 1998; Evaldsson 2002; M. H. Goodwin 1990; Rampton
2003). In choosing to use a pleading facial expression to represent Felix, Luis stylized Felix into
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a subordinate role; someone who was begging and pleading to Luis. Luis also used his gaze to
construct the enactment of Felix. During the entire time that Luis became Felix, he angled his
body slightly away from Ana and did not gaze at her, but at the space in front of him. This body
and gaze orientation indicated that the quoted speech was not directed at Ana, but at the person
in front of Felix (in this case, Luis). Finally, Luis used the syntactic structure of his utterance to
carry out the role shift. Luis followed the quoted portion of his utterance with a point to Felix, in
order to specify who he was quoting (Figure 4.6f). Moreover, Luis pointed to himself during the
quotation, after having not pointed to himself once in the segment of interaction thus far. This
structure suggests that Luis may have a patterned structure to how he produces quotatives and
decides when subjects are included or dropped from the utterance. This re-enactment finally
enticed Ana into participating in the teasing session. Ana came up with a reason why Felix could
not sit at the table: Felix farted and was stinky (line 33). An image transcript of Ana’s second
statement about why Felix cannot sit at the table is displayed in Figure 4.7 (lines 34-38).
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b) 33.6

a) 32.7

34 Luis: (to Ana) Podrás?

c) 33.9

Jamás!

35 Ana: (to Luis) ëHey
36 Luis: (to Ana)

Yeah?

37 Ana: (to Luis)

Felix farts,

and it stinks
e) 34.9

d) 34.4

37 cont. Ana: (to Luis) and makes me throw up!
38 Luis and Ana:

(classroom handshake: slap, slap, clap, Podrás? Jamás!)

Figure 4.7: Image transcript of lines 34-38 of the teasing episode.

Up to this point, Ana had been uninterested in Luis’ attempts to engage her in playful
conversation. Her participation thus far had consisted primarily of limited bodily actions (e.g.
hitting her hand against her forehead, staring, headshakes, shrugs). In this final segment of the
teasing episode, Ana demonstrated some of her own signing skills. She showed a clear ability to
track Luis’s gaze. Before both of her utterances, she called for Luis’s attention using taps to
redirect his gaze toward her (line 31, 35; Figure 4.7a). Ana’s utterance was produced in visible
bodily action with no accompanying speech. During the entire episode, she used Spanish on only
one occasion, in line 21, when she quietly said “no” while shaking her head. Ana also
demonstrated a high degree of expressiveness in her signing. She engaged her entire body and
accompanied her signs with facial expressions of disgust (Figure 4.7 b-d). Luis’s girl friends
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regularly engaged with Luis using visible bodily action and were quite skilled at doing so. The
teasing episode came to an end with a show of solidarity between Luis and Ana. After signing
“Podrás? Jamás!” (Figure 4.7a,b), Luis left his hand in the air to initiate their handshake (Figure
4.7c). When Ana completed her utterance, the two performed their personal handshake (Figure
4.7e). In creating the opportunity to distance themselves from Felix, Luis and Ana demonstrated
alignment with one another.
Forty-one seconds after Luis and Ana’s handshake, Felix tried to ask Luis again whether
he could sit in the seat. Luis provided the response, “Ana says no.” When Felix insisted, Luis
expanded, “you smell bad she says no.” Felix continued to ask to sit in the seat, and Luis
launched into a second round of teasing, once again calling on Ana to participate. Figure 4.8 is
an image transcript of this initial exchange. The time stamps continue from the previous teasing
episode and are displayed in minutes, seconds, and tenths of a second, but the line numbers restart at 1.
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a) 1:20.5

b) 1:20.8

1 Felix: (to Luis) Hey,

the seat

c) 1:21.5

2 Luis: (to Felix) Ana

says no.

3 Felix: (to Luis)

Why you!

f) 1:23.4

4 Luis: (to Felix)

e) 1:22.4

d) 1:22.2

g) 1:23.8

h) 1:24.1

You smell bad

she says

i) 1:25.4

no

Figure 4.8: Image transcript of Felix re-starting his request to sit in the open seat.

4.1.2 Luis’s academic role
While Luis’s high social status was undeniable, I was surprised to find that his hearing
classmates also saw him as an authority in their academic classes. His privileged status was
understandable in activities like physical education, in which his height and coordination made
him the strongest competitor on the field. Luis’s team always seemed to win, even though Luis
was not particularly interested in sports. Thus, everyone wanted to be on his team, regardless of
the competition – basketball, soccer, volleyball, or racing. What was unanticipated was that this
authority extended to academic activities like written assignments. I had expected that deaf
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students who did not have access to the primary language of instruction in the classroom would
be seen as failing students. The focus on copying in the classroom, however, allowed the deaf
students to complete their assignments and even get good grades. The hearing students would
ask Luis to check their work or to help them complete an assignment. For instance, during class
on a Wednesday morning in March, Luis was sitting at his seat copying the text on the
chalkboard into his notebook. A student came from the back of the room and tapped him on the
shoulder. She passed by him, continuously tapping him so that he shifted his attention to the
front of the room as she approached the chalkboard. She then pointed out a letter on the
chalkboard and looked back at him. He simultaneously fingerspelled and mouthed “O” (Figure
4.9). She repeated back the fingerspelling and mouthing with raised eyebrows. He provided a
confirming head nod, and she returned to her seat to continue working. The girl was already
sitting with five other students at her table and she passed by six classmates on the way from her
seat to the chalkboard, yet she selected Luis to help with the classwork.

Luis

Figure 4.9: A student asked Luis what letter was written on the chalkboard.
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Luis’s academic authority even extended to moments when he had made an error on the
classwork. As mentioned above, Ana was one of the few students who would openly criticize
Luis in the classroom. One day after the students completed a set of math problems in groups at
their tables and posted their assignments on the chalkboard, Mr. Inga marked one of the answers
on Luis’s group paper as incorrect. Luis immediately turned to Ana to complain, and she
emphatically pointed to him and then made the sign for writing, accusing Luis of making the
mistake as the writer. Unwilling to back down, Luis approached the chalkboard to argue with
Mr. Inga’s assessment, bringing to light that the answer that Luis had written was actually
correct, but the answer had been incorrectly aligned within the digit columns and thus marked
wrong. Despite Luis’s insistence, Mr. Inga was unwilling to change the marking on the group
paper. After failing to win the grade correction, Luis turned back to Ana to complain. This time,
Ana agreed with him, emphatically pointing to the teacher and labelling him as crazy. Calling for
Luis’s attention again, Ana acted out how the teacher was senile by walking unsteadily as if with
a cane. During the exchange, Ana was more than willing to criticize Luis, but at no time did she
suggest that his personal characteristics (e.g. his deafness, lack of Spanish, or illiteracy) were
responsible for the error. Moreover, although it was established that Luis made a writing error,
Ana ultimately concluded that Mr. Inga’s personal qualities (his advanced age and thus senility)
made him the “actual” culprit behind Luis’s wrong answer.
What was perhaps most unexpected was how Mr. Inga’s evaluations of Luis’s classroom
performance reaffirmed his status as an academically strong student. Mr. Inga was insistent in his
claim that Luis could read and write Spanish. Among the teachers I interviewed in Iquitos, there
was a general consensus that deaf students could write, but most teachers did not believe that
deaf students could read. According to the teachers, deaf students could write because they had
learned to accurately copy Spanish text from the chalkboard. In contrast, deaf students could not
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read because it relied on the syllable system. Hearing students in Iquitos learned to read by first
learning the sounds that make up syllables (ma, me, mi, mo, mu), and then by sounding out
words syllable by syllable. Without being able to hear and speak Spanish speech sounds, it was
believed that deaf students could not learn to read. Mr. Inga had changed his opinion on deaf
students learning to read after participating in an LSP workshop and learning the LSP manual
alphabet.5 Mr. Inga believed that since deaf students could not match Spanish letters to speech
sounds, the sign language equivalent was to match Spanish letters to the LSP alphabet. Thus, Mr.
Inga taught his deaf students the LSP alphabet and tested their reading skills by how well they
fingerspelled written words. Mr. Inga regularly brought Luis up to the chalkboard to “read
aloud.” He even had Luis perform his “reading skills” at the Día de Logro (Day of
Achievement), when parents and school staff visit the classrooms to see what the students have
learned.
Mr. Inga’s language ideology (Kroskrity 2004; Woolard and Schieffelin 1994), which
conflated the relationship between spoken and signed languages in relation to literacy, limited
Luis’s potential for further learning. Luis did not get any closer to the meaning of the words
before and after he fingerspelled them, since fingerspelling into the LSP alphabet is simply a rerepresentation of the letters of Spanish. Thus, in 2016 when I tested over thirty deaf students
from mainstream classrooms on their reading skills (including Luis, José, and Jeremy), it came
as no surprise that the students could not decipher questions such as “what is your name?” and
“how old are you?” Moreover, even when eventually given an interpretation of the questions,
most still could not provide correct answers. Although the logic that reading and fingerspelling
were equivalent was flawed, the reading skills that hearing students were asked to demonstrate

Mr. Inga had attended an LSP workshop in order to better teach his deaf students. Mr. Inga only attended one
course because he felt that he could communicate effectively with his deaf students.
5
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were not much different from Luis’s fingerspelling. Hearing students were asked to sound out
Spanish words, but even they were not tested on reading comprehension.
Luis had made more progress in the area of mathematics than in reading and writing. Luis
could identify, write, and pronounce numbers up to 100. Luis was able to perform simple
addition and subtraction problems by either counting on his fingers or with marks on a paper. I
say “simple” because he did not understand the relationship between the digit columns in order
to carry over numbers in addition or borrow numbers in subtraction. When answering math
problems at the chalkboard, Mr. Inga often provided this information for Luis, so that he could
then solve the problem. Similarly, Luis could not solve multiplication problems independently.
However, when Mr. Inga demonstrated that 3x4 consisted of adding three, four times, Luis could
solve the problem. Luis’s math skills were likely supported by playing bingo at home with his
family, as well as his frequent trips to buy food and household goods at the bodega and market.
Within the classroom, Luis was involved in a constant stream of conversation with his
girl friends. He was often a central figure in ongoing conversations at the table, critiquing the
opinions and actions of others. Luis turned these criticisms into opportunities to poke fun at the
other individuals around him. He was also an active participant in classroom assignments.
Students asked him for his opinion on their work, and even Mr. Inga praised Luis’s academic
skills. Luis’s social status, however, looked remarkably different when he was at home, where he
was the youngest of seven children. In the following section, I examine the distinct social
environment that Luis experienced at home.

4.2 Luis at home: the youngest family member
Luis’s house was conveniently located. He had easy access to a large bodega on the
corner to buy household products or could walk down the street to a busy market. He was also
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only a five- to ten-minute walk away from one of the main roads where the buses ran through the
city. During the week, it was normal to see large numbers of uniformed school children piling
into the city buses without their parents. While it was a common practice for even young
children to do this, parents tended to be concerned about allowing their deaf child to move
around town independently. Luis’s family, however, allowed Luis to go to school on his own.
His family had enough money to give him one sol daily (~30 cents USD) to take the seven-block
bus ride to and from his school. The particular road on which Luis’s house was located never had
much traffic since it was a small unpaved dead end. In the afternoons, the activity in the house
would spill on to the large stone landing in front of the house. The house and a large tree
provided protection from the sun, making it a cool spot for lounging.
The house showed evidence that the family only had a modest income but was not in
extreme poverty. The house consisted of a large front room and a hallway with three bedrooms
off to one side that ended in a large back kitchen. Behind the kitchen was what is known in
Iquitos as a huerta, which is an enclosed back section of the house that has no roof. In Luis’s
home, the huerta had chickens and pigs, the bathroom, and a place to wash and hang laundry.
The main walls of the house were made of brick, but the interior room divisions in the house,
such as between the bedrooms and the wall between the kitchen and huerta, were a later addition
and had been constructed from plywood. The roof was made from sheets of corrugated metal, a
typical low-cost building practice in Iquitos that absorbed the jungle heat into the house. The
living room had been given special attention. It was the only room in the house with a cement
floor (the rest of the house had dirt floors) and the brick walls had been finished and painted. In
2015, Luis’s father was doing well economically and further improved the living room. He laid
ceramic tiles on the floor, re-painted the walls, and bought new furniture. I observed a number of
families laying ceramic tile floors (a sign of status and wealth in Iquitos) during my fieldwork.
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In his family, Luis was the youngest of seven siblings. During my research in 2014 and
2015, his three oldest siblings lived outside of Iquitos in the cities of Piura, Trujillo, and Lima,
and one sister lived in Iquitos but not in her parents’ home. Still living at home with Luis were
his two sisters who were closest to him in age. The sister just above him in age had a cognitive
disability, and the next oldest sister, Julia, lived in the house with her one-year-old son. During
my fieldwork, Luis’s parents often traveled for work. Luis’s father ran a small construction
business outside of Iquitos, and in the few years prior, Luis’s mother, Elizabeth, had begun to
accompany her husband on his work trips as the company cook. Since Luis’s parents were
generally not at home, in 2015, Julia was the primary caregiver for her two younger siblings. For
this reason, Julia was Luis’s most frequent interlocutor in my video recordings at the home.
Although the number of individuals living in the house was rather small, there were often many
visitors. Julia’s partner was regularly at the house, along with the older sister still living in
Iquitos, Yesenia, and her children. There were also neighbors frequently stopping by to hang out
and play bingo, and a young cousin who would drop in and park himself in front of the television
set. Their great aunt and her family lived in one of the neighboring houses, and a cousin also
lived nearby with her children.
4.2.1 A common interactional routine: directive-response sequences
One of the most common interactional routines that I observed between Luis and his
family members was the directive-response sequence. In such sequences, a family member
would make a request of Luis, such as that he buy a household good from the store or feed the
pigs, and Luis was expected to complete the action. The segment of interaction in Figure 4.11
provides one example of a directive-response routine that occurred when the family was
preparing for a birthday party for Yesenia and Julia’s sons. Yesenia was beginning to cook the
food for the upcoming party and asked Luis to bring a number of things to her as she sat at the
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table breast feeding her child. The arrangement of the participants is shown in Figure 4.10.
Pictured in the image are Yesenia, Julia, and Luis. Offscreen but sitting at the table are a
neighbor and Julia’s partner.
Luis

Yesenia

Julia

Figure 4.10: Configuration of the participants during the series of directives to Luis.
1
Yesenia: (to Luis)
Hey, *the pot* to wash bring me from over there for the rice.
2
Luis:
(to Yesenia) (5.4) This one?
3
Yesenia: (to Luis)
Bring it, for the rice, take it down.
4
Yesenia: (to Luis)
The tortoises, bring them and put them on the floor over there.
5
Luis:
(to Yesenia) Here’s the colander.
6
Yesenia: (to Luis)
Both of them in the other room, put them on the floor over there.
7
Luis:
(to Yesenia) (31.7) Done.
8
Yesenia: (to Luis)
Yeah? Both of them?
9
Luis:
(to Yesenia) Yes.
10 Yesenia: (to Luis)
Oh yeah. The plantains, bring them.
11 Luis:
(to Yesenia) (36.0) There they are.
Figure 4.11: Narrative transcript of the series of directives to Luis.

4.12a-d

4.14

4.10

It is interesting to note the differences between Luis’s conversation with Ana and Felix in
the previous section and this conversation with Yesenia. In the entire narrative transcript in
Figure 4.2 discussed above, there was only one instance when Ana used her voice while she was
speaking to Luis. In contrast, Yesenia and the rest of Luis’s family generally spoke and signed at
the same time. The image transcript in Figure 4.12 below depicts how Yesenia combined the oral
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and manual modalities in her utterance in line 1. As demonstrated in Figure 4.12, the signs and
spoken words that Yesenia produced were not equivalent. Yesenia over-enunciated the word
“olla” (pot), but then overlapped it with the sign for “wash” (Figure 4.12b). This sign is
produced by swirling the hand in a circular motion with the palm down. This combination is an
interesting choice since a colander and not a pot is used to wash the rice. If she had wanted the
pot to cook the rice in, Yesenia would most likely have signed “cook” which is produced with
the palm up and the hands moving in an alternating up and down movement. It could be that her
sign was a correction of her speech or maybe she wanted both the colander and the pot.
Sequentially the colander makes more sense than the pot since the rice is washed prior to
cooking it. Yesenia continued her utterance by saying, “trae para mi” (bring me) and pointed to
the cabinet where the pots and colander were located. She used a sign for “bring” in lines 3, 5,
and 9. Yet in line 1, when she spoke “bring me,” her manual sign was an index finger point
(Figure 4.12c). Despite the fact that Yesenia combined the oral and manual modalities, her
speech patterns were clearly altered to speak to Luis. She did not form a complete utterance with
her Spanish words and used more sign than speech. Despite the differences in how Luis’s family
members and classmates combined the oral and manual modalities, Luis demonstrated
proficiency in effectively interpreting the communication of both sets of interlocutors.
a) 0.5

c) 1.9

b) 1.1

1 Yesenia (Luis) Hey
*the pot* to wash bring me from over there
Figure 4.12: Image transcript of line 1 of the series of directives to Luis.

d) 3.0

for the rice

Moreover, there is also evidence in the home of a shared signing system. While Luis was
grabbing the colander, there was a side conversation going on between Julia and her partner,
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Rob. In Figure 4.13 below, I include a narrative transcript of the two combined conversations.
The additional lines are in green text and are numbered with roman numerals. In the
conversation, Rob asked Julia how Luis referred to a tortoise. Julia demonstrated the sign and
distinguished between the family signs for turtle and tortoise. The two signs were enactments of
how the animals moved. The signs had the same handshape, but a different pace of movement.
The tortoise had a slow movement of the flippers, while the sea turtle had a fast flipper motion.
Julia and Yesenia simultaneously producing the signs for sea turtle and tortoise in lines ix and 4,
respectively are depicted in Figure 4.14 below. This example points to the metalinguistic
awareness that Julia had of her communication system with her brother. Notice, however, how
neither Rob nor Yesenia have the same knowledge of the system. Rob initiated the conversation
about how the family signed the word tortoise, and when Yesenia saw the sign in line iv, she did
not recognize it and asked, “who?” in line v. For Rob, his lack of knowledge of the sign system
was due to the fact that he did not grow up with Luis, nor did he live at the house permanently.
In terms of Yesenia, Luis shared with me that Yesenia spoke the least to him of his siblings as
they were growing up. She was the only sibling who had not taught Luis to pronounce her name
in spoken Spanish. It is likely that Yesenia could only produce the correct family sign for
“tortoise” because she had just seen Julia produce the sign.
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1
Yesenia: (to Luis)
Hey, *the pot* to wash bring me from over there for the rice.
i
Rob:
(?)
ëTortoise
ii
Yesenia: (to Rob)-?
????
iii
Rob:
(to Julia)
How does he know the tortoise? How does he know it?
iv
Julia:
(to Rob)
Tortoise
v
Yesenia: (to Julia)
Who?
vi
Julia:
(to Yesenia)
Hahaha Luis
2
Luis:
(to Yesenia)
ëThis one?
vii Rob:
(to Julia)
The sea turtle.
viii Julia:
(to Rob)
No, how the tortoise walks.
3
Yesenia: (to Luis)
ëBring it, for the rice, take it down.
ix
Julia:
(to Rob)
The sea turtle he does like this moving its flippers quickly.
4
Yesenia: (to Luis)
ëThe tortoises, bring them and put them on the floor over there.
5
Luis:
(to Yesenia)
Here’s the colander.
6
Yesenia: (to Luis)
Both of them in the other room, put them on the floor over there.
7
Luis:
(to Yesenia)
(31.7) Done.
8
Yesenia: (to Luis)
Yeah? Both of them?
9
Luis:
(to Yesenia)
Yes.
10 Yesenia: (to Luis)
Oh yeah. The plantains, bring them.
11 Luis:
(to Yesenia)
(36.0) There they are.
Figure 4.13: Narrative transcript of the combined conversations during the series of directives to Luis.

4.12a-d

4.14
4.14

4.10

15.7

Figure 4.14: Yesenia produced “tortoise” and Julia produced “sea turtle” in overlapping conversations.

Returning to the contrast between the segment of interaction discussed in the school and
this directive sequence, there is also a difference in the opportunities afforded by the two
interactional sequences in which Luis was engaged. In this exchange between Luis and Yesenia,
Luis’s participation primarily involved him doing the activities she requested and very little
additional conversation. Directives such as these provided Luis restricted opportunities to engage
in interaction in comparison with the long conversations and gossip sessions he engaged in
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during the school day. One place for Luis to increase his participation in these directive
sequences was to initiate a repair about the directive, such as he did in line 2 of Figure 4.11 to
clarify if he had identified the correct container. However, directive sequences were often only
two turns in length – the directive and Luis’s action. In contrast, when Luis expanded on Felix’s
question in line 15 of Figure 4.2, the result was an extended teasing episode.
Directive-response sequences, such as that in the narrative transcript in Figure 4.11, were
not specific to the interactions of deaf children in Iquitos, but typical of adult-child interactional
routines. If children were not playing with other agemates, then they could often be found on the
outskirts of adult activities and were frequently recruited to run errands for adults. This dynamic
was best displayed by Rob in Figure 4.13. At the point that Rob entered the segment of
interaction in line i, Yesenia and Julia were breast feeding and Luis was getting the colander.
Despite the fact that Rob was watching everyone else doing things and was himself unoccupied,
he entered the conversation to remind the sisters to send Luis to bring the tortoises from the other
room. Thus, it was Luis, as the younger individual, who was sent to grab the tortoises, while Rob
continued to hang around. Another common errand that children would run was going to the
bodega to buy missing cooking ingredients. Since families rarely stored much food in their
homes due to rats and a lack of refrigeration, there were bodegas on almost every corner that
sold basic cooking needs (e.g. rice, sugar, plantains, tomatoes, eggs, spices). If an ingredient was
missing while cooking, an adult would send a child to the bodega to buy the ingredient.
In the ethnographic film Bodega María, Sydney Silverstein (2015) told the story of a
young man who was a university graduate. Unable to find work in Iquitos, he would help his
mother run her bodega. Although not the focus of the film, children were present in almost all
the scenes, peripherally involved in the adult activities. In the scenes in the bodega, the errands
of young children were seen from the perspective of the bodega owner. Children regularly
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entered the bodega to buy small supplies, such as toilet paper, matches, and bread. In another
scene, the bodega owner was in her home preparing a typical regional food juane,6 while two
young neighbors looked on. As the woman was washing the chicken, she sent the two girls to
buy charcoal for the next step of cooking the chicken.
During the times I observed Luis in his home, we often took trips to the bodega on the
corner. Sometimes Julia would describe what he should buy and other times she would write a
list that he would present to the bodega owner. Two years after I completed my fieldwork, I
organized a lunch with Luis and his family and turned on the cameras while we ate. We had only
just sat down at the table when Luis’s mother, Elizabeth, and Julia told Luis to go to the store to
buy soda. Figure 4.15 demonstrates our seating at the table.
Elizabeth

Luis

Julia

Sara
Figure 4.15: Seating arrangement during the soda directive.

6

Juane is a ball of rice filled with an egg, a piece of chicken, and an olive, that is wrapped in a bijao leaf and boiled.
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1
Elizabeth: (to Luis)
Did you give the change to Julia?
2
Luis:
(to Elizabeth) Yes.
3
Elizabeth: (to Luis)
Did you give Julia *the change*? The change.
4
Luis:
(to Elizabeth) I gave it to Julia.
5
Elizabeth: (to Julia)
What are you all going to drink? Soda? So we can go buy it.
6
Julia:
(to Elizabeth) Yes.
7
Julia:
(to Luis)
The drink (soda), go get it.
8
Luis:
(to Julia)
Yeah, ugh.
9
Elizabeth: (to Julia)
*Soda*
10 Luis:
(to Elizabeth) Yeah.
11 Elizabeth: (to Julia)
The big one.
12 Luis:
(to Sara)
(4.3) soda— Hey,
13 Sara:
(to Luis)
Yeah?
14 Luis:
(to Sara)
Soda, a big one.
15 Sara:
(to Luis)
The big one.
16 Luis:
(to Sara)
Ugh, that’s what my mom told me, oh well.
Figure 4.16: Narrative transcript of the soda directive.

4.15

4.17a
4.17b

4.17c

In the narrative transcript in Figure 4.16, Luis demonstrated small acts of resistance
against his place as the youngest child, who was at the disposal of his family members. He had
only just returned from buying the mayonnaise, and now they were sending him out again. His
responses to Julia and his mother were both head nods of acknowledgement but Luis made no
move to get up (line 8, 10). Not only did Luis make no attempt to get up, but he turned to me to
complain. Luis strategically used his communicative resources to complain to me in front of his
family members while keeping them out of the conversation. In this short segment, lasting 30
seconds, three different approaches were used to refer to soda (Figure 4.17 below). Julia used the
emblem “beer” that the family used to mean “to drink/beverage” (Figure 4.17a), Elizabeth used
an exaggerated pronunciation of “gaseosa” (soda) (Figure 4.17b), and Luis used the LSP sign for
“soda” (Figure 4.17c). Luis used the LSP sign when talking to me, a sign that his family did not
know. Thus, he was able to surreptitiously complain to me in front of his family. It took over two
minutes before Elizabeth and Julia’s comments about the soda finally got Luis to go to the
bodega. I take up the theme of Luis’s social authority within his household in the next section.
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a) 11.4

b) 15.7

c) 25.9

Figure 4.17: Three different ways of referring to “soda” in the soda directive.

4.2.2 Luis as a frequent liar
As demonstrated in the preceding paragraph, despite the fact that Luis was the youngest
family member, he did not simply accept his low position in the family hierarchy. In particular,
Luis regularly questioned Julia’s authority over him. While sitting at the lunch table one day,
Julia asked me, “have you ever fought with your brother?”7 I responded that like all siblings, we
had engaged in some verbal arguments, but never physical arguments. Julia continued that even
though she was older than Luis, he would sometimes try to hit her.8 When I asked Luis why he
tried to hit his sister, he defended his actions by saying that it was only because she spanked him
for no good reason. His response sent her into laughter. Julia proceeded to tell me that Luis only
did what she asked when there was another person in the house.9 When it was just the two of
them and she asked him to collect water for cooking the next day, he would wave her off as if
saying, “don’t bother me!”10 Luis continued to insist that his sister would get angry for no reason
because she was so overwhelmed with taking care of her baby. Even though I did not personally
witness Luis refusing to enact Julia’s directives, debates such as these demonstrated an
alternative way in which Luis would try to exert his authority in the household. Many times,
these debates would continue ad nauseum, with neither sibling willing to accept the version of

“Usted alguna vez ha peleado con tu hermano?”
“Luis siendo mi menor me quiere golpear a veces.”
9 “Es que él cuando está solo no me hace caso.”
10 “No molestes!”
7
8
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the other. Julia often claimed that her brother did not know how to lose an argument.11 These
debates demonstrated the very different perception of Luis in the home in contrast with the
school, and Luis’s persistence in asserting his opinions despite his low social status in the home.
The segment of interaction discussed in the narrative transcript in Figure 4.19 provides an
example of how Luis attempted to exert authority with his sister. The conversation took place on
a Wednesday afternoon at the end of a lunchtime meal with Luis, Julia, and Yesenia and her two
older children. The narrative transcript in Figure 4.19 displays the first 55 seconds of the
conversation, which lasted a total of 2 minutes and 20 seconds. In the portion of the conversation
in the narrative transcript, I was sitting in the red chair next to Julia. Then later in the
conversation, I moved offscreen to Luis’s left. This latter configuration is demonstrated in the
image in Figure 4.18. The conversation began as Luis was clearing the table. He called for
Julia’s attention to tell her that there was no school the following day (Thursday), but there was
school on Friday. Initially his statement elicited a number of questions, but quickly Julia claimed
that Luis was lying.
Luis
Yesenia

Julia

Figure 4.18: The seating arrangement at the lunch table in the debate about school the next day.
11

“No sabe perder.”
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Luis:
Julia:
Luis:
Julia:
Luis:
Julia:
Sara:
Luis:
Sara:
Luis:
Sara:
Luis:
Julia:
Sara:

(to Julia)
(to Luis)
(to Julia)
(to Luis)
(to Julia)
(to Sara)
(to Julia)
(to Sara)
(to Luis)
(to Sara)
(to Luis)
(to Sara)
(to Luis)
(to Luis)

15
16
17
18

Luis:
Julia:
Sara:
Luis:

(to Julia)
(to Luis)
(to Luis)
(to all)

19

Julia:

(to Luis)

20

Julia:

(to Luis)

21
22
23
24

Luis:
Julia:
Luis:
Julia:

(to Julia)
(to Luis)
(to Julia)
(to Luis)

Hey, tomorrow there is no school. Hey,
Yeah?
Tomorrow there is no school.
Why?
Ask Sara.
There are no classes tomorrow, miss?
I don’t know.
School, tomorrow, Thursday, there’s no school?
No?
No
Why?
It’s on Friday.
And where is your notebook with the teacher’s note? Where is it?
ëHey
No
You’re a liar.
Hey, I didn’t go—
No, no, no, the teacher said tomorrow, Thursday, there is no school. It’s on
Friday.
(1.6) Liar.
(0.7) Where is the note that was written in your notebook, it’s always written
down, where is it?
No! He told everyone. He said to me, “tomorrow, Thursday, there is no class.”
Why?
Tomorrow Friday. Thursday and then Friday.
(.9)Where is your notebook? Your notebook, where is it? That’s where its written. Where is
it?

ëNo! he told everyone.
(1.0) You’re a serious liar.
Figure 4.19: Narrative transcript of the debate about school the next day.
25
26

Luis:
Julia:

4.20
a-f
4.20
g

(to Julia)
(to Luis)

ëHe told everyone tomorrow

Luis initiated the segment by signaling for Julia’s attention and telling her that there was
no school the next day. Julia immediately called his statement into question when she asked,
“Why?” (line 4). Along with continuing to question Luis’s claim, Julia made her negative
assessment personal by calling Luis a liar in speech and in sign (lines 16, 19, 26; Figure 4.20g
below). In the portion of the interaction that is not included in the narrative transcript, Julia
called Luis a liar another three times and told him, “you are being deceptive.”12 In response, Luis
tried to defend his position against these statements. There are two main takeaways from the

12

“Tú estás engañando.”
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conversation in Figure 4.19. The first is the very distinct social role that Luis had in the home in
comparison with in the school.
In school Luis was the oldest student in the classroom and occupied a position of high
social authority. In contrast, at home Luis was not only the youngest sibling, and thus regularly
given directives, but he was also seen as a frequent liar. Based on Julia’s accusation that Luis
was a liar in Figure 4.19, it was evident that Julia took for granted that Luis could access the
conversations in his classroom. Not once did she question whether something that occurred in
the classroom had caused Luis to think there was no class. Instead, Julia quickly came to the
conclusion that Luis was intentionally deceiving her. On more than one occasion, I heard Julia,
Yesenia, and even Luis’s mother call Luis a liar and claim that he was intentionally deceitful. In
another occasion when Luis and Joya were debating a neighbor’s school schedule, Julia not only
called Luis a liar but also suggested that his deafness made him a particularly unreliable person.
“You don’t understand,” she said while pointing to her ear, “I’ve seen it, I speak with him.”13
This is a sharp contrast with the discussion of how Ana criticized Luis in section 4.1.2. Although
Ana was critical of Luis, she did not invoke Luis’s deafness as a reason for his mistakes.
Despite Luis receiving strong negative reactions to his claim that there was no school on
Thursday, the conversation nevertheless demonstrates Luis’s persistence in asserting his opinions
in the home. The conversation was organized into a series of moves and countermoves as Luis
responded to Julia’s negative responses to his claim. Luis used a number of tactics to counter
Julia, some of which can be seen in the narrative transcript in Figure 4.19. His first attempt was
to try and recruit me to support him (line 5). When that failed, he tried to shut down the
questions and re-do his statement, this time adding the information that it was the teacher who
said that there was no class the following day (line 18). Then he explained how the teacher told

13

“Tú no entiendes,” while pointing to her ear, “yo he visto, yo le converso.”
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the class and quoted the teacher speaking to him (line 23). In the continuation of the segment of
interaction (not depicted in narrative transcript 4.19), Luis used two more tactics. One was to
admit that he did not know why the teacher made the announcement to the class, and the final
was to suggest that they call the teacher to confirm. The reason that the conversation lasted over
two minutes was due to Luis’s continued defense of his position.
Figure 4.20 below displays Luis’s countermove in line 18. While previously Luis had
stated that there was no class on Thursday, in line 18 Luis attempted to address the accusation
that he was a liar by closing down the questions from Julia and myself and restating his claim.
This time Luis added the role that Mr. Inga played in making the announcement to the class
(Figure 4.20b). In doing so, Luis asserted that he was not responsible for the claim that there was
no class on Thursday; Luis was simply re-voicing what the teacher had announced. This example
illustrates Luis’s communicative skills. He was able to strategically build his interactional moves
on Julia’s prior utterances and thus, engage his sister in an extended interactional exchange. Even
if these debates had a negative undertone, they provided a much richer interactional opportunity
than the directive-response sequences that were so common in his home.
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a) 22.2

b) 23.9

18 Luis: (to All) No, no, no,

the teacher
c) 24.4

d) 25.4

said tomorrow,
e) 25.6

f) 26.0

Thursday,

there is no school.
f) 26.9

g) 29.1

It’s on Friday.
19 Julia: (Luis)

(1.6) Liar.

Figure 4.20: Image transcript of lines 18-19 of the debate about school the next day.
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4.3 Conclusion
This chapter and the remaining two chapters on José and Jeremy, are organized into a
school and home section. The mismatch between what a child’s communicative abilities can
accomplish at home and at school is well-documented in the linguistic anthropology literature. In
particular the work of Shirley Brice Heath (1982, 1983) on three communities in the
Southeastern United States demonstrated how differing communicative practices in the home
were validated or rejected in the school. Across the ten deaf youth I observed, most came alive at
home in a way that was not possible in the school. In the school, they were often constrained by
the structure of classroom activities; they were supposed to look at the teacher (even if they
could not hear the teacher’s speech) or they were supposed to work on assignments (even though
they could not access the materials that they were to learn). There was also a great deal of
competition for attention in the classroom, where there were anywhere from 17 to 43 students
and only one teacher. The take-away message from the comparison of the home and the school
setting, however, was not that deaf youth had fuller social lives in the home than in school. Luis
was a clear example of how the school environment could be an important site for taking on the
role of a social authority. The contrast between the social interactions at school and at home,
seen across all three chapters, highlights the very different social and communicative affordances
that different environments provide deaf youth. Not only are Luis, José, and Jeremy embedded in
a community, they are members of multiple communities. In these different environments, they
interact with distinct configurations of social actors, and thus their own social roles change.
Despite the clear differences in Luis’s home and school environment, however, there is
evidence that he had a shared communication system in both settings. Individuals consistently
used visible bodily action when communicating with him, even if it was combined with speech.
His hearing interlocutors adopted unique speech patterns when their utterances were directed to
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Luis and capitalized on his ability to lipread isolated Spanish words. In the classroom, Ana
combined various visible bodily actions in order to construct her signed utterances. As seen by
Ana’s final signed utterances, her initial short responses were not an indication of a limited
signing ability. Julia also demonstrated metalinguistic awareness of the correct forms of signs
and how slight variations in sign form could alter sign meaning. These examples suggest that
Luis was not the sole participant in the creation of his communication system, but he was coconstructing it with the individuals around him in moments of situated interaction while pursuing
social action.
An important action in which Luis was involved was the construction and maintenance of
the social hierarchy around him. Marjorie Harness Goodwin and Amy Kyratzis (2007) displayed
the multimodal ways in which children construct the social order of their peer groups. Evaluative
commentary, such as assessments and gossip are a crucial way in which children negotiate this
social order (M. H. Goodwin and Kyratzis 2012). Both Luis and Ana can be seen engaging in
these behaviors. In the teasing episode with Felix, they used evaluative commentary not only to
create distance from Felix, but also to demonstrate alignment with one another. Julia, Luis’s
sister, similarly used evaluative commentary when calling Luis a liar. Luis demonstrated
sophisticated communicative abilities in managing both his position of authority in the classroom
and his role as a younger brother. Within these brief interactions of Luis in his school and home
there is evidence of his strategic use of quotation and dramatic effect, as well as his ability to
build his responses on the utterances of others and utilize his communicative resources to counter
authority. In these examples, Luis used his communicative tools to engage in many of the social
actions that have been documented in hearing peer groups.
Although Luis is integrated into the social life in his mainstream classroom, his academic
achievement speaks to the serious problem with educating deaf students with hearing teachers
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who are not trained to work with deaf students. Despite the fact that Luis was clearly quite bright
(even in an impoverished educational environment he was able to make progress), he was limited
by his teacher’s ideologies about the relationship between reading and the LSP alphabet. This
language ideology limited Luis’s potential for further learning and was only tenable in the
classroom. When Luis enters a work environment, his lack of knowledge will become selfevident and will not be easily explained away. Hervé Varenne and Ray McDermott (1998)
investigated the consequences of the cultural construction of academic success and failure. Their
research demonstrated how a student, Adam, was labelled as Learning Disabled, due to the
academic system that decided which segments of normal human variation were successful and
which were failure. Despite Adam’s best efforts he could not shed the label, and it began to color
other areas of his life. This was best exemplified by Adam himself, who stated, “…if you try
harder and harder, it will just get worser and worser” (Varenne and McDermott 1998, 26).
Although Varenne and McDermott (1998) were critical of the social construction of students as
failures, it is equally problematic when the education of students who cannot access classroom
information is labelled as successful. Luis’s literacy will not improve in the classroom if Mr.
Inga believes that Luis is already literate.
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Chapter Five: José
5.1 José in school: the eccentric
5.1.1 Academically behind
When I met José in 2014, he was 12 years old, but because of his small stature he looked
the same age as his fourth-grade classmates, most of whom were 9 years old. Of the three deaf
boys, José most clearly characterized the poor academic achievement and interactional
experience that one might expect from the disheartening description provided in Chapter Two on
the implementation of inclusive education in Iquitos. José had been a grade above Luis and
Jeremy’s class, but he repeated third grade, so that in 2014 he was in fourth grade with the other
two deaf boys.1 José struggled in the classroom setting. He could write his first name, but not his
last names, and could not count past five nor do any of the basic math operations.2 Mr. Inga often
tested the deaf boys using the LSP alphabet and number system, but José could not seem to learn
these signs. José rarely finished his individual in-class assignments and had difficulty engaging
in group assignments. Despite having attended the special education school for one year with
other deaf students and being in his fourth year in mainstreaming, José’s educational
achievement showed little signs of improvement.
Mr. Inga treated José differently from the other students in the class, both deaf and
hearing. When I interviewed Mr. Inga, I provided him with pictures of all the students in the
classroom and asked him to categorize students based on their academic achievement, grouping
together those that were excelling academically and those that had academic difficulties.
Although Mr. Inga placed both Luis and Jeremy in the group that excelled academically, Mr.

Mr. Inga was the only regular education teacher I heard of who repeated a deaf student. All of the other teachers
consistently told me that according to the law, students with disabilities in regular education classrooms could not
repeat grades. When I asked in the Ministry of Education about where this was stated in the policies on inclusive
education, I was told that no such policy existed.
2 Although, according to Mr. Inga, José could do addition and was learning subtraction.
1
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Inga told me that he could not place José in any group nor talk about him in terms of academic
achievement because José was a “boy with a deficiency.”3 Mr. Inga was also more likely to
ignore when José chose not to work in class than when other students neglected their
assignments. During one entire day of classroom filming, José did never take out his notebook to
copy from the chalkboard. Mr. Inga did not reprimanded José, even though he was sitting in the
second row. That same day, the student in the classroom with a physical disability was sitting in
the back of the classroom, also with his desk empty. About a half-hour into the first lesson of the
day, Mr. Inga noticed as he was walking around the classroom that the boy with a physical
disability did not have a notebook on his desk. “Where is your notebook?”4 Mr. Inga asked
loudly, causing the students in the back half of the classroom to turn and stare. The students
looked on as Mr. Inga pulled the boy’s notebook out of his backpack for him and placed it on the
desk. Figure 5.1 displays the seating arrangements in the classroom on that day.
Luis

Boy with no notebook

José

Figure 5.1: Seating arrangements when José and another student did not take out their notebooks during the
classroom lesson.

In the classroom, Mr. Inga often called Luis and Jeremy up to the chalkboard to
fingerspell words or respond to math problems in front of the class. These moments at the

“Bueno José, no puedo irme decirme nada de esas cosas [dificultades de aprendizaje] porque es un niño con
deficiencia.”
4 “Dónde está tu cuaderno?”
3
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chalkboard were some of the few instances when Mr. Inga provided the deaf students with oneon-one academic instruction. José, however, was rarely called on. Of the 14 video recordings that
I analyzed of the boys’ classroom,5 half of the days included a classroom lesson when Mr. Inga
called students to the chalkboard. In all of those lessons, Luis and Jeremy were called to the
chalkboard in conjunction with hearing students. In contrast, José was only called to the
chalkboard two times over the 14 recordings. On Monday of the third week of classes (March 31,
2014), Mr. Inga called Jeremy, Luis, and José to the chalkboard to each solve a subtraction
problem. Jeremy answered his problem in less than a minute and did not need any assistance.
Luis took two and a half minutes to complete his problem and checked in with Mr. Inga after
solving each digit column. Mr. Inga watched Luis the entire time he was working at the
chalkboard. In the meantime, José was being fed the answers by a tablemate (Figure 5.2 below).
When Luis finished his problem, Mr. Inga turned his attention to José. Mr. Inga explained to José
how to solve the problem (counting on his fingers) but walked away before José wrote the
answer on the chalkboard. No longer under Mr. Inga’s gaze, José got the rest of the answer from
his tablemate.

I selected these 14 school recordings to analyze because they spanned the entire academic year (from March to
December) and all three boys were present at school.
5
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Mr. Inga

Luis

José

Classmate feeding José the answers
Figure 5.2: José and Luis were called to the board to solve subtraction problems.6

The difference between how Mr. Inga treated the boys the few times that José was called
to the chalkboard was even more evident for Language Arts. During one lesson in which the
class was working on adjectives, Mr. Inga had all three boys come to the front of the class to
fingerspell. Luis was asked to fingerspell the first half of the 48 words on the chalkboard (12
groups of four words), and Jeremy, the second half of the words. Both boys fingerspelled on
their own and Mr. Inga only interrupted when they made errors. In contrast, José was asked to
fingerspell only one group of four words. Rather than have José fingerspell independently, Mr.
Inga spelled the words and José copied him. Figure 5.3 below demonstrates José copying Mr.
Inga’s fingerspelling.

6

Note the considerable height difference between the two boys, even though they are only one year apart in age.
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Mr. Inga

José

Figure 5.3: José was called to the chalkboard to fingerspell.

5.1.2 A quirky student
In the classroom, José had an eccentric personality. He would often scream loudly at
random moments, make a funny face, or some other big display seemingly without reason. He
would also take activities that the students were doing and overdo them or perform them
erratically. For example, when the students would sing songs at the beginning of class, and José
would jump around franticly. Even José’s laugh was over the top, and he would often laugh
loudly and uncontrollably. Generally, Mr. Inga and the students ignored these behaviors. The
fact that classrooms in Iquitos were already very loud and had a lot of movement made these
behaviors much less noticeable. As mentioned in Chapter Four, students were consistently
talking to one another and moving around the classroom. Small windows at the tops of the walls
let in the sounds of motocarros (motorcycle taxis) from the street, as well as the sounds from the
adjoining classrooms. This combination of sounds was accentuated by that fact that classrooms
in Iquitos were made completely of cement, a material that reflects sounds. All this being said, in
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this classroom environment, José came off as a bit quirky, but not necessarily excessively
disruptive.
José did not appear to have anyone in the classroom with whom he consistently
interacted, with the exception of Luis. José often sat with a group of boys in the classroom, but
they were not entirely welcoming. Unlike Luis, who was busy conversing with his girl friends
regardless of the activity at hand, José often had long stretches where he was sitting at his desk
without talking. The hearing boys at his table generally ignored his efforts to interact with them.
For instance, one morning during breakfast at the start of the school year, José attempted to get
the attention of his tablemate, Roy. I present an image transcript of the segment of interaction in
Figure 5.4 below.7 José was playing with the sliced bread roll he had been given for breakfast
and pretended to slice it in half with a knife (his hand). He called for Roy, who was sitting across
the table from him, in order to show off his ingenuity (Figure 5.4a). Roy initially looked at José
(Figure 5.4b), but then as José signed, removed his gaze to look down at his cup and take a drink
(Figure 5.4c). José tried to re-start his utterance with another summons. José used both a hand
wave and his voice, and attempted to adjust his hand wave to best align with Roy’s gaze (Figure
5.4d,e,f). Note in Figure 5.4e, how José lifted his hand when Roy put the cup up to his mouth so
that Roy would be able to see his hand over the cup. Roy made no attempt to look at José and
walked away from the table to throw away his cup (Figure 5.4h). In the previous chapter, there
was evidence of prolonged summons attempts, both from Felix to get Luis’s attention, and from
Luis to get Ana’s attention. However, both boys were ultimately successful at gaining the
attention of their classmate. In this case, despite José’s repeated summons attempts, Roy never
showed any interest in providing José with his gaze.

7

I provide an image transcript without a narrative transcript because the segment of interaction is so short.
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a) 8.1

b) 9.1

1 José: (to Roy) Hey

c) 9.4

the bread is broken,

d) 10.2
no—

2 José: (to Roy)

Hey,

f) 13.4

e) 11.5
hey,

hey,

g) 14.0

h) 15.4
the bread is sliced—

3 Roy:

(stands up and walks away)

Figure 5.4: José unsuccessfully attempted to gain the attention of his classmate, Roy.

José received similar rebuffs when he tried to engage in the group activities assigned to
his table. Although José was not a strong student, he could accurately copy from the chalkboard
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and could have taken up the role of group writer. However, the boys with whom he sat did not
show interest in involving him in activities. On one occasion, the hearing boy who was writing
made a mistake on the group paper. The boy laid the marker on the paper and pushed it toward
the student in front of him. When that student made no attempt to begin writing, José picked up
the marker and pointed to the chalkboard to see where the boy had left off copying. As José
moved the marker toward the paper to begin writing, the original writer snatched the marker out
of his hand and pulled the paper back toward himself. José tried to point out where the boy had
made the error, but the boy did not look up at José. E. Mara Green (2014) discussed the ethical
nature of demonstrating willingness or refusal to provide a deaf individual with one’s gaze. In
never looking at José, Roy denied José’s access to the role of a speaker within the participation
framework. One of the few contexts when José seemed to have positive interactions with the
boys was when they would all play with an object that one of the boys had brought into the
classroom. For instance, when a boy brought a toy gun to school, José was just another one of
the boys playing with the toy. The other boys even looked on as José attempted to fix one of the
broken pieces on the gun.
Although José often sat with the boys, he showed more interest in trying to interact with
Luis and his group of girl friends. José would frequently get out of his chair to go visit their
table. However, the girls’ reactions to José were often either unwelcoming or uninterested. In the
narrative transcript in Figure 5.6, I discuss the reactions of the six people at the table when José
approached. The arrangement of individuals at Luis’s table are pictured in Figure 5.5.8

The three girls on the left side of the table (Ana, Carla, and Paty) are the three classroom police officers (discussed
in Chapter Four).
8
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Luis
Elisa

Paty

Carla

José
Felix

Ana

Figure 5.5: The seating arrangement when Luis’s table rejected José.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

José:
Ana:
José:
Ana:
Ana:
Paty:
José:
José:
Paty:
José:
Ana:
José:
Ana:
Luis

(to Ana)
(to José)
(to Ana)
(to José)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Ana)
(to Luis)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Luis)
(to José)
(to Luis)
(to José)
(to José)

Hey,
Don’t look, get away! Don’t look.
Whatever.
Get away!
Mr. Inga!
ëMister!
ëWhatever.
Hey, notebooks there’s a stack, the character on the cover
ëMr. Inga!
like Ana with the squinty eyes, like Ana with the squinty eyes,
ëLeave!
there’s a stack like this in a box over there.
ëWho the heck cares!
What are you saying?----------

15

José:

(to Luis)

ëThe notebook, before, you all—

16
17
18

Ana:
Felix:
José:

(to José)
(to José)
(to Felix)

ëGet away!
Get away! Don’t touch my notebook.
Screw you!

19 Felix: (to José)
ëGet away from me. Idiot.
20 José:
(to Felix)
Idiot.
21 Felix: (to José)
Get out of here.
Figure 5.6: Narrative transcript of Luis’s table rejecting José.
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ëWhat are you saying?----------

5.7a
5.7a,b,c
5.7d, 5.8
5.7e, 5.8
5.8

5.5, 5.8

5.9a,b,c
5.9b
5.9d
5.11a,b
5.9d-g
5.11b
5.9e
5.9h,i
5.9i,
5.12a
5.12a
5.12d
5.12e

I begin by looking at Ana’s reaction to José. Thus far in the school day, the only other
direct interaction between José and Ana had been when Ana offered José the school breakfast
that she did not want to eat. Nevertheless, as José approached Ana’s desk and before he had the
chance to say anything, she acted in a hostile manner toward him. The image transcript in Figure
5.7 depicts lines 1-5.9

a) 4.3

c) 5.7

b) 4.7

1 José: (to Ana) Hey,
2 Ana: (to José) Don’t look,

get away!

Don’t look.

e) 8.4

d) 7.5
3 José: (to Ana) Whatever.
4 Ana: (to José) Get away!
5 Ana: (to Mr. Inga)

Mr. Inga!

Figure 5.7: Image transcript of lines 1-5 of Luis’s table rejecting José.10

After José approached the table, Ana produced actions to cover the writing in her
notebook, including placing her hand over her writing (Figure 5.7a) and closing the notebook
(Figure 5.7c). Ana also appeared as if she might react aggressively toward José in an attempt to
get him to leave. She swung her pen (Figure 5.7b) and her notebook (Figure 5.7d) over her head.

9

Due to the camera angles, I do not have an image that captures José’s face straight on. Therefore, some of his
utterances are hard to capture in still images.
10 Note in 5.7a,b that, as usual, Luis was busy talking to one of the girls at the table when José approached.
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Ana did not make any attempt to actually hit José, however. Both times she simply let her hands
fall. Not only did Ana show signs of acting physically aggressive toward José, but she was
verbally aggressive. At first her yelling was directed to Mr. Inga, but she was unsuccessful at
getting his attention (line 5). As José began his utterance to Luis, Ana began yelling at José.
First, she yelled, “sa-le!” (leave) stressing each syllable of the word (line 11), and 1.4 seconds
later, “who the heck cares!”11 (line 13; Figure 5.9b below). Although José could not have heard
Ana (he is profoundly deaf), he could still see her angry facial expression and her accompanying
actions; as she said “leave!”, Ana also picked up her notebook and moved it away from him.
Following her second utterance, Ana sat back sulkily in her chair (Figure 5.9d below) before
swinging her notebook into the air again (Figure 5.9e below), this time pausing above her head
and smacking it down on the table (line 16).
Two individuals at the table appeared to take a cue from Ana and also responded
negatively to José. Paty was speaking to Ana as José approached Ana’s desk. Paty then watched
Ana’s reaction to José and mimicked Ana’s call to Mr. Inga in line 5. Figure 5.8 below
demonstrates how Paty’s utterances were tied temporally and in word choice to Ana’s previous
utterance. Marjorie Harness Goodwin (1990) discussed the reuse of previous utterances in her
work on African American children’s gossip routines. In the cases discussed in M. H. Goodwin
(1990), the children reused a previous utterance of an interlocutor in order to transform its
meaning, often to a meaning that disagreed with the other individual. In this case, Paty reused
Ana’s utterance in order to align herself with Ana. In Figure 5.8, the vertical edges of the text
boxes indicate when the speech started and stopped. As soon as Ana finished saying “profesor”
(Mister), Paty repeated the phrase. Then, when Ana continued and included Mr. Inga’s name,
Paty repeated her call, this time also using Mr. Inga’s name. Paty was only a bystander to the

11

“ya qué chucha importa”
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interaction between Ana and José, yet chose to act in support of Ana to get the teacher’s attention
(one would assume with the intent of having Mr. Inga remove José from the table). Paty’s
support was short-lived, however; when Paty did not get the attention of Mr. Inga, she returned
to the task of copying from the chalkboard.
1

0
Ana:

Mister

2

3

5

Inga
Mister

Paty:

4

Mister Inga

Figure 5.8: A timeline of Paty repeating Ana calling out to Mr. Inga. The timeline is marked in seconds and the text
boxes indicate when utterances started and stopped.

The second student who responded negatively to José was Felix. In an opposite pattern to
Paty’s involvement, Felix was disengaged for the first part of the exchange and joined the
conversation as José was leaving the table. When Felix did enter the conversation, he acted
aggressively toward José. Unlike Ana, who acted as if she might hit José, Felix actually pushed
José. Although Felix’s utterance suggests that he pushed José for touching his notebook, tracking
Felix’s gaze provides substantial evidence that his actions were meant to defend Ana. The image
transcript of lines 12-18 in Figure 5.9 tracks Felix’s gaze for the 8 seconds prior to when he
pushed José.
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a) 14.3

c) 17.3

b) 16.7

12 José: (Ana) there’s a stack

like this

in a box over there.

13 Ana: (José) ëWho the heck cares!

d) 19.7

e) 20.4

14 Luis: (José) What are you saying?---------before, you all—

15 José: (Luis) ëThe notebook,
16 Ana: (José)

ëGet away!

f) 22.3
15 cont. José: (Luis)

g) 23.3
ëWhat are you saying?----------

i) 15.3

h) 24.3
17 Felix: (José) Get away!

Don’t touch my notebook.

18 José: (Felix)

Screw you!

Figure 5.9: Image transcript of lines 12-18 of Luis’s table rejecting José.
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When José approached the table, Felix was looking toward the chalkboard. Felix
continued to look toward the chalkboard without glancing at José or Ana for almost the entire
duration of the segment of interaction in the narrative transcript (e.g. Figure 5.9a). It was not
until the end of line 12 (“There’s a stack like this in a box over there”), that Felix turned his
attention to the conversation at the table (Figure 5.9b). What appeared to make Felix turn was the
fact that José closed Felix’s notebook and used it as a prop to show the stack of notebooks during
the utterance in line 12. It is possible that Felix also heard Ana yelling, “who the heck cares!”
When Felix did engage directly with José in line 17, Felix pushed José (Figure 5.9h) and then
touched the notebook that José had used as a prop (Figure 5.9i), suggesting that the push was a
response to José touching the notebook. However, there was an eight second gap between José
touching Felix’s notebook and Felix lifting his arm to push José. During the intervening eight
seconds, Felix shifted his gaze between Ana and José (Figure 5.9b-f). Ana was displaying anger
both times Felix looked toward her. The first time she was yelling, “who the heck cares!” (Figure
5.9b) and the second time she was lifting her notebook over her head (Figure 5.9e). It may be
that Felix really was mad that José touched his notebook, but a strong case can also be made by
tracking Felix’s gaze that his anger was, at least in part, due to viewing that Ana was upset. As
can be seen in the images, Felix first watched Ana’s angry reactions toward José before glancing
down at the notebook on the desk (Figure 5.9g) and then pushing José (Figure 5.9h).
Three other students were sitting at the table – Luis, Carla, and Elisa – who did not show
as hostile of an attitude toward José as Ana and Felix. Yet, they were also not receptive to José’s
presence at the table. When José approached the table, he walked up to Ana’s desk, but his
utterance about the notebooks was directed toward Luis. However, Luis did not take José’s
utterance seriously. Luis replied by dramatically performing the sign WHY for an entire 2.5
seconds, which I have translated as “what are you saying?” (Figure 5.11a below). Luis only
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became interested when Felix and José pushed one another, to which he responded by breaking
out into clapping and loud laughter. Sitting across the table, Carla watched the proceedings of the
interaction but did not get involved. Her only reaction was to smile at Ana after Felix and José
pushed one another. Elisa, sitting next to Luis, was even less involved. She did not look toward
José during the entire segment of interaction.
Despite the fact that José encountered resistance to his attempts to initiate interaction, he
did not simply accept these reactions without response. In the narrative transcript in Figure 5.6,
José had a retort for each of the students who addressed him. Ana’s negative reaction inspired
José to make mocking faces at her (lines 3 and 7),12 only making Ana more upset. The narrative
transcript of these lines is repeated in Figure 5.10 below. José’s mocking faces, which I
translated as “whatever,” are in green text. Afterwards, José ignored Ana’s utterances and anger,
and focused on his comment to Luis. Similarly, when Luis responded to José with an extended
sign for WHY, “What are you saying?”, José used format tying to mimic Luis’s question back to
him (M. H. Goodwin 1990). Unlike how Paty reused Ana’s utterance as a form of support, José
reused Luis’s question as a retort. He accomplished this by enacting the same sign as Luis but
moving his hands more dramatically and adding a mocking facial expression. Figure 5.11 below
depicts Luis’s question (a) and José’s retort (b).
1
José:
(to Ana)
Hey,
2
Ana:
(to José)
Don’t look, get away! Don’t look.
3
José:
(to Ana)
Whatever.
4
Ana:
(to José)
Get away!
5
Ana:
(to Mr. Inga) Mr. Inga!
6
Paty:
(to Mr. Inga)
ëMister!
7
José:
(to Ana)
ëWhatever.
Figure 5.10: Narrative transcript of lines 1-7 of Luis’s table rejecting José. Repeated from Figure 5.6.

5.7a
5.7a-c
5.7d
5.7e
5.8

Due to the camera angles it is not possible to get a good image of José’s funny faces at Ana. On the video it is
possible to see the side of José’s face, as well as the mocking head movement he made.
12
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a) 19.3

14 Luis: (to José)

b) 21.8

What are you saying?----------

15 José: (to Luis)

ëWhat are you saying?---------Figure 5.11: Image transcript of lines 14-15 of Luis’s table rejecting José.

José also had a response to Felix pushing him. An image transcript of the actions
following Felix pushing José is displayed in Figure 5.12 below. In response to being pushed,
José pushed Felix back. Moreover, José gave back worse than what he had received, pushing
Felix in the face (Figure 5.12a). Rather than Felix feeling good about having pushed José, he was
clearly upset by how José had turned the tables on him. Figure 5.12b demonstrates Felix’s angry
facial expression as José walked away. Felix’s subsequent actions also suggest his dissatisfaction
with the end result of the encounter. Felix initially turned toward his table, while saying
“huevón” (idiot), but then faced back toward José as if he wanted to say something else (Figure
5.12c,d). Unfortunately for Felix, José was already looking toward Felix, waiting to make
another retort. As soon as Felix turned, José produced a sign in which he held his hand in front of
his neck and squeezed his fingers (Figure 5.12d). The insult that José produced in Figure 5.12d
has some similarities to an emblem used in the Iquitos Spanish-speaking community as a
derogatory way of saying that someone has a lot of money. The emblem is produced by holding
the hand in front of the neck, just like José is doing in the image, but with no finger movement.
José may have taken up the negative connotation of the emblem when he established this sign in
his system. The translation I was given for the sign by a hearing family member was “huevón”
(idiot), interestingly the same insult that Felix had spoken in line 19. José seemed to be happy
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with the result; he turned toward his table with a smile on his face without waiting to see Felix’s
response (5.12e), effectively closing down the conversation.

a) 25.5

b) 28.4

c) 29.5

18 José: (to Felix) Screw you!
19 Felix: (to José) ëGet away from me!

Idiot.

d) 30.4

e) 31.5

20 José: (to Felix) Idiot.
21 Felix: (to José)

Get out of here.

Figure 5.12: Image transcript of lines 18-21 of Luis’s table rejecting José.

As these responses demonstrated, José’s experience in his classroom was not only one of
being rejected by his peers; José was able to stand up for himself. Moreover, José even engaged
in similar behaviors to those of Luis and his tablemates. José could be found teasing the
classroom girls. He would do such things as walk up behind a girl and poke her in the side. José
also participated in excluding others. One day during a group assignment, José told his
tablemates to exclude the boy who had a deformed hand, stating “Him no, only us. He writes
poorly, we write correctly.” The image transcript of this utterance is presented in Figure 5.13
below. After pointing to the boy with the deformed hand (Figure 5.13a), José accompanied his
sign for negation in 5.13b with a headshake, and his indication toward the other classmates at the
table in 5.13c with a head nod, contrasting the boy with the rest of the table. José accompanied
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his imitation of the boy writing with a mocking facial expression (Figure 5.13e). Similar to how
Luis used facial expression to make an assessment of Felix in Chapter Four, José also used an
expression to layer an evaluative commentary onto his signing (Eder 1998; Evaldsson 2002; M.
H. Goodwin 1990; Rampton 2003). José provided another evaluation in the contrast between
how he demonstrated the boy writing and how the rest of the table wrote. In the imitation of the
boy writing (Figure 5.13e), José’s hand moved across the desk in a big movement, while for the
rest of them his hand stayed in one place and made a tiny writing movement (Figure 5.13f). José
accompanied this latter sign with a head nod, evaluating it as the correct form of writing.
Although not depicted, the hearing boys at José’s table looked away as José signed; only the boy
he was negatively evaluating watched the utterance. No one responded to José.

a) 0.4

b) 0.6

1 José: (to boys) Him

c) 1.0
no,

only us.

e) 2.4

d) 1.8
He

f) 5.5

writes poorly,

we write correctly.

Figure 5.13: Image transcript of José telling his table to exclude the boy with a deformed hand.

José also showed no difficulty shutting down interactions with other students. One of the
hearing boys who seemed to genuinely enjoy interacting with José was Kerry. However, Kerry
was extremely poor at communicating in the manual modality. Toward the beginning of the year,
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when José asked Kerry for a ruler, Kerry was at a loss. José imitated the action of holding down
the ruler and writing a line, but Kerry initiated three repairs. “Huh?” he asked lifting his
eyebrows, and José repeated his enactment of using a ruler. “Huh?” Kerry asked again with an
eyebrow lift. José pointed to the chalkboard where he was copying the text from and again
repeated the enactment of using the ruler. Kerry’s response was a third eyebrow raise. José lifted
up Kerry’s notebook and searched for the ruler himself. When he could not find one, he asked
Kerry again. Kerry drew lines in the air, looked at the underlined word on the chalkboard, and
spoke the word to José. José kept searching for the ruler, but still could not find it and asked
Kerry again for the ruler. This time Kerry drew a line on José’s paper. José finally gave up the
effort to find the ruler.
Kerry consistently wanted to interact with José, yet their interactions were fraught with
communicational problems such as that just described. Thus, when José had enough of Kerry’s
attempts to interact with him, José would shut down the conversation. Figure 5.14 below depicts
one example of how José accomplished such a conversational ending. The displayed utterance
was the fourth time that Kerry had brought up the topic of me and a baby. Based on Kerry’s
utterances it was unclear what Kerry was trying to say. He kept rocking his arms back and forth
to say baby (Figure 5.14a,d), pointing to me (Figure 5.14c), and saying woman (Figure 5.14b).
While mouthing Spanish words might have been a successful communication technique with
Luis, José could not lipread. The narrative translation in Figure 5.14 was my best attempt to
translate Kerry’s utterance. Despite the fact that I repeated multiple times that I did not have any
children, Kerry continued to call for José’s attention and insist that I had a baby. In order to shut
down the interaction, José used the classwork as an excuse (Figure 5.14e) and then immediately
withdrew his gaze by looking down at his notebook (Figure 5.14f). After six attempts to shut
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down these comments by insisting that Kerry do his work, José got up from his seat and went to
sit on the floor in front of the chalkboard in order to continue working.

a) 1.4

b) 3.9

1 Kerry (to José): A baby,

c) 5.3
Sara is a woman,

e) 8.0

d) 7.4

f) 8.6

1 cont. Kerry (to José): she has a baby
2 José: (to Kerry)

the work on the chalkboard

Figure 5.14: Image transcript of José shutting down a conversation with Kerry.

As the example with Kerry demonstrated, José clearly showed a preference for certain
kinds of interactions over others. The individual that José most actively sought out was Luis.
Although Luis had much more interaction with his hearing girl friends, he was one of the few
people who would engage in extended interactions with José. When the two boys were not sitting
near one another, José would either walk over to Luis’s table13 or call for Luis’s attention from
his seat. During class one day in September, I asked Mr. Inga if José and Luis could be seated
next to each other. That day, José and Luis were consistently interacting (a normal experience for
Luis in the classroom, but not for José). What became evident, however, was the clear power
differential in the interactions between Luis and José. The frequent interactions between the two

13

Although José would visit Luis’s seat, it was rare that Luis would leave his seat in order to talk to José.
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boys made it obvious how frequently Luis would give José directives. The narrative transcript in
Figure 5.15 provides an example of one instance when Luis sent José across the room to where I
was sitting to get my attention so that Luis could tell me had a headache without having to get up
from his seat. Other errands that Luis sent José on included getting Luis utensils and tattling to
Mr. Inga when the boys made obscene hand gestures. Over the course of the day, José followed
all the directives Luis gave him without complaint or argument.
1
2
3
4
5

Luis
José:
Luis
José:
Luis

(to José)
(to Luis)
(to José)
(to Luis)
(to José)

Hey,
What?
get Sara
For what?
I have a headache and I’m dizzy.
(José walks across the room to where I am sitting.)
6
José:
(to Sara) Hey,
7
Sara:
(to José)
Yeah?
8
José:
(to Sara) Luis wants your attention.
9
Sara:
(to Luis) Yeah?
10 Luis:
(to Sara) I feel dizzy.
Figure 5.15: Narrative transcript of Luis sending José on an errand.

Claire Ramsey (1997), in her book on three deaf boys in a mainstream classroom in the
United States, discussed how deaf-hearing peer interactions were constrained due to the limited
signing abilities of hearing students. The primary type of interaction that hearing peers initiated
were what she called “caretaker talk,” consisting of directives and evaluations (Ramsey 1997,
68). Interestingly, in Mr. Inga’s mainstream classroom, Luis issued a high number of directives
to José that were reminiscent of this “caretaker talk.” Moreover, as discussed in Chapter Four, in
Luis’s home he was on the receiving end of these directives, due to his role as the youngest
family member. Research on peer language socialization has found that within play routines,
directives are an important communicative routine that children utilize to establish the
hierarchical order and to replicate the social categories in the adult world around them (M. H.
Goodwin 1990; M. H. Goodwin and Kyratzis 2012; Griswold 2007; Kyratzis 2007; Kyratzis,
Marx, and Wade 2001; Paugh 2005). In the classroom, it is possible to see how Luis replicated
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the social practice of sending subordinate individuals to run errands. Luis took the authoritative
position and subjected José to the subordinate role of running errands for him. This behavior
demonstrates Luis’s awareness of the asymmetrical power relationships within the wider Iquitos
society. José readily performed this subordinate role, much in the same way he also did in his
home as one of the youngest children. In this way, José displayed his deference to Luis as an
authority figure in the classroom. In this example, it is clear how peer interaction in the school
can become an important site for young children to adopt and test out dominant and subordinate
roles displayed in their society.

5.2 José at home: nature enthusiast
After getting to know José as a failing student with difficult interactions in school, I
encountered a very different person when I visited José at home. In 2015, José was not living
with his biological family, but with an adoptive14 family. The relationship between José’s
biological and adoptive families stretched back to when José’s biological father, Arturo, was a
child. Arturo had a difficult family life, and José’s adoptive father, Roberto, and his family had
taken Arturo in and helped raise him. When Arturo’s two older sons were baptized, he asked
Roberto and his wife, Lily, to be their padrino (godfather) and madrina (godmother). Then,
when Lily and Roberto’s oldest daughter was born, it was Arturo who cut her umbilical cord,
making him her padrino de ombligo. The act of becoming the godparent of a child, not only
creates a relationship between the godparent and the godchild, but also between the godparent
and the biological parents, who become compadres (coparents). As Jessaca B. Leinaweaver
(2008) discussed of compadrazgo in the Andes, padrinos tend to be of equal or higher social
José and Sonia were never formally adopted (discussed below). I choose to use the term “adoptive” family merely
to help distinguish between José’s biological and non-biological families. The term should not be understood
through its formal meaning, which authors such as Jessaca Leinaweaver (2008) contrast with informal practices of
child circulation.
14
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status than the parents and may be called upon to provide financial assistance or social support.
Lily’s description of her relationship with José’s biological father, her compadre, suggested that
this was the case. For much of their marriage, Lily and Roberto did quite well financially.
Roberto did contract soldering work and Lily sold cane juice made on the property. Business was
good, evidenced by the family’s two TVs and a radio, as well as that they owned the land on
which they lived. Roberto’s mother had been one of the first people to settle in the area when it
was still rainforest and had gotten a title for a large swath of land. Lily told me that Arturo would
ask the family for financial assistance with things such as buying medicine for his children when
he was low on cash. Arturo also requested that if anything should happen to him, that Lily and
Roberto take in his children because he trusted the couple to take better care of them than their
own family members. Arturo even had a document written up in front of the neighborhood leader
with his request.
When José was five years old, Arturo asked if Lily could take in José because of
problems at home. Only a few months later, a cousin murdered Arturo in a drunken brawl, and
the Lily also took in José’s younger sister, Sonia. Lily said that when José and Sonia arrived at
the house, they were both filthy and had distended bellies from malnourishment. At twelve years
old, José was incredibly small for his age, which was likely a result of experiencing
malnourishment and trauma during his formative childhood years. Although there was no way of
confirming the reason for José’s deafness, Lily already knew José was deaf when she took him
in, which suggests that he had prelingual deafness (deafness prior to learning to speak). Lily
never legally adopted José and Sonia, nor did she use the term adoptado when talking about
them. Instead she spoke of having taken them in, recogido. Child circulation, which occurs
informally among Peruvians, is distinguished from formal adoptions which generally involve
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international families.15 Child circulation is a well-known cultural practice in the Andean region
(Leinaweaver 2008) but has not been studied in the Amazon. While I did not personally witness
other examples in Iquitos of children as young as José and Sonia being taken in by nonbiological family members,16 it was common for teenagers to work for and move in with a
wealthy family in order to gain access to education. Although this practice occurred at a different
age than child circulation, there was a similar goal of bettering one’s circumstances.17 The most
common practice that I saw for raising children who did not live with their parents, was for
another biological family member, especially a grandmother, to raise the child. Although Lily
did not legally adopt the children, she had numerous encounters with the authorities in relation to
their presence in her household. Child services inspected her house, Lily had to register the two
children with the national registry, recently both a neighbor and José’s biological siblings filed
complaints against her with the police, and as of July 2018 there was still an open court trial
brought by José’s biological brothers during a short period in 2016 when they wanted José to live
with them. Despite these difficulties, at the time this dissertation was written both José and Sonia
continued to live with Lily.
José’s entire persona changed when he was at home; he was calmer, better behaved, and
more relaxed than at school. Lily always spoke about how responsible José was, and how he
frequently helped around the house. José liked to assist Roberto with soldering projects and Lily
with tending to the land. In 2015, the area on which José’s house stood was no longer in the
middle of the forest but was a small neighborhood away from the bustle of the city. To reach the
house, one had to take a motocarro down a long unpaved road, and the house was located right
before the road curved to follow along the Itaya River that delimited one side of the city. Roberto

I know multiple cases of American missionaries adopting Peruvian children.
Although I am sure the practice was occurring in Iquitos.
17 Jessaca Leinaweaver (2008) discussed this narrative as superación in Chapter 5 of her book.
15
16
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had much less work and most of the family money was coming from selling off portions of their
land. Still the family lived on a large plot that included two small ponds, gardens, and a wooded
area with a number of fruit trees. Living removed from the city, José had learned a great deal
about the plants of the jungle. He often explained to me how the plants grew, the color of the
fruits when they were ready to pick, and the way to prepare them as juices. He would climb the
trees to bring me different fruits to try – aguaje, guava, wito. More than anything, he loved the
river and we spent a number of days swimming, fishing, and catching crabs along the bank of the
Itaya river.
José never seemed reluctant about interacting with the random assortment of individuals
we encountered on our visits to the river. José quickly made friends with a family who was
fascinated with the crabs he had caught, bought us popsicles from the ambulatory ice cream
vendors, hired a boy to take us across the river in his canoe, and even got us free motocarro rides
on the way back from the river. At his home, I also saw José’s signing in a new light. I had
always noticed that José’s signing style was more pantomimic than that of other deaf students.
Based on prevailing ideologies in which pantomime is categorized as gestural, and therefore
distinguished from language (e.g. Goldin-Meadow 2003; Morford and Goldin-Meadow 1997;
Coppola and Newport 2005), this could be seen as a limitation of José’s signing. However, at
home, I saw José use this style to his advantage as he created captivating narratives of his past
escapades. José related to me how he caught a large fish, which his puppy promptly gobbled up,
and about the monkey he encountered while climbing a tree by his house. E. Mara Green (2017)
also demonstrated the productive combination of lexical and pantomimic repertoires for
storytelling purposes in her discussion of a performance by a deaf man in Nepal.
5.2.1 José and his mother: a privileged interlocutor
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In 2015, José was living with his biological sister Sonia, his adoptive parents Lily and
Roberto, two of their four children, his adoptive sister’s husband and son, and Roberto’s mother.
Despite the large number of people in the home, José had a privileged or favorite relationship
with his mother, Lily (Fusillier-Souza 2006). Lily had the most interactions with José and often
acted as an intermediary between José and other family members. Lily’s communication with
José was an inconsistent mix of the oral and manual modalities; sometimes she used only the
manual modality and other times a mixture of speech and the manual modality. Nevertheless,
José did not appear to have difficulty interpreting her utterances and responding appropriately. In
contrast, at times Lily appeared to have difficulty interpreting José’s signs, requiring multiple
repairs of their interactions. For instance, when José arrived at home one day with bags of
powdered milk, Lily thought she was supposed to make the milk and bring it to school. Lily was
concerned since bringing an entire pot of prepared milk to the school would entail either an
expensive motocarro ride or a tiring walk. Unlike the case in Luis’s household, Lily believed
that José would provide her with reliable information, and questioned José about the bags of milk
until she had more clarity on the situation – the milk had been given to José for use in the home.
Below I discuss an extended interaction between José and Lily to showcase Lily’s status as a
privileged interlocutor. I selected the interaction because it shows José’s persistence in gaining
the desired response from his mom, as well as Lily’s willingness to stay involved in the
interaction.
The segment of interaction between José and Lily took place on August 26th, 2015. José
and I had spent the day taking advantage of the dry season18 in the Amazon Rainforest to collect

During the dry season the water level in the Amazon River drops dramatically, leaving large swaths of the
riverbank visible. In Iquitos, the dry season spans roughly from June to December, with August and September
being the driest months. People often taken advantage of the low water levels to flock to the beaches. Since Peru is
in the Southern Hemisphere, it has opposite seasons from the United States. Although, technically August is winter
in Peru, in Iquitos the people call it summer because it is beach season.
18
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crabs. We returned to José’s house with a bucket of seven crabs to find his mom, dad, and
brother watching television together in the back portion of the house that served as both a
common area and the kitchen. Figure 5.16 depicts the arrangement of the participants in the
interaction. For most of the interaction, I was standing offscreen behind José.

José
brother

Roberto

Lily

Figure 5.16: The arrangement of participants in the crab conversation.

José’s first comment to his mom as we entered the house was about the crab roe that was
in one of the crabs. José’s interest in the crab roe fit into a general interest in the lifecycle of
living beings that frequently came up in José’s conversations with me. For instance, when he
would introduce to me the jungle plants that we encountered around his neighborhood, he would
describe the plants growing and the fruits maturing. His descriptions would focus on the process
of maturation rather than one specific moment in the plant lifecycle. José’s comment about the
crab roe, however, apparently did not gain the expected response from his mom. It would take
José another nine minutes and a total of ten attempts before Lily finally acknowledged the
presence of the crab roe. These attempts were interspersed within a variety of conversations
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about the crabs and the river, including whether José was in danger of being bitten by a snake
while trying to capture crabs, how to correctly hold the crabs, whether José could release the
crabs in the family pond, and the fact that José had seen his brother swimming across the river.
José’s father, Roberto, was involved in some of these conversations, and every now and then
José would direct a comment to me, but Lily was the main interlocutor throughout the nineminute interaction. Due to the length of the interaction, I provide narrative transcripts in sections
and do not discuss all of José’s ten attempts to talk about the crab roe. In the opening sequence of
the interaction, presented in the narrative transcript in Figure 5.17, José made three successive
attempts to bring up the crab roe to Lily.
1
2
3

José:
Lily:
José:

(to Lily)
(to José)
(to Lily)

4
5

Lily:
José:

6

Lily:

(to José)
(to
Roberto)
(to José)

7

Rob
erto:
José:
Lily:
José:
Lily:
José:
Lily:
Rob
erto:
José:

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

(to Lily)

This big.
Come here, come here.
ëHey, there are eggs, and crabs will hatch out from the
eggs.
ëCome here.
There are eggs.
Come, come, come here.

5.18b,c
5.18c,d,e

5.18f
5.18
g,h,i

ëWhat is it?

(to Lily)
(to José)
(to Lily)
(to José)
(to Lily)
(to José)
(to José)

Let me see.
ëThis one
Ahhhhhhhhhhhh
Here, eggs— Hey
xxxx— what is this bucket you brought them in?
ëThey’re crabs

(to Lily)

Uhh. Here there are eggs, tiny crabs. Here there are eggs.

ëOk.

16 Lily: (to José)
Yeah?
Figure 5.17: First segment of the narrative transcript of the crab conversation.
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5.18i
5.19a
5.19a
5.19b
5.19c,d
5.19e,f

5.19g,h
5.21a-e

b) 4.7

a) 3.8

2 Lily: (to José)

c) 5.8

Come here, come here.
ëHey, there are eggs

3 José: (to Lily)
d) 6.3

e) 6.8

f) 7.2

3 cont. José: (to Lily) and crabs will hatch out from the eggs.
4 Lily: (to José)

ëCome here.

5 José: (to Roberto)

There are eggs.

g) 8.2

h) 10.1

6 Lily: (to José)

Come,

7 Roberto: (to Lily)

ëWhat is it?

come,

come here.

i) 10.8

ëOk.

8 José: (to Lily)
Figure 5.18: Image transcript of lines 1-8 of the crab conversation.

In José’s initial attempt to bring up the crab roe in lines 1-3, Lily did not attend to José’s
utterance but re-arranged his body position. Figure 5.18 above demonstrates this reorganization.
When José walked into the house with the bucket of crabs, he originally placed the bucket
behind Lily’s chair and himself to the side of her chair (Figure 5.18a). Lily did not maintain this
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positioning for long and used manual directives accompanied by speech to request that José
move in front of her chair (Figure 5.18b-i). All of Lily’s utterances during lines 1-8 were about
José shifting his body positioning; Lily made no additional responses to José’s utterance about
the crabs. Lily was very insistent that José move, directing him to do so a total of six times.
Although Lily was hearing, she demonstrated that she was attuned to the constraints that
communication in the manual modality put on gaze. On another day, Lily told José to tell me
what his father, Roberto, did for a living. When José began signing, he was still facing Lily.
Similar, to the case here, Lily signed over José, insisting that he shift his body toward me and
then repeat his utterance. Both of these examples are instances of explicit language socialization
practices (Schieffelin and Ochs 1986), in which Lily demonstrated clear expectations about how
José should communicate with her and other people. The homesign literature argues that hearing
family members do not provide homesigners with a language model. Yet thus far, there is a lack
of research dedicated to understanding the language socialization practices in homes with deaf
children.
The image transcript in Figure 5.19 depicts José’s second attempt to bring up the crab roe
(lines 9-15). After the brief interruption to change positions, in the ensuing conversation, a
combination of sign, speech, gaze, and object manipulation become relevant in the unfolding
interaction. During this second attempt, Lily and José begin talking to the other without securing
the other’s gaze, and thus both look up and find the other person is not gazing at them.
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a) 12.8

b) 15.1

9 Lily: (to José) Let me see.
10 José: (to Lily) ëThis one
Ahhhhhhhhhhhh

11 Lily: (to José)

d) 16.8

c) 16.3
12 José: (to Lily) Here,

eggs— Hey

e) 17.9
13 Lily: (to José)

xxxx—

f) 18.9
what is this bucket you brought them in?

14 Roberto: (to Lily) ëThey’re crabs

g) 19.4
15 José: (to Lily) Uhh
Figure 5.19: Image transcript of lines 9-15 of the crab conversation.
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h) 19.6

Both José and Lily treated the spatial reorientation as a temporary pause before returning
to the conversation about the crabs that José had brought home in a bucket. It appeared, however,
that José and Lily had differing ideas about the sequential nature of this pause in the
conversation. As soon as José was in his new location, he reached into the bucket (Figure 5.19a),
pulled out a crab (Figure 5.9b), and launched back into the topic of the crab roe (Figure 5.19c)
without securing Lily’s visual attention. This suggests, that he was still attending to the
sequential organization of the conversation he introduced when he entered the house. On Lily’s
end, after José put the bucket down in front of her, she immediately reached to pick up the
bucket (Figure 5.19a). Then as José lifted the crab, she reacted with surprise (Figure 5.19b).
Once she had discovered the contents of the bucket, Lily did not look up at José (Figure 5.19c,d)
to provide him the opportunity to return to what he was saying when he entered the house. Her
response suggests that she interpreted José’s initial utterance when he walked in the house to be
about what was in the bucket. Lily continued to inspect the crabs in the bucket, but during her
inspection realized that she had never seen the bucket before.19 Also without securing José’s
gaze, she asked where the bucket had come from (Figure 5.19e), thus introducing a new topic.
Although Lily and José brought up two distinct topics of conversation, structurally their
utterances were quite similar. Both picked up right after the physical relocation and moved back
into what they presumed the conversation to be about. Mother and son also launched into their
utterances without checking if they had the other’s gaze, as if they assumed that they were on the
same page. Then they both responded similarly when they realized they did not in fact have the
other’s attention. Shortly into their respective utterances, they looked up to find that they did not
have the other’s gaze (José 5.19d; Lily 5.19e), both paused, and then after securing the gaze of
the other, restarted their utterances. Their differing trajectories in the conversation finally

19

We found the bucket by the river; it did not come from José’s house.
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converged in Figure 5.19f, when they both looked at one another. Lily restarted her utterance
first, but after a brief pause (Figure 5.19g,h), José ignored her question and restarted his previous
utterance from line 12 (Figure 5.21a-e below).
A central concern in this segment of the conversation was the direction of Lily and José’s
gaze. Of the eight images, there are only two in which José and Lily are mutually gazing at one
another. The majority of their time was spent gazing at objects, sometimes jointly and sometimes
independently. As evidenced by the time spent gazing at objects, the bucket and the crab are
central to the unfolding action. Lily, in bringing the bucket into her lap, and José, in picking up a
crab, have brought these objects into the relevant frame of the conversation. These objects not
only play an important role in the creation of utterances but also impact the structure of these
utterances (C. Goodwin 2000b).
José and Lily never returned to the topic of where the bucket came from; Lily became
more interested in other particulars about how José secured the crabs. This is one of the few
times I identified that José did not take up his mother’s line of conversation. I hypothesize that
this was due to the fact that her utterance was largely inaccessible to him since it was primarily
in speech. The first part of Lily’s question (line 13), I could not hear because of the sound from
the television and because Lily cut of the utterance when she saw that José was not looking at
her. When she restarted her question, she asked in speech “what did you bring them in?”20 Her
only accompanying gesture was a tap on the side of the bucket. José paused and glanced at the
bucket and then back at Lily, as if pondering how to respond, but restarted his utterance instead
(line 15). The rarity of José failing to take up his mother’s utterances will become more evident
in the discussion of José’s next attempt. The third attempt to talk about the crab roe brings out
the interplay of Lily and José’s social relationship in their interactions. Lily’s interactions with

20

“xxxx— en qué has traído?”
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José often focused on their mother-son relationship. The next segment of the interaction is
displayed in the narrative transcript in Figure 5.20 and starts at line 15.
15

José:

(to Lily)

Uhh. Here there are eggs, tiny crabs. Here there are eggs.

5.19g,h,
5.21a-e

16 Lily:
(to José)
Yeah?
17 José:
(to Lily)
Yes, here there are eggs.
18 Lily:
(to José)
Did you dig them out?
19 José:
(to Lily)
Yes!
20 Lily:
(to José)
These?
21 Roberto: (to José)
You stuck your hand in?
22 José:
(to Roberto) I stuck my hand in.
23 Roberto: (to José)
You stuck it in? You stuck your hand in? You did it?
24 José:
(to Roberto) Yes, for the crab.
25 Lily:
(to José)
Hey, did a snake bite you?
26 Roberto: (to Lily)
ëThere’s nothing, there’s nothing, just fish in those holes.
27 José:
(to Lily)
No!
28 Lily:
(to José)
No?
29 José:
(to Lily)
No
30 Lily:
(to José)
A snake didn’t bite you?
31 José:
(to Lily)
No
32 Roberto: (to José)
ëThe snake doesn’t bite when it’s under water.
Figure 5.20: Second segment of the narrative transcript of the crab conversation.

As demonstrated in the narrative transcript in Figure 5.20, there was a shift in José and
Lily’s topic of discussion away from the crab roe. The shift started at line 18, when Lily inserted
a non-sequitur. José had been talking about the crab roe and Lily switched to talking about how
he caught the crabs. A close look at line 15 demonstrates that the reason for this switch was not
due to a lack of willingness on Lily’s part to engage in the interaction. On the contrary, Lily was
tracking José’s utterance sign by sign. José’s five-sign utterance in line 15, included points to the
body of the crab, as well as signs in neutral space (the space in front of the signer’s body). Lily
followed his hands as he moved from pointing to the crab, up to neutral space, back to the crab,
and up to neutral space again. Figure 5.21 below demonstrates these shifts in gaze. When José
finished the utterance, Lily responded with a confirming head nod, “Yeah?”, yet the facial
expression accompanying her question gave off (Goffman 1959) a sense of uncertainty. José
repeated his utterance, but in the next line Lily shifted to a new topic. José did not have any
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trouble following the topic shift. He responded to all of the subsequent questions that both his
mother and father asked him, providing consistent answers to their repeated questions and even
switching from affirmatives to negations as their questions changed (lines 18-31).
b) 20.9

a) 20.1

15 José: (to Lily) Uhh. Here
c) 21.1

there are eggs,
d) 21.9

tiny crabs.

e) 22.5

Here

there are eggs.

Figure 5.21: Image transcript of line 15 of the crab conversation.

Lily’s opening question after the topic shift (line 18) was about how José retrieved the
crabs, but she was ultimately building to a concern about the danger of snakes biting José as he
stuck his hand in the riverbank (line 25). This topic shift fit within an overall pattern for Lily to
prioritize her role as José’s mother. Lily was consistently reminding José about appropriate
behaviors, (e.g. “Don’t swim across the river.” “Don’t play with sharp blades.”) Due to my
presence, she was also concerned about socializing José in what she deemed to be the “correct”
way to interact with me. She would instruct José to tell me about the family or the land on which
they lived. The importance that Lily placed on her role as his mother, also led her to take topics
that José would bring up and reorient the conversation from the perspective of their mother-son
relationship, just as she did in line 18. For instance, one day when José tried to tell Lily that Luis
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was sick at school, she shifted the focus of the conversation to whether José was sick. Lily
presented difficulty determining who was sick; she continuously asked, “Were you sick?”. Lily
ended the interaction when she was satisfied that José was not sick, despite the fact that she
never seemed to figure out about whom José was talking.
Not only did I find that Lily often shifted conversations to frame them from the
perspective of their mother-son relationship, but she was also more likely to initiate repairs on
José’s interactions when she was concerned that the topic was pertinent to and part of her role as
his mother. There have already been a number of such examples. One was the interaction just
described, in which she initiated three repairs to verify that it was not José who was sick. A
second example was her repeated questions to him about snake bites (lines 25-30). Finally, the
most concerned I ever saw Lily about clarifying José’s utterance was the interaction described
above when José brought the powdered milk home from school. Lily’s preoccupation with her
and José’s mother-son relationship sometimes made it difficult to pinpoint whether changes in
topic, such as the one in line 18, were due to problems with interpreting José’s signing or Lily
disregarding José’s utterances in favor of conversations that, in her consideration, were more
relevant. This point anticipates the discussion below on José’s tenth successful attempt to bring
up the crab roe.
Although José was able to easily transition into the new topic of conversation that Lily
raised, it was clearly not the response José was anticipating. Moreover, based on José’s
adjustments between his third and fourth attempts (which I discuss below), José identified the
sign he was using to refer to as “crab egg” as a problematic part of the utterance. José did not
have a conventional sign to refer to the crab roe but was using what is known in sign language
research as a Size and Shape Specifier (SASS). SASS forms are used in sign languages to
represent a category of objects based on their size and shape, which allows one SASS form to
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refer to a range of objects. For example, the form of José’s sign, which I will call SASS-tiny, was
used to refer to very small objects.21 The use of SASS forms for a category of objects was most
clearly demonstrated in José’s sixth attempt to bring up the crab roe. In this attempt, José had
once again brought up the crab roe to his mom. Lily, on the other hand, had just finished a
conversation with her husband. Roberto had stated that they should not throw the crabs into their
family pond because the crabs would eat the tiny fish living in the pond. When José got his
mother’s attention, Lily continued to talk about the crabs eating the fish in the pond rather than
addressing his utterance about the crab roe. During this exchange, both José and Lily used the
SASS-tiny form, but to refer to different referents (Figure 5.22). José was still using it to refer to
a crab egg, while Lily was using it to refer to the tiny fish.
3:20.1

Figure 5.22: José and Lily used the SASS-tiny form simultaneously to refer to different referents during José’s sixth
attempt to bring up the crab roe.

Sign languages have grammaticalized rules to address the ambiguity of SASS forms. In
American Sign Language, the SASS always follows the sign of the object. John B. Haviland
21

I also saw José use the SASS-tiny form to relate how a bee stung him in the eye.
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(2013) also found evidence of SASS forms and basic grammatical structure in an emerging
family sign system in Chiapas, Mexico. José generally added additional information about the
crab roe after the SASS. Taking all of José’s attempts to talk about the crab roe as a whole, the
additional information he provided to help clarify the SASS-tiny form included that it was
related to crabs and pregnancy, was located on the crab body and by displacement on his own
torso, was evident on multiple crabs, and that there were a large number of them. Additionally,
when José was holding the crab in his hand, he always pointed to a crab egg first before
producing the SASS or any additional information. Table 5.1 lists the examples of José’s
utterances about the crab eggs, excluding those examples where José’s utterance was cut off.
Table 5.1: The ordering of José’s utterances when using the SASS-tiny form. The SASS is in red, points (PT) to the
crab eggs are italicized, and additional information is in bold. Translations are at the bottom of each cell in brackets.
Figure
Holding Transcription
Reference
crab
[Translation]
1
Figure 5.17
No
SASS-tiny SASS-tiny(2hands) CRAB(2hands-coming from torso) SASS-tiny
line 3
[There are eggs, and crabs will hatch out from the eggs. There are eggs.]
Figure 5.18c-e
2
Figure 5.20
Yes
PT-crab.egg SASS-tiny CRAB(small finger wiggle)
line 15
PT-crab.egg SASS-tiny
Figure 5.21
[Here there are eggs, tiny crabs. Here there are eggs.]
3
4

Figure 5.20
line 17

Yes

Figure 5.23
(partial image
transcript)

Yes

PT-crab.egg SASS-tiny(pull away from crab)
[Yea, here there are eggs.]
PT(thumb)-crab.egg PT-crab.egg SASS-tiny PT-crab.egg
PT-circle.crab.body++ MANY PT-circle.crab.body
PT-circle.crab PINCH+
[Here, right here is an egg, there are many all over the body. The crabs are all
over.]

5

Not included

Yes

PT-crab.egg.in.hand PT-crab.egg.on.crab.in.mom’s.hand
SASS-tiny PT-crab.egg
[Look at it on this crab and on that one, eggs, right here.]

6

Not included

Yes

PT-crab.egg embodiment SASS-tiny PT-crab.egg
[Here on the crab, they look like this. The eggs, right here.]

7

Not included

No

SASS-tiny SASS-tiny(in bucket) SASS-tiny PREGNANT
[The eggs, on the crab in there, the eggs. It’s pregnant.]

8

Figure 5.23
line 33

No

SASS-tiny PT(open hand around torso) PT-crab
[The eggs are all over the stomach of the crab.]
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José did not only rely on additional lexical information to clarify the meaning of the
SASS-tiny form; he also used a wide array of semiotic resources. This is best exhibited through
how he elaborated on the referent of SASS-tiny over his first four attempts to bring up the crab
roe. In the initial attempts, José modified the movement of the sign “crab”22 in order to provide
additional information about the characteristics of the crabs that would emerge from the crab roe.
In José’s first attempt to discuss the crab roe in line 3, José situated the beginning of the
trajectory of the sign for crab at his torso and then moved outward as if the hatching crabs were
emerging from the torso of the crab (Figure 5.18d,e). Then in his attempt in line 15, José
modified the internal movement and trajectory of the sign for “crab,” producing only a small
finger wiggle and a small forward motion to indicate that the crabs were little (Figure 5.21c).
As mentioned above, after the third attempt José seemed to identify the SASS-tiny form
as problematic and therefore on the fourth attempt made his most explicit effort to clarify the
referent of SASS-tiny (example 4 in Table 5.1 above; Figure 5.23 below). First, José pointed to a
crab egg and left his finger in place as he moved the crab toward Lily (Figure 5.23a). Continuing
to show her engagement in the conversation, Lily leaned in and brought her face close to the crab
(Figure 5.23b). Then, José placed the SASS-tiny form as close as possible to the actual crab eggs
before moving his hand away from the crab and closer to her gaze (Figure 5.23b). Despite this
effort, Lily changed the conversation from the crab roe to the crab’s pincers, and José followed
her conversation change. Throughout these attempts, José put increasing effort into restating his
comment about the crab roe. In his fourth attempt, not only did José try to make the referent of
SASS-tiny as explicit as possible, he also elaborated his description into nine signs.

In Chapter Three, I mentioned that José also used this same sign to refer to a spider, suggesting that the form has a
broader meaning than the translation I am using here.
22
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a) 56.9

b) 59.7

José: (to Lily)

right here

is an egg

Figure 5.23: José and Lily reorient their bodies to better see the crab eggs during the fourth attempt to bring up the
crab roe.

I jump now to José’s tenth attempt to bring up the crab roe, which occurred after José and
I had returned from releasing some of the crabs in the pond behind the house. In the attempt, Lily
finally provided the response that José was seeking and acknowledged his utterance about the
crab roe. The narrative transcript is presented in Figure 5.24 below. The attempt began with José
producing an utterance much like his previous attempts. However, in this case, Lily responded
back to him about the crab roe. What is most noticeable in this final attempt is how nonchalantly
Lily responded to José. Her response suggests that at some point during José’s nine previous
attempts that Lily had interpreted the meaning of José’s utterance about the crab roe but had not
provided a visible sign of her acknowledgement, choosing to prioritize other topics over that of
the crab roe. José’s positive response to achieving Lily’s acknowledgement is displayed in the
image transcript in Figure 5.25 below. José gave a big smile to his mom to indicate that he was
satisfied (Figure 5.25a) and then also turned to me with a nod, confirming what the two of us had
already known since we collected the crabs at the river (Figure 5.25b).
33 José:
(to Lily)
The eggs are all over the stomach of the crab.
34 Lily:
(to José)
Yeah, there are eggs all over the stomach.
35 José:
(to Lily)
Yeah, eggs.
36 Lily:
(to José)
Eggs all over the stomach.
37 José:
(to Lily)
Yeah!
38 José:
(to Sara)
Hey, eggs right?
Figure 5.24: Third segment of the narrative transcript of the crab conversation.
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5.26a
5.26b

a) 9:03.7

b) 9:05.2

37 José: (to Lily) Yeah!
38 José: (to Sara)

Hey, eggs right?

Figure 5.25: Image transcript of lines 37-38 of the crab conversation.

Despite the multiple times José had to restart the topic of the crab roe, he was persistent.
This suggests that José assumed that he could eventually secure a satisfactory response from his
mom. Her engagement over the entire nine minutes of the interaction, and José’s ultimate
success demonstrates that this was a correct assumption. In the following section, I look briefly
at interactions between José and his siblings. These interactions reaffirm Lily’s position as José’s
privileged interlocutor.
5.2.2 Sibling interactions: reaffirming the status of the privileged interlocutor
When I asked Lily about José’s communication with his siblings, she said that they
preferred to use her as an intermediary rather than talk directly to José. According to Lily, when
José’s siblings (biological and adopted) tried to communicate with José they would say, “ahh,
I’m going to be talking and he doesn’t understand me, ahh you understand him,”23 and when José
would try to talk with them, they would turn to Lily and say, “ahh, I do not know what José
wants to say, you speak to him because I do not understand him.”24 In all of my time at José’s
house, there was only one recording of an adoptive sibling directing an utterance to José. The

23
24

“Ahh voy a estar hablando y no me entiende, ahh tú lo entiendes”
“ahh no sé que dirá José, entiéndele tu, yo no le entiendo.”
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utterance was a response to a direct question. José had been showing me who slept in each of the
beds and asked his adoptive sister to confirm that she slept in a particular bed. She responded
with a slight head nod. I had no other moments of interaction in either the video recordings or
my field notes. This does not mean that there were no recordings of José on camera with his
adoptive siblings or in the same room together.
On most days when I returned home from school with José, his family had already eaten
lunch and he would eat alone.25 During one of the few times when I recorded a family meal, only
Lily spoke to José during the lunch (his biological sibling, Sonia, was not present because she
was at school). There were also times when José was eating or working at the table and his older
adoptive sister was cleaning or watching TV next to the table. During those instances she never
directed any utterances toward José, nor did he make any attempts to engage her in social
interaction. There were also conversations between José and Roberto or Lily, where the parent
would bring an adoptive sibling into the conversation, but the sibling would never direct
comments to José. For instance, in the interaction mentioned above when José brought home the
powdered milk, Lily told her daughter about her confusion when José first showed her the milk.
The daughter confirmed that the teacher was probably just sending the extra milk home with the
students. Although the conversation between the mother and daughter occurred within the
conversation between José and his mom about the milk, José was not included in their
conversation. Similarly, the sister did not join the portions of the conversation between José and
Lily. In an analogous example in the crab conversation, Roberto and his son were having side
conversations about the crabs, but the brother never joined José’s conversation with his parents.

Lily would sit with José or clean around the kitchen while he ate lunch, but the rest of the family ate before José
returned from school.
25
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Even when José tattled on the brother, telling Lily that he saw his brother swim across the river
(which they were not supposed to do), the brother watched José’s utterance without comment.
Sonia, José’s biological sister, also told me that she rarely spoke to her adoptive siblings.
Yet, Sonia did not seem to have a privileged interlocutor in the house. She said that of all the
people in the house, she spoke the most to José, even though the two of them had very little
interaction with one another. Sonia attended school during the afternoon, while José went to
school in the morning. This meant that they only saw each other in the evenings and on
weekends. A few of the days that I was filming, Sonia stayed home from school. I was excited
about the possibility of capturing interactions between the two biological siblings and took the
two of them to the river to play. I was surprised, however, at the limited nature of their
interactions. José even changed his communication patterns, using a large number of
vocalizations to make brief comments to her. For instance, he would make different noises based
on whether he wanted to get her attention, tell her to move, or to critique what she was doing.
Although José adjusted his communication with Sonia to include more vocalization, she
communicated with José entirely in the manual modality without accompanying speech. As
mentioned above, Lily was inconsistent in her speech patterns, sometimes only signing, other
times primarily speaking. Thus, José’s preference for communication partners did not appear to
be based (at least primarily) on the modality used to communicate with him. Despite Lily’s
inconsistent signing practices, José showed a clear privileged relationship with his mother. This
was evident in the interactions where both Sonia and Lily were present.
One of the days that Sonia did not attend school, she was in the kitchen at the same time
José was having lunch. As José was eating, Sonia came around the table to get a drink of juice
(Figure 5.26). Sonia was at the table with José for 49 seconds, but they made no comments to
one another. Then as Sonia walked past José to leave the table, José called to Lily who was
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clearing dishes from the table, “Hey, is she going to school?” he asked. Lily stated that Sonia had
a headache and would not be going to school. This was not the only example of José deferring
his communication to Lily over Sonia. In the next paragraph I discuss a segment of interaction in
which José abandoned an attempt to repair an interaction with Sonia, and instead turned to Lily
to resolve the repair.

Figure 5.26: Despite Sonia standing at the table for 49 seconds as she drank her juice, José asked Lily why Sonia
was not at school.

The narrative transcript in Figure 5.28 below displays an interaction that revolved around
deciding which food from José’s plate should be given to the puppy. Although José gave the
puppy rice, the puppy was uninterested and was looking for meat scraps. The family, however,
was against giving the puppy meat, since it would make him aggressive. As a compromise, Lily
told José to give the puppy the chicken bone, since it would taste good to the puppy while also
helping clean his teeth. Figure 5.27 displays the organization of participants in the puppy feeding
conversation. As a note of clarification, it is a generally held belief in Iquitos that puppies should
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not be given meat because then they will not accept other food and may even attack people or
other dogs in an attempt to get meat.

Sonia

José

puppy

Lily
Figure 5.27: Arrangement of the participants in the puppy feeding.
1
José:
(to puppy)
Here you go.
2
Lily:
(to José)
No, the puppy wants the piece of meat.
3
José:
(to Lily)
Chicken?
4
Lily:
(to José)
Yeah. Don’t give it to him.
5
José:
(to puppy)
Eat the rice. Eat the rice. Eat the rice.
6
Lily:
(to Sonia)-? Ay, he doesn’t want to eat rice.
7
Lily:
(to Sonia)
(8.4) Look, the puppy chooses what he wants.
8
Sonia: (to Lily)
Yeah?
9
Lily:
(to Sonia)
Look. And?
10 Sonia: (to José)
Hey,
11 José:
(to Sonia)
Yeah?
12 Sonia: (to José)
don’t give the puppy the meat.
13 José:
(to Sonia)
Huh?
14 Sonia: (to José)
The puppy will bite (will become aggressive).
15 José:
(to Lily)
What? The puppy will bite?
16 Lily:
(to José)
Give it.
17 José:
(to Lily)
The rice?
18 Lily:
(to José)
The puppy doesn’t want to eat it.
19 José:
(to Lily)
The drumstick bone?
20 Lily:
(to José)
Give it, the bone the puppy wants.
Figure 5.28: Narrative transcript of the puppy feeding.
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5.27

After watching José trying to feed the puppy, in line 12 Sonia issued a directive to José.
José responded with a repair, asking her “Huh?” (line 13). According to Mark Dingemanse et al.
(2015), responses to repairs that have an open request form, such as “huh?” or “what?”, are
generally repetitions of the previous utterance. Sonia, however, did not repeat herself, but
provided an explanation for her original statement (line 14). Following this repair attempt, José
initiated a second repair, but instead of directing it to Sonia, he re-directed the repair to Lily (line
15). As demonstrated by the number of subsequent questions directed to Lily, it was not any
faster to resolve the trouble spot with Lily than with Sonia. José and Lily engaged in a repair
sequence extending over six turns (lines 15-20). Moreover, Lily never directly addressed José’s
question about the puppy biting. Instead, she returned to their previous discussion about which
food on José’s plate should be given to the puppy, providing yet another example of how Lily
redirects conversations to topics that she finds more relevant. The handling of repair in this
sequence illustrates once again, that José treated Lily as a privileged interlocutor in the home.

5.3 Conclusion
José’s life story provides the clearest example of the limitations that arise from growing
up without access to an established language. The social world of José appears considerably
restricted when compared to what was seen with Luis in Chapter Four, and what I will show in
Jeremy’s home in Chapter Six. José had a privileged interlocutor in both the school and the
home. These relationships clearly provided José with an important social point of connection. At
the same time, José was restricted; apart from a few interlocutors with whom he could engage
effectively, he encountered many barriers to communication. At school, students refused to allow
him to take on the role of the speaker and rejected his utterances as uninterpretable. Even with
students who seemed to want to engage with him, such as Kerry, attempts at interaction were
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frustrating, leading José to shut them down. At home, José’s adoptive siblings did not feel that
they could effectively communicate with him and preferred to rely on Lily as an intermediary.
Even in José’s privileged relationship with Luis, there was evidence that Luis treated José more
like a subordinate than a peer. The relationship between José and Luis demonstrates that simply
having contact with other deaf individuals was not a panacea for the social difficulties that José
faced. Nevertheless, gaining access to Peruvian Sign Language and a deaf community would
widen José’s social world and make him less dependent on individual interlocutors.
Of the three deaf students, José was also the one who least fit into classroom life
academically. As I discuss in the afterword of this dissertation, José may never fit in and adapt to
the didactic style students are required to accept in the schooling system. Yet, his experiences in
school speak more to the failures of the school system than to his failures as a student. In the
jungle, José gained first-hand knowledge about the life cycle of the plants and animals of the
Amazon. In helping his father with soldering projects, José learned about the properties of
metals, and about lengths and shapes. Such knowledge is exactly what children go to school to
learn. However, learning in the classroom consisted of copying words José could not understand
into a notebook. In contrast, José gained this knowledge by doing and interacting with the world.
José’s story speaks to the need for developing ways and means of supporting learning that can
occur outside the walls of a classroom.
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Chapter Six: Jeremy
6.1 Jeremy in school: the new student
6.1.1 Academically responsible
I met Jeremy for the first time when he was seven years old and attending one of the
special education schools in Iquitos. In 2010, I observed his second-grade classroom that was a
mix of deaf students and students with Down syndrome. However, in 2013 as I was visiting
mainstream classrooms and identifying which deaf students would form part of my project, I did
not find Jeremy in any of the classrooms. I asked the special education school for students by his
name, but they said that he was not currently enrolled. When I arrived in Mr. Inga’s classroom in
March 2014 to begin observing Luis and José, to my surprise, there was Jeremy. I came to find
out that Jeremy’s education had been quite disjointed. In 2009, when Jeremy was old enough to
start first grade, he was living in Lima with his mother. Jeremy’s father, Julio, could not confirm
whether Jeremy had been matriculated in a first-grade classroom because at the time he was
separated from his wife. Regardless of whether Jeremy attended first grade in Lima, halfway
through the school year in September of 2009, he was sent to Iquitos to live with Julio. Jeremy
spent 2010 with his father and tested into the second-grade classroom of the special education
school where I observed him. During school vacation in January 2011, Jeremy’s mother
abducted him from his father’s home and took him back to Lima. According to his sisters,
Jeremy attended second grade again in a special education school in Lima in 2011, but Julio did
not have any records of his attendance. In 2012, his mother again sent Jeremy (this time with his
sisters) to Iquitos, but Julio did not enroll him in school in 2012 or 2013. Finally, in 2014,
Jeremy started school in Mr. Inga’s classroom, but as an unenrolled “free student,” because he
had no school documents. Thus, Jeremy entered the 2014 school year as the new student.
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Based on this history, Jeremy only had two full years of schooling prior to entering Mr.
Inga’s classroom. Nevertheless, Jeremy was academically similar in many ways to Luis.
Somehow in his fragmented academic experience, he had learned numbers and was able to
perform addition and even basic subtraction. According to Mr. Inga, Jeremy surpassed Luis in
his math skills. Jeremy had also learned the LSP alphabet somewhat well and therefore could
show off his reading skills in the classroom. The fact that Jeremy was able to achieve this
academic level, even with his limited time in school, speaks to the type of student he was in the
classroom. As I have discussed in the previous chapters, it was much more common to find
students (even the dedicated ones) off-task rather than working on an assignment. Jeremy,
however, consistently placed his work before his social relationships.
In the context of the Iquitos education system, Jeremy was a remarkably responsible
student. The video recordings show Jeremy hard at work, not interacting with others for even
longer stretches of time than I had found with José. As I had mentioned in Chapter Five, José had
noticeably less interaction with his classmates than Luis, and often spent an extended amount of
time without talking to anyone. However, José would be sitting with his head on the desk or
playing with his utensils. Periodically, José would search out interactions with Luis. In contrast,
Jeremy was at his desk working and did not seek out interactions. Jeremy was more likely to get
up to move closer to the section of the chalkboard he was copying from, rather than search for a
classmate with whom to converse.1 Jeremy had a characteristic wait sign, a hand up, that he
would use to pause other individuals who tried to interact with him while he was working.
Jeremy would even use the sign to tell Mr. Inga to wait.
One day when Mr. Inga had left the classroom, Jeremy was one of the few students still
copying from the chalkboard. Even though open notebooks could be seen on the desks, almost

1

Jeremy had one glass eye, so he had to sit close to the chalkboard in order to see well.
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every student was busy talking with fellow classmates rather than working. Paty, for example,
who was sitting across from Jeremy, was trying hard to distract him by making funny faces. She
managed to momentarily get him out of his chair to chase her while making his scary monster
face (rolling his eyes back in his head with his chin tilted down so only the sclera was visible),
but he was soon back in his chair working. Paty followed Jeremy back to their table but became
distracted using her pen to “sword” fight with another classmate instead of returning to her work.
When the classmate tried to stab Paty with the pen, she looked for Jeremy to chase after the boy.
Paty waved her hand and then her pen in Jeremy’s direction to get his attention until he glanced
up at the chalkboard and noticed her. She proceeded to complain how the other student had been
stabbing her with his pen. Jeremy responded by returning to his writing and lifting his hand to
say “wait” (Figure 6.1). Only after he had completed what he was working on did he get up to
chase after the boy. A few minutes later, however, Jeremy was copying from the board again.
Paty

Jeremy
Figure 6.1: Jeremy responded to Paty by lifting his hand to say “wait.”

The most noteworthy way in which Jeremy stood out academically, was through his
attempts at engaging in classroom discussions, even though Mr. Inga’s lessons were for the most
part inaccessible to him and the other deaf students. During his lectures, Mr. Inga would walk
around the room while speaking to the class and provided no visual aids, such as images. Mr.
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Inga organized the structure of his classroom interactions into call and response routines. Much
of the early research on classroom interaction identified the use of an initiation-responseevaluation structure in which the teacher asked a question to an individual student, the student
responded, and then the teacher evaluated the response (Cazden 1988; Mehan 1979). In Mr.
Inga’s classroom, students were called to the chalkboard to demonstrate individual knowledge
(discussed in Chapter Five), but in classroom lectures students were rarely called on to answer
questions individually. Instead, Mr. Inga would ask a question to the class or stop his speech and
let the students fill in the missing word. In response to these prompts, the students would provide
answers in chorus. Thus, as long as enough students responded to give the impression of class
participation, Mr. Inga would continue his lesson. This classroom interaction structure made it
possible to overlook students who were not participating or could not – in the case of the three
deaf boys. When I asked Mr. Inga to explain how he adapted his teaching practices to address the
needs of the deaf students, he stressed to me the importance of teaching his classes exactly as he
always had, emphasizing that he took care to treat the deaf students just like any other student.
Since the deaf boys could not access the information in the spoken classroom lectures, instead,
the boys occupied themselves with other tasks such as copying from the chalkboard or talking to
a friend. Notwithstanding, Jeremy would at times still try to engage with the classroom
discussion and was quite successful at inspiring Mr. Inga to make his lessons more accessible to
the deaf students.
Such was the case during a class in September, when Mr. Inga was lecturing about
bullying. Mr. Inga swept his finger to indicate the entire class while he was lecturing, catching
Jeremy’s attention. Jeremy then proceeded to imitate the gesture back to Mr. Inga, leading to a
long sequence of exchanges between the two. The narrative transcript of this segment of the
lesson is presented in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.2 shows the classroom organization during the lesson.
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Luis

Jeremy

José

Mr. Inga

Figure 6.2: The classroom organization during the bullying lesson.
1

Mr. Inga:

(to Class)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Class:
Mr. Inga:
Student:
Jeremy:
Mr. Inga:
Jeremy:
Mr. Inga:

(to Mr. Inga)
(to Class)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Class)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Class)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Jeremy:
José:
Mr. Inga:
Jeremy:
Jeremy:
Jeremy:
Mr. Inga:

Within the household, within the family, also sometimes the
father or the mother commit this bullying. How? Let’s see, how
do mom and dad commit bullying?
Fighting! Beating, Mister! Arguing!
Insulting you all, beating you all.
Drunkenness Mister!
That’s right! Yeah!
ëHitting you all, like that right? Hitting you all.
ëThat’s right!
ëHitting
ëHitting
Mom, Dad
right?

(to Mr. Inga)
ëMom, Dad
(to Mr. Inga)
ëHuh?
(to Class)
Hitting, beating each other in front of you, their children, right?
(to Mr. Inga)
ëhitting, beating—what!?
(to José)
ëHey
(to Mr. Inga)
Hey, Dad and Mom—Mom fighting?
(to
ëin front of the children. Of course
Class/Jeremy)
16 Mr. Inga: (to Class)
Dad and Mom start to box, start to box, right?
17 Student:
(to Mr. Inga)
Teacher!
18 Mr. Inga: (to Class)
and this you all see.
19 Jeremy:
(to José)
ëHey,
20 José:
(to Jeremy)
Yeah?
21 Jeremy:
(to José)
me and her hitting each other, like this.
22 Luis:
(to Paty)
ëHey, your dad? Ahh
Figure 6.3: Narrative transcript of the bullying lesson.
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6.4a,b,c
6.5
6.9a
6.4d,e
6.6a,b
6.6b,c,d
6.6c,d,e
6.6f,g,h
6.9b
6.6g,h
6.6i-n
6.6j,k,l

6.9c

At the start of the narrative transcript, Jeremy, Luis, and José were not engaged in Mr.
Inga’s lecture (lines 1-4). Jeremy and Luis were copying text from the chalkboard while José was
flipping through the pages of the Health Education2 textbook. Jeremy joined the classroom
conversation in line 5, causing a shift in Mr. Inga’s lecture style. To illustrate the change that
took place in Mr. Inga’s classroom lecture style, I compare and contrast how Mr. Inga was
lecturing prior to and after Jeremy’s participation in line 5. Two major changes that occurred in
Mr. Inga’s lecturing style were his use of the oral and manual modalities and his use of space.
As demonstrated in Figure 6.3 below, prior to line 5, Mr. Inga was lecturing to the class
in Spanish accompanied by co-speech gestures. Mr. Inga used five gestures during his speech in
lines 1 and 3 that were separated by gaps of significant length. These five gestures provided the
deaf students with little to no possibility of participating in the classroom discussion. Of the five
gestures Mr. Inga produced, the gesture while saying “household” (Figure 6.4a) was
uninterpretable without the accompanying speech. The open-hand gesture he made while asking
a question (Figure 6.4c) may have been interpretable as a question gesture, but the content of the
question would have been uninterpretable. The other three gestures were points, and therefore
potentially accessible to the boys – if, that is, the boys had been looking at Mr. Inga. If they had,
one of the points that they would have seen was Mr. Inga pointing to the word “Bullying” on the
chalkboard (Figure 6.4b). However, the boys were illiterate in Spanish so would not have
understood the meaning of the word. Mr. Inga also produced two large arcing points, meant to
indicate all of the students (Figure 6.4d,e). However, based on Jeremy’s imitation of the second
sweeping point, he seemed to not have seen the gesture as pointing to the students.

2

In Peru the class is called Personal Social.
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a) 1.2

b) 9.6

c) 15.3

1 Mr. Inga: (to Class) Within the household, within the family, also sometimes the father or the mother
commit this bullying. How? Let’s see, how do mom and dad commit bullying?
2 Class: (to Mr. Inga) Fighting! Beating, Mister! Arguing!
d) 20.4

e) 22.1

3 Mr. Inga: (to Class) Insulting you all,

beating you all.

Figure 6.4: Image transcript of lines 1-3 of the bullying lesson.

Mr. Inga moved from one side of the classroom to the other while he lectured. This
movement would have made it difficult for a deaf student who was trying to lipread. Although it
is unlikely that any of the students were attempting to do so, since the only student with the
ability to lipread was Luis, and his lipreading was limited to a small vocabulary of isolated words
(discussed in Chapter Three). In Figure 6.5 below, I created a floor plan of a still image of the
classroom to identify the spots where Mr. Inga paused while he was lecturing. Due to the
organization of the room in the table layout (not the row layout), Mr. Inga was staying in the
front of the room. The green numbers on the floor plan correspond with the green numbers in the
transcript to indicate when in his speech Mr. Inga stopped at a spot. The time that transpired
during lines 1-5 was a total of 27 seconds.
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1

Mr. Inga:

(to Class)

2
3
4
5

Class:
Mr. Inga:
Student:
Jeremy:

(to Mr. Inga)
(to Class)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Mr. Inga)

(1)Within the household, within the family(2), also sometimes
the father or the mother commit (3)this bullying. How? (4) Let’s
see, how do mom and dad commit bullying? (5)
Fighting! Beating, Mister! Arguing!
Insulting you all, beating you all,
Drunkenness Mister!
That’s right! (6)Yeah!

6.4a,b,c
6.5
6.9a
6.4d,e
6.6a,b

Jeremy

4

1
2

5

3
6

Figure 6.5: The floor plan indicates the trajectory of Mr. Inga around the classroom while he was lecturing. The
numbers represent the locations where he paused. The corresponding green numbers in the text above mark when
the pause occurred in relation to his speech.

As Jeremy was looking up toward the chalkboard, he caught sight of Mr. Inga’s pointing
gesture from the utterance “beating you all” in line 3 and imitated the gesture back to Mr. Inga.
However, Jeremy’s point was produced with a different movement than Mr. Inga’s – his arm did
not sweep out but moved up. Then, Jeremy also followed his gesture with a fist pump motion.
For this reason, although Jeremy was imitating Mr. Inga’s gesture, I translate Jeremy’s response
as “That’s right!”, rather than a repetition of “you all.” This slight difference in the movement of
the point may have been because Jeremy only saw the gesture as he was looking up from his
notebook (Figure 6.4e). As demonstrated in the image transcript of lines 5-12 in Figure 6.6
below, what started in line 5 with Jeremy imitating one of Mr. Inga’s gestures, turned into Mr.
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Inga accompanying his speech with signs and Jeremy repeating them back to him. In total,
Jeremy repeated Mr. Inga’s gestures/signs eight times. Jeremy and Mr. Inga’s signs followed in
such close succession of one another, that in many of the images the end of Jeremy’s sign
overlaps with the beginning of Mr. Inga’s next sign. In the previous chapter, I discussed the
reuse of other’s utterances to either achieve alignment or to transform what another person had
said. In this example, Jeremy’s repetition of Mr. Inga’s previous signs functioned like a game of
“copycat.” While this copying seemed to begin as a game, it had the important effect of
motivating Mr. Inga to continue the use of signs in his utterances, and ultimately led Jeremy to
grasp the meaning behind Mr. Inga’s utterance.
a) 24.4

b) 25.3

c) 26.4

5 Jeremy: (to Mr. Inga) That’s right!

Yeah!

6 Mr. Inga: (to Class)

ëHitting you all, like that
ëThat’s right!

7 Jeremy: (to Mr. Inga)
d) 28.6

6cont Mr. Inga: (to Class) right?
7cont Jeremy: (to Mr. Inga) ëHitting

e) 29.3

Hitting you all.
ëHitting

Figure 6.6: Image transcript of lines 5-12 of the bullying lesson (continued on the next page).
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g) 31.3

f) 30.0

h) 31.9

8 Mr. Inga: (to Class) Mom,

Dad

right?

9 Jeremy: (to Mr. Inga)

ëMom,

Dad

10 José: (to Mr. Inga)

ëHuh?

i) 33.1

j) 33.6

11 Mr. Inga: (to Class) Hitting,

beating each other

12 Jeremy: (to Mr. Inga)
l) 35.6

k) 34.2

beating,

ëhitting,
m) 36.5

n) 38.9
11cont Mr. Inga: (to Class)

in front of you,

their children, right?

12cont Jeremy: (to Mr. Inga) —what!?
Figure 6.6 continued: Image transcript of lines 5-12 of the bullying lesson.

As demonstrated in Figure 6.6, Mr. Inga significantly increased his use of the manual
modality after Jeremy joined the interaction. Originally Mr. Inga used speech with co-speech
gestures, but he switched to simultaneously signing and speaking. His manual movements now
followed within less than a second after the previous one. Mr. Inga did not sign every word he
spoke but paired a sign with either a spoken word or a short phrase. For example, in line 8, Mr.
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Inga said “Mom” and “Dad” while individually performing each sign. Then in line 11, he paired
the phrase “beating each other” with a depiction of boxing and again “their children” with height
indications of three children. Mr. Inga started this new speech pattern in line 6 and continued
with it through line 16.
Not only did Mr. Inga’s speech pattern change, but so did his movements around the
classroom. Figure 6.7 below demonstrates Mr. Inga’s movements during lines 6-18. Prior to line
6, Mr. Inga was following his typical pattern of talking while walking around the room. I left the
numbers on the floor from Figure 6.5 as a reminder that Mr. Inga had been previously walking
from one side of the classroom to the other. Once Jeremy started participating in line 5, Mr. Inga
stopped walking across the classroom and began stepping forward and backward directly in front
of Jeremy’s desk, numbers 7-10 (in red text). He continued this pattern for 22 seconds, the
duration of the time that he was including Jeremy in the conversation. Then in line 18, Mr. Inga
resumed his previous movement (number 11 in green text).
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6
7
8

Mr. Inga:
Jeremy:
Mr. Inga:

(to Class)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Jeremy)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Jeremy:
José:
Mr. Inga:
Jeremy:
Jeremy:
Jeremy:
Mr. Inga:

(to Mr. Inga)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Class)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to José)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to
Class/Jeremy)
(to Class)
(to Mr. Inga)
(to Class)

16 Mr. Inga:
17 Student:
18 Mr. Inga:

ëHitting you all, like that right? Hitting you all.
ëThat’s right!
ëHitting
ëHitting
Mom, Dad
right?
ëMom, Dad
ëHuh?
Hitting, beating each other (7) in front of you, (8) their children, right?

ëhitting, beating—what!?

6.6b,c,d
6.6c,d,e
6.6f,g,h
6.9b
6.6g,h
6.6i-n
6.6j,k,l

ëHey
Hey, Dad and Mom—Mom fighting?
ëin front of the children. Of course
Dad and Mom (9) start to box, (10) start to box, right?
Teacher!
and this (11) you all see.

Jeremy

4
11
1

7
9
5

2

3
6

10
8

Figure 6.7: The floor plan indicates the trajectory of Mr. Inga around the classroom while he was lecturing. The red
numbers represent the locations where he paused once Jeremy joined the interaction. The corresponding red
numbers in the text above mark when the pause occurred in relation to Mr. Inga’s speech.

Jeremy’s involvement not only resulted in his participation in the interaction, but also
facilitated Luis and José’s engagement in the topic of the lecture. Jeremy’s entry into the
interaction in line 5 led to his subsequent learning of the topic. This moment of learning through
to the end of the segment (lines 11-22) is repeated as a narrative transcript in Figure 6.8 below.
At the start of the copycat routine, it was not clear whether Jeremy was interpreting the same
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meaning onto his manual movements as Mr. Inga (demonstrated by the different movement of
their points). In line 12, however, a look of realization emerged on Jeremy’s face (Figure 6.6l
above). Jeremy stopped copying, and asked Mr. Inga to confirm what he had said to the class
(line 14). Then with this information, Jeremy turned to José to share what he had learned, using
the girl next to him to fill in as “the mom” in the scenario he acted out (19-21).
11
12
13
14
15

Mr. Inga:
Jeremy:
Jeremy:
Jeremy:
Mr. Inga:

Hitting, beating each other (7) in front of you, (8) their children, right?
(to Class)
(to Mr. Inga)
ëhitting, beating—what!?
(to José)
ëHey
(to Mr. Inga)
Hey, Dad and Mom—Mom fighting?
(to
ëin front of the children. Of course
Class/Jeremy)
16 Mr. Inga: (to Class)
Dad and Mom start to box, start to box, right?
17 Student:
(to Mr. Inga)
Teacher!
18 Mr. Inga: (to Class)
and this you all see.
19 Jeremy:
(to José)
ëHey,
20 José:
(to Jeremy)
Yeah?
21 Jeremy:
(to José)
me and her hitting each other, it’s like this.
22 Luis:
(to Paty)
ëHey, your dad? Ahh
Figure 6.8: Narrative transcript of lines 11-22 of the bullying lesson. Repeated from Figure 6.3.

6.6i-n
6.6j,k,l

6.9c

José also became engaged in the discussion, even if he had little to say. When Jeremy
began signing to Mr. Inga, José looked up from the book he was perusing. For the duration of the
Mr. Inga’s signed utterances, José’s eyes stayed trained on Mr. Inga. He also made a slight head
flick to Mr. Inga in line 10, as if asking for further clarification. Luis only noticed the second half
of the conversation between Jeremy and Mr. Inga. Yet, upon the completion of the copycat
routine, Luis entered into a minute-long conversation with his table about Paty’s father grabbing
her ear when he was upset (starts at line 22). Thus, demonstrating that Luis too had learned what
the lecture was about. Figure 6.9a depicts the three boys’ engagement in the interaction at the
start of the segment of the bullying lecture in the narrative transcript in Figure 6.3, and then the
engagement of (b) José and (c) Luis after Jeremy entered the interaction.
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Luis
Jeremy

José

a) 3.8

b) 31.2

c) 51.2

Figure 6.9: The engagement of the boys in the bullying lesson. (a) The engagement of Luis, Jeremy, and José at the
start of the bullying lesson segment and the engagement of (b) José and (c) Luis’s after Jeremy entered the lesson.

6.1.2 The nerdy classmate
Due to the fact that Jeremy was constantly occupied with his schoolwork, he did not have
as active of a social life in the classroom as Luis or José. Yet what interactions he did have with
his hearing classmates were generally friendly, unlike the ones with José discussed in Chapter
Five. Since Jeremy became so absorbed in his classwork, many of his conversations with his
classmates focused on the ongoing classroom activities. Jeremy seemed to genuinely enjoy
working on the group assignments with his tablemates. He did not like to watch others do the
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work or only be involved at the periphery of an activity. As demonstrated in the narrative
transcript in Figure 6.10, Jeremy would make sure that he grasped the objective of a specific
assignment before beginning working on it. After Mr. Inga’s lecture on bullying, each table was
given the task of responding to five questions on their large group paper. Question three, for
example, was “What types of Bullying are there?”3 The questions were written on the
chalkboard, and the corresponding answers were in the Health Education textbook. In the
segment of interaction depicted in Figure 6.10, Kerry tried to direct how Jeremy would work on
the assignment, but Jeremy insisted on understanding the nature of the work first.
1
2
3

Kerry:
Jeremy:
Kerry:

(to Jeremy)
(to Kerry)
(to Jeremy)

Hey,
Yeah?
you start with the paper. I will do that one on the chalkboard which
matches to this question in the textbook. This one matches to that one,
this one matches to that—
4
Jeremy:
(to Kerry)
Let me see the textbook.
5
Kerry:
(to Jeremy)
No, use the other one.
6
Jeremy:
(to Kerry)
ëJust for a little bit. Just for a little bit.
7
Kerry:
(to Jeremy)
Fine. Here you go.
8
Kerry:
(to Jeremy)
(3.0) Hey,
9
Jeremy:
(to Kerry)
Yeah?
10 Kerry:
(to Jeremy)
that section in the textbook matches with that one on the chalkboard.
11 Jeremy:
(to Kerry)
That one.
12 Kerry:
(to Jeremy)
(4.6) That one, hey, that one, hey, hey—
13 Jeremy:
(to Kerry)
Just a little bit
14 Jeremy:
(to Kerry)
(3.2) Yes, it’s good!
Figure 6.10: Narrative transcript of Jeremy and Kerry working.

6.11a

6.11b

In Figure 6.10, Kerry attempted to begin the group work by issuing a directive to Jeremy
(lines 1-3). Jeremy, however, would not let Kerry assign the tasks without first clarifying how to
complete the assignment. Jeremy borrowed the textbook from Kerry so that he could identify the
work to be done for himself (lines 4-7). Kerry attempted to rush Jeremy’s studying of the
textbook, making comments to him in lines 8-12. Nevertheless, Jeremy characteristically told
Kerry to wait (line 13; Figure 6.11a below). On this occasion, Jeremy used the sign for “a little

3

“Qué tipos de Bullying se presenta?”
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bit,” instead of the open hand I discussed above. In both Figure 6.1 and in this case, Jeremy
performed these signs while looking away from the other student. By not providing the other
student with his gaze, Jeremy re-iterated that the student would need to wait for his attention.
Once Jeremy had determined that the textbook matched the questions on the chalkboard, he gave
a clear indication that he was ready to work with Kerry again (Figure 6.11b). Following this
opening exchange, the two boys spent the next minute matching the answers from the textbook
to the corresponding questions and dividing up the work. After reaching an agreement, the two
boys shook hands (Figure 6.11c).

a) 23.2

b) 29.2

c) 1:17.6
Figure 6.11: Images from Jeremy and Kerry working together. (a) Jeremy told Kerry to wait. (b) Jeremy told Kerry
he was ready to work. (c) Jeremy and Kerry shake hands after devising a work plan.

In contrast to Jeremy’s generally friendly interactions with his hearing classmates, his
interactions with his deaf classmates were usually not that way. I rarely saw Jeremy and José
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interacting with one another. Even when the boys sat next to each other, José was more
interested in what was happening at Luis’s table. For instance, taking a closer look at the end of
the narrative transcript presented in Figure 6.3, Jeremy called for José’s attention, and shared
with him what he had learned from the bullying lesson, stating “me and her hitting each other,
it’s like this” (line 21). José made no response to Jeremy’s utterance, and instead turned his gaze
to Luis’s table (Figure 6.12). Jeremy also turned his gaze back toward his notebook. Similarly,
José hardly participated during the group work. Instead, he frequently got up from his seat in
order to visit Luis’s table.
57.0

Figure 6.12: José ignored Jeremy and looked toward Luis’s table after the bullying lesson.

Jeremy and Luis interacted more often than Jeremy and José, but many of these
interactions were tinged with disdain. On a number of occasions Jeremy sat at the same table as
Luis and his girl friends. Jeremy was never an integral member of the conversations at the table.
Sometimes Jeremy watched Luis’s conversations with the girls and tried to engage in them
peripherally, but with little success. For instance, recalling Luis’s interaction with Ana from
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Chapter Four about whether Felix could sit at their table (Figure 4.2), Jeremy was an overhearer
in that exchange (along with the two other hearing girls at the table). Herbert H. Clark and
Thomas B. Carlson (1982, 343) referred to overhearers as individuals who were not intended by
the ratified participants to take part in the speech but were still listening in. As seen in Figure
6.13, Jeremy and the two hearing girls looked on during the unfolding interaction, but Ana and
Luis did not acknowledge them.
23.8

Jeremy
Luis

Ana
Figure 6.13: Jeremy and the two girls at the table look on during the teasing episode from Chapter Four.
33 Ana:
(to Luis)
Felix farts, and it stinks!
34 Luis:
(to Ana)
So stinky! Podrás? Jamás!
35 Ana:
(to Luis)
ëHey,
36 Luis:
(to Ana)
Yeah?
37 Ana:
(to Luis)
Felix farts, and it stinks and makes me throw up!
i
Jeremy: ?
ëgross
ëstinky Podrás? Jamás!
38 (Luis and Ana do their classroom handshake: slap, slap, clap, Podrás? Jamás!)
ii
Jeremy: (to Luis)
(2.1) Hey
6.15a
iii Luis
(to Jeremy) Yea?
6.15b
iv Jeremy: (to Luis)
Handshake?
6.15b
v
(Jeremy and Luis do the classroom handshake: slap, slap, clap, Podrás? Jamás!)
6.15c,d
vi Luis:
(to Ana)
Hey,
vii Ana:
(to Luis)
Yeah?
vii Luis:
(to Ana)
My shoulder hurts
Figure 6.14: Narrative transcript of the teasing episode in Chapter Four. Extended text in green and Roman numeral
line numbers.
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Figure 6.14 picks up at line 33 of the narrative transcript in Figure 4.2, when Ana told
Luis that Felix was smelly. During this concluding section of the exchange, Jeremy added his
own comment about what Ana had said (line i, in green text), aligning himself with her position.
Neither Luis nor Ana, however, demonstrated awareness of or responded to Jeremy’s comment.
After Ana and Luis had completed their handshake and returned to their work, Jeremy tried to
engage with the conversation by asking Luis to repeat the handshake with him. I use the image
transcript in Figure 6.15 below to look more closely at how Jeremy attempted to participate and
how Luis responded. As demonstrated in Figure 6.15a-c, Luis was willing to perform the
handshake with Jeremy, but Luis displayed a very different orientation to the action than he had
with Ana. With Ana, Luis had instigated the handshake and performed it while sitting up straight
with a smile on his face. In contrast, in Figure 6.15 Luis performed the handshake in a
disinterested manner with his body leaned away from Jeremy. In the immediately following
video frame upon completing the handshake (Figure 6.15d), even before lowering his hand, Luis
dropped his gaze and began rotating his body back toward Ana. By the time of Figure 6.15e,
only 0.2 seconds after the completion of the handshake, Luis already had his face turned in the
direction of Ana. In this way, Luis used his body orientation as a tool to exclude Jeremy, a
practice Marjorie Harness Goodwin (2006) identified in her work on interactions within a
popular clique of girls, and the tag-along to the group who was present but often at the outskirts
of the group.
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a) 41.0

b) 42.5

c) 43.6

ii Jeremy: (to Luis) Hey
iii Luis: (to Jeremy)

Yea?

iv Jeremy: (to Luis)

Handshake?
e) 46.2

d) 46.0
v

(Jeremy and Luis do the classroom handshake: slap, slap, clap, Podrás? Jamás!)

Figure 6.15: Image transcript of lines ii-v of Jeremy’s attempt to participate in the teasing episode.

Interactions with Luis could also turn into bouts of criticism. Luis was quick to point out
when Jeremy would make a mistake or take a long time to complete his work. Luis would make
very dramatic manifestations of his contempt for such behaviors. Only a few minutes after Luis
and Ana’s conversation about Felix, the teacher told the table that Jeremy should be the one
copying the assignment on the group paper. Luis handed Jeremy the paper and indicated that
Jeremy should use the blue marker for the letters and the red marker for underlining the words.
Jeremy began working with Luis looking on (Figure 6.16a below) and proceeded to underline the
words with the blue marker. Luis was dismayed and very critical of Jeremy (Figure 6.16). In
Figure 6.16, time 0.0 is set when Mr. Inga told the table that Jeremy should write on the group
paper.
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a) 20.0

c) 22.8

b) 22.0

1 Luis: (to Jeremy)
d) 23.2

Oh my God,
f) 24.5

e) 23.7

You

Hey!

don’t think.

How could you?

Figure 6.16: Luis criticized Jeremy for making an error on the group paper.

6.2 Jeremy at home: the spoiled one
In 2015, Jeremy and his family had moved to a new squatter community at the start of the
Iquitos-Nauta carretera (the one road that leaves Iquitos). Previously they had been moving from
house to house and now finally had a place of their own. It required taking a motocarro ride
down a long and bumpy dirt road, and Jeremy’s house was only few blocks off the main road.
One day as I turned down Jeremy’s road, I saw him two blocks from his home. It was a weekend
afternoon and people were outside of their houses sitting in chairs talking, while kids were
running around playing games. Jeremy was walking down the road shaking his neighbors’ hands
and waving to everyone he saw on his way back to his house. Although at school Jeremy was
focused on his work, at home he was very outgoing and involved with the happenings around the
neighborhood. When the owner of the bodega across the street would arrive home with supplies,
for example, Jeremy would run out to help him unload his things from the motocarro.
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Jeremy also had an exceptionally active social life in his home. In 2015, Jeremy’s
household consisted of his father Julio, his older sister Jessica who was 15 years old, and his
younger sister Jade who was nine years old. All three children seemed to possess the same
responsibility I had witnessed in Jeremy at school. Their house had been built quickly when the
squatter community moved onto the land and therefore was not secure. It was built of panels
made of scraps of plywood and there were no doors, no back wall, and slits between the panels
of the front wall of the house. Someone had to be at home at all times to ensure that they were
not robbed. Since Julio was generally out working as a motocarro driver, this responsibility fell
to his children. Even as the siblings were running off to play, they always made sure to leave one
person at home. The children were also in charge of the chores around the house. They took care
of cooking, washing dishes, washing and folding the clothes, and fetching water. The three kept
these activities lively with their constant debates about who had to do the chores and when. One
of the reoccurring battles was over fetching water from the well two houses down. Their own
house had no running water nor its own well. “You carry four buckets of water while Jade and I
do school work,” said Jessica. “It’s three!” Jeremy responded. “Oh yea, three.” “You don’t
think,” he criticized his sister. “I didn’t think,” Jessica acknowledged. “Four,” he said with an
incredulous look on his face while rolling his eyes. Despite their sibling banter the children
always managed to complete their chores.
As alluded to in the discussion of Jeremy’s disjointed educational experience, the four
family members had spent time separated from one another. The family spoke openly about the
time apart. In 2008, when Julio and his wife separated, the three siblings moved to Lima and
grew close to one another because of their difficult relationship with their mother. However, the
trio was split up in 2010, when Jeremy was sent to live in Iquitos with their father. Jessica and
Jade talked about the trauma of being separated from their brother. Julio claimed that the reason
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only Jeremy was sent to Iquitos was because Jeremy was Julio’s favorite child and his ex-wife
was using Jeremy as a pawn to try and get back together with him. Regardless of the reason,
Julio was thrilled to have his son back. But one day while Jeremy was on school vacation and
Julio was out working, Julio received a phone call that Jeremy had been taken from his home by
his ex-wife.4 Julio was devastated. Recounting the experience, Julio told me “I didn’t know what
to do. What could I do? I hit the bottle, I didn’t have any reason to live.”5 After their mother
returned all three children to their father in 2012, Julio said that he would never lose his children
again. In 2015 when I was visiting the house, Julio heard from a cousin that his ex-wife planned
to be in Iquitos. Since the ex-wife did not know the location of the new house, Julio was not
concerned that the children would be abducted from their home. However, the school was
another matter. Jessica was old enough to protect herself and Jeremy was once again not
attending school, but Julio chose not to send Jade to class for a week in case her mother tried to
abduct her from the school. On the day that Jade was sent back to school, Jeremy was skeptical
about the decision. “Mom will steal you, oh well,” he told Jade, “you with her by yourself, you
will be sad, oh well.”
6.2.1 A tight-knit family
According to Julio, he was the best communicator with Jeremy and understood him 99%
of the time. The 1% that he did not understand were for new topics of conversation. Julio then
ranked Jade as understanding 40% of what Jeremy said and finally Jessica at only 5%. Julio
claimed that Jessica and Jeremy had the most difficulty communicating because the two often
butted heads. Upon watching the interactions in the household, Julio’s ranking seemed to be a
poor indicator of the signing ability in the home, but rather a clearer indication of the degrees of

The experience of Jeremy being taken was so significant that Julio remembered the exact date that it happened,
January 19th, 2011.
5 “No supe que hacer. Qué voy a hacer?…me dediqué al trago, no tenia razón para vivir.”
4
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closeness the family members had to Jeremy. There was general agreement among the family
members that Julio spoiled Jeremy. Julio himself openly admitted that Jeremy was the favorite of
his children. He claimed that Jeremy’s lack of education was because when Jeremy was returned
to Iquitos, Julio could not let Jeremy away from his side, even for him to go to school6 (a
sentiment he did not have toward his daughters). When Julio was at home, Jeremy regularly
approached him with ideas of activities they should do – going to the plaza, or things they could
buy – DVDs. Julio rarely agreed to what Jeremy asked, and the two would engage in back-andforth negotiations about these suggestions. In one such instance, presented in the narrative
transcript in Figure 6.18, Jeremy asked Julio whether they could visit Grandma’s house. The
conversation took place at the table in the front room where the family ate meals and the children
worked on their homework (Figure 6.17).

Julio

Jeremy

Figure 6.17: Jeremy and Julio at the front table when Jeremy asked to visit Grandma.
6

“2012 pues ya Jeremy no ha estudiado ya. En 2013 tampoco…dije no, él [Jeremy] tiene que estar a mi lado.”
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Jeremy:
Julio:
Jeremy:
Julio:
Jeremy:
Julio:
Jeremy:
Julio:
Jeremy:
Julio:
Jeremy:
Julio:

(to Julio)
(to Jeremy)
(to Julio)
(to Jeremy)
(to Julio)
(to Jeremy)
(to Julio)
(to Jeremy)
(to Julio)
(to Jeremy)
(to Julio)
(to Jeremy)

Hey,
What?
Hey,
What?
I don’t know.
What?
Nothing.
Come on, what?
(2.2) Grandma’s house?
Are you serious? But Sara is filming.
Wait, Sara will go and then we can see Grandma at 12:00.
(0.9) Hmm, no. I, at 1:00 will bring lunch to eat, I will take a nap, and at
6:00 go to drive the motocarro. The three of you, including Jessica and
Jade, will stay here.
13 Jeremy: (to Julio)
Ok.
14 Julio:
(to Jeremy)
Yeah?
15 Jeremy: (to Julio)
Yeah.
16 Julio:
(to Jeremy)
Hmmm, on Sunday— wait, let me think. We can all go have ice cream at
the plaza.
17 Jeremy: (to Julio)
Ok.
18 Julio:
(to Jeremy)
You can skateboard.
19 Jeremy: (to Julio)
Ok.
Figure 6.18: Narrative transcript of visiting Grandma.

6.17

6.20a
6.20b
6.19
6.20c

One of the first things of note in the narrative transcript in Figure 6.18 is that the entire
interaction took place without speech. In many of the interactions discussed over the course of
this dissertation, the hearing individuals mixed the manual and oral modalities. In all of the
recordings of Julio interacting with Jeremy, however, Julio never once used speech or even
mouthed words. Julio’s signing style was slow and deliberate, and he sometimes paused and
touched his lips as he thought through his answer. Yet, this was not an indication that he was a
weak signer. On the contrary, Julio often signed long explanations to Jeremy without difficulty.
For instance, Julio’s utterance in line 12 was fourteen signs long. In Figure 6.19 below, I use
images to demonstrate this utterance. A closer look at the utterance demonstrates that there are
signs that are in use as hearing emblems in Iquitos, signs from LSP, as well as unique family
signs. A number of the signs Julio used, both iconic and non-iconic, I found in both LSP and
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hearing co-speech gestures. The iconic signs include “eat” and “motocarro”7 and the non-iconic
signs “no” and “go.” The numbers come from LSP and were acquired from Jeremy’s schooling
experiences. Julio also used a number of points, including to himself, other individuals, and to
the floor. Finally, there were four family specific signs. The sign for “sleep (nap)” was iconic,
and similar to many versions I have seen in Iquitos, but the across the body and one-handed
version was distinct from the LSP sign for “sleep.” The family developed their sign for “lunch”
because they frequently bought menú, a quick and cheap lunch, which they took to go and was
tied up in a plastic bag. In the last portion of the utterance, Julio used the sign names for Jessica
and Jade. Jessica’s sign name was given to her at a time when she had a short haircut (even
though it had since grown out) and Jade’s name sign referred to her height – the short one.

7

Julio’s sign for “motocarro” is the LSP sign for “motorcycle.”
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Hmm,

I,

no.

at 1:00

will bring lunch

to eat,

”

“

“

”

I will take a nap,

and at 6:00

go

to drive the motocarro.

Jessica

and Jade

will stay here.

Points off-screen
twice and then
to Jeremy
The three of you,
including

Figure 6.19: Images of Julio’s utterance in line 12 of visiting Grandma. His utterance lasted 10.7 seconds.

The affectionate relationship between Jeremy and Julio was noticeable in their
interactions. For instance, in the opening sequence, Julio had to wheedle out of Jeremy what he
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wanted to say. In line 1, Jeremy got up from his seat and approached the table where Julio was
sitting. Although Jeremy did not call for Julio’s attention with a hand wave or a tap, his approach
secured Julio’s attention. When Jeremy approached, but said nothing, Julio prompted Jeremy to
speak. Julio showed persistence in motivating Jeremy to talk, asking Jeremy what he wanted to
say a total of four times. For each question, Julio used a slightly different facial expression. The
first two times he asked the question with his eyebrows raised, the third time with them lowered
and a look of concern, then the fourth time he nodded yes to him before a last eyebrow raise.8
Finally, in line 9 Jeremy asked whether they could go see Grandma. In Figure 6.20, I contrast
Julio’s expression before and after Jeremy’s question.

a) 9.9

b) 11.4

line 8 Julio: …what?

line 10 Julio: Are you serious?

c) 18.0
line 12 Julio: Hmmm
Figure 6.20: Images of Julio’s reactions to Jeremy a) as Julio tries to convince Jeremy to speak, b) after Jeremy asks
his question, and c) before Julio provides his second negative response.

8

Unfortunately, these differences in eyebrow movement are not very evident with still images.
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Prior to Jeremy’s question in line 9, Julio had a smile on his face (Figure 6.20a). As soon
as Jeremy asked his question, Julio’s facial expression dropped, and he gazed fixedly at Jeremy
for an entire second before continuing his utterance (Figure 6.20b). Despite Julio’s negative
response, Jeremy still provided an explanation for his idea, suggesting that Julio was open to
Jeremy engaging in back-and-forth negotiations with him. Despite Julio’s initially negative
reaction, he softened his rejection to Jeremy’s second attempt, starting with a pre-negation
“hmmm” (Figure 6.20c). Julio then offered Jeremy a long explanation for why they could not go
to Grandma’s house (line 12, Figure 6.19). Julio told me that it was important to him that his
children did not simply learn to obey him but understood the thought process behind his
decisions. Therefore, he said he always tried to provide his children with explanations for his
actions. After his explanation, Julio offered an alternative activity that the family could do
together over the weekend. This was a common overture from Julio when he responded to one of
Jeremy’s suggestions with a negative response. Such softening of his responses was one of the
reasons that Jeremy had the reputation of being spoiled. On another occasion when Julio did not
give Jeremy the money he requested, Julio offered up an alternative weekend activity and then
opened his arms to give Jeremy a hug and nuzzle his face into Jeremy’s neck (Figure 6.21a). In
recent work on embodied interaction in families, Marjorie Harness Goodwin and Asta Cekaite
(2018, 122) refer to touch as an “inextricable resource for building intimacy and sociality in
families.” Such embodied displays of affection were an important vehicle through which Julio
displayed his particularly close relationship with Jeremy. These caring displays were replicated
in Jeremy’s relationship with his younger sister Jade (Figure 6.21b).
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a

b

Figure 6.21: Displays of embodied affection in Jeremy’s family.

Jade and her brother were also extremely close. The two were constantly together in my
video recordings in the home. Although they would often spend time picking on each other,
Jeremy was very affectionate with her, showing his affection by picking her up, hugging her, or
patting her on the head (Figure 6.21b). The two would generally half-play and half-bother one
another. Jade would jump on Jeremy while he was trying to sleep in the hammock, or he would
walk a stuffed animal over the dictionary she was reading. Twice a week in the mornings, Jessica
had physical education class and Jeremy and Jade were left at the home alone. The two often
found some kind of mischief to get into, like when they borrowed the bucket that Jessica used to
wash her clothes in order to give a bath to the neighbor’s duck. They swore me to secrecy and
periodically ran to look outside to make sure Jessica had not arrived. The first time I visited the
home, I started signing to Jeremy, thinking that I would be a privileged interlocutor as I was with
many of the other students. Jeremy, however, immediately turned to Jade and asked what I had
said. After that, Jade would sometimes whisper along with what Jeremy was signing to me to
make sure that I could understand. Jade’s own signing was also interesting because she
sometimes used her own invented signs that no one else used, not even Jeremy. During the re-
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watching of the videotapes with the family, only Jade and Jeremy were able to provide me with
translations for these signs. One of these signs meant disorganized and was enacted by twisting
up her face and moving her arms wildly (Figure 6.22). I had assumed she was signing monster.

Figure 6.22: Jade’s sign for “disorganized,” used to refer to the newspapers strewn all over the table.

Jade was an expressive signer and liked to provide Jeremy with descriptive signed
explanations. In the narrative transcript in Figure 6.23, Jeremy asked Jade why I had a V-shaped
red mark (sunburn) on my chest. Jade responded to Jeremy’s initial question and Jeremy
responded back with a show of understanding. However, Jade continued her explanation,
enacting the sun hitting and burning on Jeremy’s own chest (lines 6-8, Figure 6.24).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Jeremy:
Jade:
Jeremy:
Jade:
Jeremy:
Jade:
Jeremy:
Jade:

(to Jade)
(to Jeremy)
(to Jade)
(to Jeremy)
(to Jade)
(to Jeremy)
(to Jade)
(to Jeremy)

Hey,
Yeah?
what happened on her chest?
The sun when she was running.
Ahhhh! Hey, Jessica—
ëOn Sara, like on your neckline.
What on my neckline?
Right here where the V comes together, the sun hit here and burnt here
on Sara.
9
Jeremy: (to Jade)
Ah! Jessica lied.
10 Jade:
(to Jeremy)
What did she say?
11 Jeremy: (to Jade)
It’s from love, she lied.
Figure 6.23: Narrative transcript of the sunburn conversation.
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6.24a
6.24b-e

b) 8.5

a) 6.4
6 Jade: (Jeremy) ëOn Sara, like on your neckline.
7 Jeremy: (Jade)

What on my neckline?

8 Jade: (Jeremy)

c) 10.1

Right here where the V comes together,

e) 11.7

d) 10.4
the sun hit here

and burnt here

on Sara.

Figure 6.24: Image transcript of lines 6-8 of the sunburn conversation.

In Figure 6.24(a), Jade put the simultaneity of the manual modality on display by
pointing to me with one hand and with the other, pointing toward the neckline of Jeremy’s shirt.
This move did the work of displacing something on my body onto Jeremy’s body. The point also
directed Jeremy’s attention to his own chest and set up Jade for her next signs which acted on
Jeremy’s body. Jade first outlined the V of Jeremy’s shirt (Figure 6.24b). Then she modified the
sign “sun” to move from above her head on to his chest (Figure 6.24c). Finally, she touched the
area which had been burned (Figure 6.24d) and ended with a point toward me (Figure 6.24e). In
order to make this utterance possible, Jade crouched directly in front of Jeremy, with her eye
gaze directed to his chest, and then enacted manual signs that were spatially modified to act on
Jeremy’s body (traced the V of his shirt, shined the sun on to his chest, touched the burnt area).
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Due to the construction of the utterance, Jeremy perceived the utterance both visually and
tactilely.
Of all the family members Jessica and Jeremy were the least close. This was most likely
because Jessica was the oldest, and therefore it fell on her to enforce their father’s instructions
when he was not home. Jessica was only one and a half years older than Jeremy, and Jeremy was
not always keen on following her directives. Their interactions were reminiscent of those of Luis
and his sister, Julia, (Chapter Four) who encountered a similar struggle in their sibling
relationship. However, Jeremy was much more tractable than Luis, and Jessica was much less
condemnatory of her brother’s behavior than Luis’s sister. In the narrative transcript in Figure
6.26, I present an exchange between Jessica and Jeremy. Jessica plunked herself down on the
bed, where Jeremy was lying down playing on the phone (Figure 6.25), and told him to do the
dishes. Jeremy made no movement to get out of bed; he even used his characteristic sign for
“wait” as a delay technique (lines 10, 12). When Jessica invoked their father, however, Jeremy
quickly got out of bed. Julio was the ultimate authority in the household, and Jessica’s last resort
when trying to convince Jeremy to do his chores.

Jessica
Jeremy
Figure 6.25: Jeremy and Jessica on the bed in the dish washing conversation.
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1
Jessica: (to Jeremy)
Wash the dishes, come on.
2
Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Ugggghhhhhhhh
3
Jessica: (to Jeremy)
I’m taking the phone. Come on.
4
Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Give the phone to me.
5
Jessica: (to Jeremy)
You go.
6
Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Ugh!
7
Jessica: (to Jeremy)
(19.2) Yeah.
8
Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Huh?
9
Jessica: (to Jeremy)
Come on.
10 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Wait.
11 Jessica: (to Jeremy)
Seriously? Let’s go.
12 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Wait.
13 Jessica: (to Jeremy)
I’m going to tell dad about you.
14 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
You have something in your hair. I’m getting up.
Figure 6.26: Narrative transcript of the dish washing conversation.

6.25

In contrast to Julio’s explanation that Jeremy and Jessica’s sibling rivalry made Jessica a
poor signer, I did not find that it caused them problems in communicating with one another.
Jessica, like Jade, used primarily the manual modality when communicating with Jeremy. She
occasionally included spoken words in her signed utterances, but never produced full spoken
utterances to Jeremy. According to Jessica there was simply no point in speaking to Jeremy since
he could not hear. Moreover, Jeremy operated under the assumption that his signing was
unproblematic for all of his family members, even Jessica. In the segment of interaction in the
narrative transcript in Figure 6.28, Jessica was sitting at the table doing her homework, and
Jeremy was sitting across from her (Figure 6.27). Jeremy had no homework to do and was trying
to find ways to engage with Jessica, while she was trying to focus on her work. One of the ways
Jeremy did this was by asking Jessica what time their dad was coming home.
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Jessica

Jeremy

Figure 6.27: Jessica working at the table with Jeremy looking on in the dad coming home question.
1
Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Hey,
2
Jessica: (to Jeremy)
What?
3
Jeremy: (to Jessica)
what time is dad coming home?
4
Jessica: (to Jeremy)
Ummm…10:26, the phone.
5
Jeremy: (to Jessica)
What time is dad coming home?!?!?
6
Jessica: (to Jeremy)
Oh yeah. At 12:00 for lunch.
7
Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Ok.
Figure 6.28: Narrative transcript of dad coming home.

6.29a,b
6.29c,d

Prior to the start of the narrative transcript, Jeremy and Jessica were sitting as displayed
in Figure 6.27 with Jessica looking down at her work. Jeremy began his first utterance by calling
for her attention using a summons-answer sequence, which he then followed with a question.
Jeremy successfully received an answer in the turn immediately following his question.
However, Jessica did not respond to his question, but to the question “what time is it?” Jessica
ended her response gazing at Jeremy, allowing him to re-state his question without having to
initiate another attention getter. The difference between the two times that Jeremy asked the
question was striking. I provide image transcripts of both attempts in Figure 6.29 below.
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a) 1.3

b) 1.8

“time”

“dad”
3 Jeremy: (Jessica)

what time is dad coming home?

c) 8.0

d) 8.5

“time”
5 Jeremy: (Jessica)

“dad”
What time is dad coming home?!?!?

Figure 6.29: Image transcript of lines 3 and 5 of the conversation about dad coming home.

Between the two repetitions of the question, Jeremy altered the manner in which he
produced the signs. On the first attempt, he lightly touched his chin once and then his wrist
twice. On the second attempt, Jeremy added emphasis by increasing the force of his signs so that
they smacked against his skin. The smack on his wrist was so hard that you could hear the sound
of it on the recording and he overturned the small container on which his arm was resting.
Jeremy only made the one smack against his wrist in the repetition of the question, instead of the
original two taps. Another change was to his affect. Originally, Jeremy had a neutral expression,
but on the second attempt he pulled his lips back and lifted his eyebrows in indignation. A final
change was to reverse the order of his two signs. In the initial attempt, Jeremy used the sign for
“dad” (tapping the chin with the index finger) and then for “time” (tapping his wrist). In the
second attempt, he reversed them to sign, “time” first and then “dad.” Taken in conjunction with
the other changes, it is likely that this syntactical reversal was not accidental. The reversal may
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indicate a switch in emphasis between the two utterances. The confirmation of focus postpositioning within Jeremy’s sign system will require further exploration within the video corpus.
Nevertheless, taken as a whole, the manner in which Jeremy repeated his question suggested that
he could not believe that he had to repeat such a simple question to his sister.
6.2.2 A common interactional routine
As mentioned above, Jeremy and his sisters were constantly debating about who had to
do the chores. However, this debating not only occurred in regard to chores; the siblings were
often engaged in sibling bickering, especially Jeremy and Jade. One of them would accuse the
other of doing something, usually what he or she had also been doing. For instance, one day Jade
was playing with Jeremy by hiding her face behind a paper and sucking it to her face. But when
Jeremy poked at her mouth through the paper, Jade called for Jessica’s attention to show how
Jeremy was bothering her from her work. Jeremy then tried to defend himself from Jessica, who
was keeping a tally for their dad about all the things he had done wrong that day. As is evident in
this short example and in Jessica and Jeremy’s interaction about washing dishes above (Figure
6.26), there was often an attempt to call on someone of a higher authority in order to one-up the
other person. During such exchanges, the siblings would accuse each other and get each other in
trouble, and then moments later were playing again.
In her article on Jewish Americans in Philadelphia, Deborah Schiffrin (1984) discussed
the sociability of argumentation. She noted that the arguments that she documented were
“exchanges with the form of argument, but without the serious substance of argument” (331).
She defined an argument as having sustained disagreement, participation frameworks in which
there was disalignment, and competition. She found that the activity of inverting the polarizing
speech of disagreement actually strengthened bonds of solidarity between the individuals with
whom she worked. Schiffrin’s discussion of the sociability of argumentation was similar in many
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ways to the interactions in which Jeremy, Jessica, and Jade engaged. Their arguments started
seemingly at random, yet no matter how strongly the siblings seemed to hold their opinions, the
exchanges ended with little evidence that they had ever occurred.
In the narrative transcript in Figure 6.31 below, I describe an example of one such
disagreement over a lost protractor – the straight edge of which was used as a ruler. Jeremy,
Jade, and Jessica were home alone working on their homework at the front table (Figure 6.30)
while their dad was out working. The need for a ruler had come up prior to the conversation
represented in the narrative transcript when Jessica asked Jeremy where the ruler was, but he did
not know. A minute later, in speech, Jessica made an offhand comment to Jade that she did not
have a ruler and then continued with her work. This prompted Jade to ask Jeremy where the ruler
was, and once again he said that he did not know. The portion of the interaction presented in the
narrative transcript in Figure 6.31 starts with Jeremy’s ensuing accusation to Jessica that Jade
had lost the protractor. The transcript picks up immediately after Jeremy told Jade that he did not
have the ruler. At the end of the segment in Figure 6.31, Jessica continued to accuse Jade of
losing the protractor in speech. The timeframe of these conversations about the ruler/protractor is
displayed in Table 6.1.
Jeremy

Jessica

Jade
Figure 6.30: The siblings working at the front table in the lost protractor conversation.
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Table 6.1: Conversations about the ruler/protractor while Jade, Jeremy, and Jessica were working at the table. The
conversation in italics is represented in the narrative transcript in Figure 6.31.
Start Participants
Topic
Duration
Time
0.0
Jessica and Jeremy
Jessica asked Jeremy for a ruler.
9.4 sec
49.8
Jessica and Jade
Jessica made an off-hand comment that she wished she had a
7.8 sec
ruler, which Jade overheard and responded to.
1:04.5 Jade and Jeremy
Jade asked Jeremy for a ruler.
7.5 sec
1:14.3 Jeremy, Jessica, and Jade
Jeremy accused Jade of losing the protractor to Jessica.
37.2 sec
1:51.5 Jessica and Jade
Jessica continued accusing Jade in speech.
28.0 sec
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Jeremy:
Jessica:
Jeremy:
Jessica:
Jade:
Jessica:
Jeremy:
Jade:
Jeremy:

(to Jessica)
(to Jeremy)
(to Jessica)
(to Jade)
(to Jessica)
(to Jeremy)
(to Jade)
(to Jeremy)
(to Jessica)

Hey,
Yeah?
Jade did it.
What?
What? He’s crazy
Huh?
(1.5) Yeah? It was you.
Whatever
(1.0) Hey, look at what I draw.

10 Jessica: (to Jeremy)
ëYeah?
11 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
(2.5) This.
12 Jessica: (to Jade)
What’s that?
13 Jessica: (to Jeremy) Huh?
14 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
ëLet me draw again.
15 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
(4.8) This.
16 Jessica: (to Jeremy) Is it a backpack?
17 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
No, to use as a ruler that looks like this.
18 Jessica: (to Jeremy)
ëAhhh, ruler
19 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Jade did it.
20 Jessica: (to Jade)
Ridiculous.
21 Jade:
(to Jeremy) What?
22 Jeremy: (to Jade)
Where did you put it?
23 Jade:
(to Jeremy) What? But you? I put it on the shelves.
24 Jessica: (to Jeremy)
ëSure, she put in on the shelves.
25 Jessica: (to Jade)
Ridiculous.
Figure 6.31: Narrative transcript of the lost protractor.

6.32a
6.32b
6.32b
6.32c
6.32d
6.32e
6.32g,h
6.32i
6.32j
6.33a
6.33a
6.33b
6.33c
6.33d
6.33d
6.33e
6.33f
6.33g
6.33h

In the narrative transcript in Figure 6.31, Jeremy made two attempts to launch the
accusation that Jade had lost the protractor. The first unsuccessful attempt spanned from lines 18. The attempt began with Jeremy immediately bringing Jessica into the argumentation routine.
Jeremy’s first utterance was a summons to Jessica (line 1, Figure 6.32a). Then once Jeremy had
Jessica’s attention, he launched his accusation against Jade (line 3, Figure 6.32b). Although Jade
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was the target of the accusation, she occupied the role of a side participant and Jessica the role of
addressee (Clark and Carlson 1982; Haviland 1986). In designing the utterance in this way,
Jeremy strategically configured the participant roles to the overarching argumentation routine.
Jeremy directly addressed Jessica, but his utterance indirectly accused Jade. Thus, at the same
time that Jeremy launched his accusation, he called on Jessica to support him. This move, if
successful would allow Jeremy and Jessica to team up on Jade.
Based on the fact that Jeremy initiated a second attempt to tell Jessica his accusation, it
was clear that Jeremy did not get the desired result on his first attempt. A closer look at the first
accusation, makes it evident where he ran into problems. Figure 6.32 below provides an image
transcript of the first attempt. In the images I combine both camera angles, so as to have all three
siblings in the same image, and include gaze arrows. After Jeremy accused Jade, Jessica turned
to her sister to ask her what she had done (Figure 6.32d). Although Jade was a side participant,
she was actively watching Jeremy’s accusation. Thus, when she responded to her sister’s
question, she did not state that she had lost the protractor (which she adamantly denied) but
launched her own accusation against Jeremy, “What? he’s crazy” (Figure 6.32d). The addressee
of Jade’s response was Jessica, as indicated by her gaze. Yet Jade responded to Jessica in sign as
well as speech, making her response available to Jeremy. Although both Jeremy and Jade
addressed their accusations to Jessica, they were both well aware that the other sibling was
watching their accusation. Since Jade’s response did not address the question that Jessica had
asked, Jessica turned to Jeremy in an attempt to secure an answer to her question. Jeremy,
however, was occupied accusing Jade to her face and Jessica returned to her work (Figure 6.32e,
f). Jade also ignored Jeremy’s accusation and turned her eyes to the glue in her hands (Figure
6.32i). Thus, at the end of the interaction, the nature of Jeremy’s accusation had not come to light
(at least for Jessica) and therefore Jessica did not provide Jeremy with support.
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a) 0.5

b) 1.5

1 Jeremy: (to Jessica) Hey,
2 Jessica: (to Jeremy)
3 Jeremy: (to Jessica)

Yeah?
Jade did it.
d) 3.6

c) 2.4

4 Jessica: (to Jade)
5 Jade: (to Jessica)

What?
What? He’s crazy
e) 4.3

f) 5.1

g) 5.8

h) 6.2

6 Jessica: (to Jeremy) Huh?

7 Jeremy: (to Jade) Yeah?
It was you.
Figure 6.32: Image transcript of lines 1-9 of the lost protractor with eye gaze (continued on the next page).
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j) 8.4

i) 6.6

8 Jade: (to Jeremy) Whatever
9 Jeremy: (to Jessica)

Hey,

Figure 6.32 continued: Image transcript of lines 1-9 of the lost protractor with eye gaze.

One of the differences between this interaction and all those discussed in this dissertation
thus far is the degree of interplay among all three of the individuals in the interaction. In many of
the multiparty interactions discussed in the previous chapters, there were two primary
interlocutors; bystanders and side participants only infrequently entered the conversations. In
contrast, in the segment of interaction in Figure 6.32 it is evident that the participant roles were
rapidly switching between all three siblings. Due to this, gaze played a significant role in the
interaction. There was not only the interplay of gaze between participants, but also gazing
towards objects, including the drawing and other school supplies. Another important role that
gaze played was tracking who was saying what to whom. However, the siblings were also using
their gaze strategically throughout the segment. Jeremy accompanied his accusation against Jade
with a gaze in her direction, thus using the indexical function of gaze. Then, Jeremy turned back
to monitor how Jessica would respond (Figure 6.32c). Jeremy also used his gaze to stare down
Jade, who was strategically avoiding his gaze (Figures 6.32g-i). It is even possible to see a
missed opportunity for Jeremy to provide Jessica with information about the nature of his
accusation: when Jessica looked toward Jeremy and asked, “Huh?”, Jeremy was gazing at Jade
(Figure 6.32e).
Having not gotten the desired response, Jeremy initiated his second attempt to accuse
Jade after only a brief one second pause. In this second attempt, Jeremy started by trying to
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clarify the nature of his accusation. After calling for Jessica’s attention with a vocalization
(Figure 6.32j), Jeremy picked up a pen and began drawing (6.33a). In lines 9-18, Jessica and
Jeremy engaged in an extended repair routine as Jessica worked to identify the object Jeremy
was drawing. An image transcript of this exchange is displayed in Figure 6.33.

a) 11.3

b) 15.1

9 Jeremy: (to Jessica) look at what I draw.
10 Jessica: (to Jeremy)

ëYeah?
This.

11 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
c) 15.9

12 Jessica: (to Jade)

d) 16.5

What’s that?

13 Jessica: (to Jeremy)

Huh?

14 Jeremy: (to Jessica)

ë Let me draw again.

e) 22.0

f) 22.9

15 Jeremy: (to Jessica) This.
16 Jessica: (to Jeremy)

Is it a backpack?

Figure 6.33: Image transcript of lines 9-18 of the lost protractor (continued on the next page).
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g) 24.2

h) 25.5

17 Jeremy: (to Jessica) No, to use as a ruler

that looks like this.

18 Jessica: (to Jeremy)

ëAhhh, ruler

Figure 6.33 continued: Image transcript of lines 9-18 of the lost protractor.

Figure 6.34 indicates what aspects of the protractor Jeremy drew on the paper in the three
times he started to draw (lines 9, 14, 17). Jeremy first drew a straight line and then a half-moon
connecting the two ends of the line (Figure 6.34a). On the second attempt, he added to the
drawing another straight line and half-moon around the first one, to demonstrate the inner circle
of the protractor (Figure 6.34b). Finally, on the third attempt he enacted holding down a ruler
and drawing a straight line and then returned to the drawing to add hash marks on the protractor
(Figure 6.34c). Jessica also became more specific with her repairs. First, she used a general
request, pointing with her pinky finger at the drawing and squinching up her face, “What’s
that?” (Figure 6.33c). On her next repair she tried guessing what he might be drawing, offering
up the possibility of backpack (from the half-moon shape) by moving her hand down the front of
her shoulder and lifting her eyebrows (Figure 6.33f). This sequence illustrates the way in which
objects can be incorporated into situated interaction (C. Goodwin 2000b).
b
a

c
Figure 6.34: The numbers indicate the three portions of the protractor that Jeremy drew during the extended repair
sequence.
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In Figure 6.35 below, I repeat the ending sequence of the lost protractor conversation.
After Jeremy established that he was talking about the protractor, he repeated his accusation with
a palm up point toward Jade (line 19). This time, Jessica glared at Jade and shook her head in the
immediately following turn (line 20). Then when Jade was attempting to defend herself (line 23),
Jessica slapped Jeremy and pointed angrily to the shelves before glaring again at Jade (line 2425). Jeremy was apparently satisfied with this response and returned his attention to the notebook
in which he was drawing. Jessica continued to reprimand Jade in a spoken back-and-forth
disagreement that lasted for the next 28 seconds before petering out. Four seconds after it ended,
Jade asked Jessica to share her colored pencils.
19 Jeremy: (to Jessica)
Jade did it.
20 Jessica: (to Jade)
Ridiculous.
21 Jade:
(to Jeremy) What?
22 Jeremy: (to Jade)
Where did you put it?
23 Jade:
(to Jeremy) What? But you? I put it on the shelves.
24 Jessica: (to Jeremy)
ëSure, she put in on the shelves.
25 Jessica: (to Jade)
Ridiculous.
Figure 6.35: Narrative transcript of lines 19-25 of the lost protractor. Repeated from Figure 6.31.

6.3 Conclusion
This chapter most clearly demonstrates the kind of interactional environment that
promotes the communicative skills of deaf youth growing up without access to an established
language. Jeremy’s family was actively involved in the co-creation of a family sign system
within moments of face-to-face interaction. The formation of this communicative environment
was promoted by the tight-knit family dynamic, the ordering and closeness in age of the siblings,
not to mention Jeremy’s status as the only male child. The stance Julio adopted on providing his
children with explanations of his thought process, as well as the level of intimacy and trust
between father and son, created an environment in which Jeremy could engage in back-and-forth
negotiations. I have drawn particular attention to the dynamic social relationships that Jeremy
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had with his two sisters. Their argumentation routines, which are aptly characterized as
“exchanges with the form of argument, but without the serious substance of argument” (Schiffrin
1984, 331), demonstrate the important role that sibling relationships play in language
socialization. Within these interactional routines, Jeremy participated in complex multiparty
interactions that required the constant shifting of participant roles and gaze. The interactional
work Jeremy accomplished at home with his sisters is reminiscent of the kinds of stances,
alignments, and defenses that Luis was employing at school (M. H. Goodwin and Kyratzis 2007,
2012). Within this environment Jade even began inventing new signs. This family demonstrates
a clear example of the value of signing with deaf children.
The value of sign language for deaf children was also made evident in Jeremy’s
interactions at school. Jeremy had a desire for learning that was not diminished by the limiting
educational environment where he attended school. The contrast between the speech patterns of
Mr. Inga before and after Jeremy’s intervention, speaks to the kinds of changes necessary to
make the classroom a place where deaf children can learn – namely the use of a signed
communication system that deaf children can access. This intervention allowed all three deaf
students to engage in the classroom lecture – a rare occurrence. For a brief instant, Jeremy turned
the classroom lesson into a learning moment.
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion
7.1 Adopting a language socialization approach
I began my research in Iquitos with the belief that the deaf youth I would meet would be
cut-off from the surrounding social world. I expected that they would neither share a language
with the individuals around them, nor have any language at all. I assumed that whatever social
life I would find them to have would be impoverished and full of frustrations. Yet, as I stepped
into their worlds, a different picture of the deaf youth in Iquitos emerged. Through my
ethnographic fieldwork, I found that Luis, José, and Jeremy were busy doing the work of being
children. That is to say, I got to know who they were as people, and how they made their way
through their daily activities, not in spite of, but because of their communicative systems. In the
last three chapters, I attempted to illustrate how each boy approached and sustained his social
connections through the strategic deployment of an array of communicative resources (C.
Goodwin 2000b). Recognizing the connection between their communicative and social lives, I
adopted an approach that focused on their social worlds, studying their language in everyday
activities to highlight the work their communicative abilities accomplished during situated
interactions (Haviland 1986). I argue that the methodological and theoretical framework of
language socialization, discussed in Chapter One, provides an important advance over the
standard approach that has been adopted within research on homesign and much of the research
on sign language linguistics, as well. Research within these fields has proceeded largely from an
approach to language that separates manual signs from the combination of communicative
utterances, isolates utterances from interactional sequences, and removes signers from their
social worlds. By analyzing signers, interactional sequences, and combination of communicative
resources together, an ethnographic and interactional approach can make a number of
contributions to previous research.
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The moments of interaction presented in the previous chapters illustrated how an
embodied interaction approach can unearth the rich communicative abilities of deaf youth. Take
for instance, the example in Chapter Four when Luis quoted Felix by switching personas and
momentarily becoming Felix. His utterance consisted of two points to the chair, a point to
himself, a sign for please or begging, and finally a point at Felix. A structural analysis of this and
other instances of Luis quoting another individual, could lead to identifying a syntactic structure
that Luis uses to produce quotations. This analysis, if left at this level alone, however, would not
take into account the important roles played by gaze, body orientation, and facial expression in
his utterance. During the quotation, Luis put on a pained facial expression, turned his body
slightly away from Ana, and gazed toward neutral space instead of at Ana. Then when he ended
the quote, he altered all three of these dimensions, orienting himself back toward Ana. Luis
accomplished his role shift and quotation not by means of one communicative resource, but by
combining various communicative resources. One communicative resource that has not been
sufficiently examined in sign systems is gaze. Not only the function that gaze plays in
demonstrating engagement and disengagement, but also as an indexical and referential tool. An
important direction for continuing research would be to explore how these functions of gaze are
integrated with the grammatical structures in sign systems.
The language socialization paradigm draws attention to the interactive process of
language development (Schieffelin and Ochs 1986). Within moments of interaction, socialization
does not only occur in one direction (e.g. parents socializing children) but is a dialectical process
(e.g. parents and children socialize each other). Adopting a research approach that analyzes deaf
youth in Iquitos within situated interaction, makes evident how their emerging manual
communication systems are co-created. Jeremy’s family provided the clearest example of
language co-creation. The entire family communicated in sign with Jeremy and the interactional
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dynamic supported negotiating and debating. Their conversations gave rise to complex
multiparty interactions that required strategic control of gaze and participant frameworks. There
was also evidence of shared signs among members of the family. Jeremy learned LSP signs in
school and taught them to his family, and Jade was establishing new signs for their system.
Another clear example of the co-construction of manual communication systems is indicated by
the fact that deaf youth in Iquitos adopted the emblems or quotable gestures (Kendon 1992) used
within the Spanish speaking community. Deaf youth learned these gestures through interactions
with hearing interlocutors, but the gestures at times were reconfigured for use within these small
“sign” communities (Gumperz 1968). In Chapter Five, I also provided an example of how
hearing parents explicitly socialize the communicative practices of their deaf children. José’s
mother, Lily, moved José from beside her chair to place him directly in front of her, instructing
José on the appropriate bodily orientation for their visual communication. Previous research on
homesign has maintained that the deaf child is the sole user and creator of the homesign system
(Goldin-Meadow 2010). However, my findings demonstrate the interactive nature of creation,
highlighting the need for further research on the co-construction of manual communication
systems.
Within a language socialization framework, the lives and communication of deaf youth
are immersed in their respective communities. This perspective problematizes the common
description of isolated deaf individuals who do not have access to an existing language. In the
previous chapters, it was possible to observe how Luis, José, and Jeremy were engaging others
within their home and school communities to construct their social worlds – building and
maintaining social orders, combating authority, managing rejection, and engaging in personal
interests. The chapters also demonstrated how unique the outcome was for each of the boys. Luis
and José occupied the extreme opposite ends of the classroom social order. Jeremy was part of a
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household that supported the development of a rich family sign system. This diversity of
experiences provides a window into how communities can support or inhibit communicative
abilities and, thus, the future development and aspirations of deaf youth. This diversity of
outcomes is not limited to the examples of the three boys presented but is evident in the Peruvian
nation at large.
In Iquitos, deaf children go to school, move around their neighborhoods, and accompany
their parents on outings around town. In indigenous Mayhuna communities outside of Iquitos,
deaf adults are also involved in community life; they get married, have children, and the entire
community communicates with them through sign without accompanying speech (Neveu 2016b,
in progress). The case of a deaf child from an Andean village suggests, however, that deaf
individuals are not always integrated into the social lives of their communities. An
ethnomusicologist from the United States, Professor Holly Wissler, provides the example of
Dante, whom she met in the community of Q’eros. According to Wissler, Dante was not
socialized with hearing children and did not walk until he was 6 years old (Wissler n.d.). These
brief examples speak to the need to contextualize the lives and communication of deaf
individuals without access to an existing language within their communities. In the next section,
I discuss how an ethnographic approach can contribute to improving the life possibilities for deaf
youth in Iquitos.

7.2 Improving the life possibilities for deaf youth in Iquitos
How can José’s love for nature be turned into the possibility of him becoming an
Amazon jungle guide one day? What would it require for Jeremy to become a university
professor? Could Luis become an actor or a TV personality? When I consider the future
possibilities of deaf youth in Iquitos, I imagine the lives of individual deaf children and what it
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would require for them to be able to fulfill their interests and aspirations in adulthood. Despite
the rich communicative skills of these deaf youth, they need an established language in order to
gain access to the wider community in Iquitos. Thus far, interventions in Iquitos meant to include
deaf children in the society have fallen short. In Chapter Two, I wrote of the Starkey
Foundations’ attempt to address deafness by supplying hearing aids free of cost. Although Luis
and Jeremy received hearing aids, this hearing technology had little, if any, impact on their lives.
The attempt to provide hearing assistive technology, as well intended as it might have been, did
not consider the nuances of life in Iquitos. There were no support services in the city to teach
lipreading or to support oral language development, and the devices not only amplified speech,
but the already overpowering sound of motocarros and loud music that is characteristic of
Iquitos. The providers also did not take into account the heat and humidity of Iquitos, which
quickly compromised the devices, that there was nowhere to have them fixed, and that the price
of batteries made the devices cost prohibitive to maintain for the majority of the population.
Many of these problems could have been addressed if efforts were made to work with the
community.
Mainstream schooling is another international attempt to improve the lives of these deaf
boys. In Chapter Six, I analyzed a brief moment of interaction during a mainstream classroom
lesson. Jeremy’s engagement with the classroom lesson unexpectedly cued Mr. Inga to adjust his
speech style to use signs along with his speech. The result of Mr. Inga adopting a speech pattern
that was accessible to the deaf boys was what we hope to achieve in classrooms, namely
learning. José stopped looking at the pictures in the book on his desk and trained his gaze on Mr.
Inga. Jeremy had a moment of epiphany and shared his new-found knowledge with those at his
table. Luis engaged in a one-minute discussion with his table about Paty’s father pulling on her
ear in anger. Prior to this string of interactions, the deaf boys did not have access to the
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classroom lesson, and then for a brief moment they were able to engage with the lesson. This
interactional moment brings to light the ways in which the language practices in an “inclusive”
classroom exclude deaf children.
Both the result of the hearing aid campaign and the previous interactional example
demonstrate that the most effective language choice for deaf children in Iquitos is to learn an
established sign language, such as Peruvian Sign Language (LSP). Among the benefits of deaf
youth acquiring LSP would be access to a large community of deaf individuals and the
possibility of using LSP to access social services, such as education. However, my research in
Iquitos speaks to the fact that LSP is necessary, but not sufficient for deaf individuals to
participate in the Iquitos community. Some of the barriers that I mentioned in Chapter Two
include, poor educational options, difficulty accessing social services, and negative ideologies
within the wider Iquitos community. The need for change beyond just learning LSP is best
exemplified by the missionary efforts in Iquitos that have been a primary site for deaf individuals
to gain access to LSP. Although numerous deaf adults learned LSP at the evangelical deaf church
and school, they did not gain the resources to combat the larger societal barriers in the city. For
instance, despite attending the church school where classes were taught in LSP, most deaf adults
are still functionally illiterate.
In order to overcome the structural inequalities that deaf individuals in Iquitos face, I
argue for an approach grounded in grassroots, community-based efforts to effect change. Many
national policies meant to improve the lives of individuals with disabilities are already in place in
Peru, especially due to the recent work of deaf rights advocates in Lima. However, policies that
are being enacted and implemented in the capital city of Lima, are often either not being
implemented at all or are implemented with very different and often unexpected outcomes in
peripheral cities like Iquitos. Thus, the capacity for improvement must be generated locally;
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individuals and institutions within the Iquitos community must become advocates for improving
the life possibilities of deaf people. Solutions to the structural inequalities in Iquitos need to
come from the ground up and be tailored to the specific set of problems that deaf individuals in
Iquitos face, which may have similarities, but will likely be very different from the problems
faced by deaf individuals living in the Andes, on the coast, or even in the rural Amazon.
Grassroots efforts include deaf individuals and their parents, family members, and friends taking
an active role in addressing existing barriers. These efforts should include recruiting the support
of service organizations, institutions of higher education, and local politicians, and in doing so
making them aware of the barriers affecting deaf individuals in Iquitos. With this kind of
approach, the attempts to tackle the specific challenges identified above will have a greater
chance of succeeding. An example of what this can look like is the business Heladería Holanda
in Cajamarca, a city on the coast of Peru. The owner of the ice cream store was a businessman,
who had never thought about deaf individuals and their needs. After he learned about the
difficulties facing deaf adults in the city, he began employing deaf adults in his ice cream factory
and store. Today, almost all the employees of the business are deaf, providing an important
solution to the problem of job access.1 In the afterword, I discuss the community-based efforts
with which I continue to be involved to address the barriers facing deaf individuals in Iquitos.

Although the project in Cajamarca demonstrates an effective model for providing deaf adults with access to work, I
did not agree with the businessman’s approach to working with deaf children. The businessman provided speech
therapy for deaf children. When I asked him why he did not have services to teach deaf children LSP, he told me
that it was unnecessary to emphasize sign when deaf children were young. If they failed at learning speech by late
childhood, they could be introduced to sign and would pick it up fast. The research with deaf adults on the effects of
late language acquisition do not support his approach to working with deaf children (e.g. Ferjan Ramirez et al. 2013;
Mayberry and Eichen 1991; Ronnberg 2003; Schick et al. 2007). Additionally, the businessman was involved in
sending deaf adults to visit students in “inclusive” classrooms. While this was an improvement over the services
provided by the SAANEE team, it did not address the many hours that deaf children spent in school without access
to the classroom language.
1
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Chapter Eight: Afterword
8.1 Establishing a deaf school in Iquitos
Today, I work in coordination with an association of parents of deaf children to run a
deaf education program in Iquitos. The association emerged after a number of parents
approached me to ask if I could tutor their deaf child. I declined these requests, disheartened by
the fact that educational opportunities would only be available to those with financial resources
and not all deaf students. Instead, I called the group of parents together to discuss the concerns
with mainstream education that all had expressed to me. At the small meeting, one of the parents
suggested that we form a parents’ association. Using my contacts from searching for my research
participants, I reached out to families with deaf children around the city. The first meeting in
April 2014 had over forty parents in attendance. Today, the association is known as Asociación
Iquitos Unidos en Señas1 (AIUS).
Working with the parents’ association has made it possible to facilitate a community
effort for change in Iquitos. The decision to form a new school stemmed from the dissatisfaction
of parents with the educational system. From the first AIUS meeting, parents spoke about a
desire for an alternative to the “inclusive” philosophy. Because the idea to form a school came
from the parents, they are invested in seeing the program succeed. Moreover, parents are an
important link between deaf children and the hearing world. Many parents in Iquitos have never
been provided information on deafness, yet their decisions have important consequences for the
educational and communicative experiences of their children. The Peruvian Education Law gives
parents control over the education of their children. Much of the work that we have
accomplished together would have been impossible without the organizational backing of the
association.

1

Association Iquitos United in Sign
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In February 2016, the President of AIUS signed an agreement with the principal of an
alternative school to open an extension program with two all-deaf classrooms, modeled after the
program in northern Lima (discussed in Chapter 2.6). Alternative education is popularly known
among Peruvians as night education for adults but is in actuality a flexible system of education
that was established to meet the needs of the large numbers of Peruvian citizens who did not
follow a traditional course of education. The regular education system is rigid; you must fall
within two years of the age of a grade and attend classes at specific locations and times.
Alternative education allows for flexible hours and locations and is meant for students 14 years
of age and up. Alternative education contains grades that are the equivalent of primary and
secondary education; a major difference is that both levels take one year less to complete than
regular education. In making flexibility an important objective of alternative education, it allows
for the formation of a Periférico2 whenever there are enough students to create one. Extension
programs are affiliated with an existing alternative school, but function at a location and time
that best meets the needs of the students.
These extension programs were not intended to provide sites for deaf-only classrooms but
have been used for this purpose now in Lima and Iquitos. The deaf extension program is able to
have all-deaf classrooms based on Article 5 of the Peruvian General Education Law, which gives
parents the right to choose the institution where their child will be educated and work on new
educational projects (Minedu 2003). In this way, parental choice overrules the state policy of
“inclusive” education for deaf students. The principal concern of utilizing the alternative
education system is that it was built for the education of individuals who are 14 years of age and
up. Therefore, parents whose children are younger than 14 years old, must sign a waiver
allowing their child to be in an alternative education system. The original deaf extension program
The word periférico means peripheral in English, as in the education program is peripheral to the principal
alternative school. I translate this in English to an “extension program” of the principal school.
2
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in Lima was reviewed by a lawyer to ensure the legal validity of the program. The Ministry of
Education regularly supervises the program in Iquitos and this system has yet to cause concern.
Facilitating the establishment of a new education system has demonstrated to me the need to
tailor the educational effort not only to the specific group of people, but also the political
institutions in the country. The educational law grants authority to parents, thus providing the
local community with the opportunity to make an alternate choice to mainstreaming.
The deaf extension program in Iquitos consists of two all-deaf classrooms – a multigrade
primary classroom and a multigrade secondary classroom. The program opened with 35 students
between 8 and 21-years-old. Only six of the students knew LSP before they entered the school
because they had attended the deaf church school for primary education. In the first year, the
Iquitos program attempted to copy the structure of the Lima program – to have teachers sent
from the alternative school and hire its own interpreters. Unlike Lima, however, Iquitos does not
have trained interpreters. After leaving the school for four months, I returned in July 2016. I
remember the first day I arrived, I entered the school and sat down in the back of the primary
classroom. The students, all of whom I had known since 2013, came running up to me and asked
in LSP, “What’s your name?!” I fingerspelled my name and they copied it back to me. Then they
asked, “What’s your sign?!” and I showed them my sign name. Despite my initial excitement at
the students’ improvements, having all-hearing teachers and poor interpreters did not make a
successful education program. The students were bored in class, and there was very little
academic or LSP learning happening. The first year was interactionally fascinating, however,
especially in the primary classroom, where none of the students had previous exposure to a sign
language. Prior to the school year, I filmed each of the students at home, and starting from the
first day of classes, I filmed their classroom interactions. I have continued to film their
interactions since.
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In 2016, I presented at the I Coloquio Internacional sobre la Lengua de Señas Peruana3,
held by Prof. Miguel Rodriguez Mondeñedo in the Department of Linguistics at the Pontificia
Universidad Católica del Perú in Lima. Prof. Roriguez Mondeñedo has begun a linguistic
analysis of LSP in Lima (Roriguez Mondeñedo in press) and has been heavily involved with deaf
rights issues in the Ministry of Education. At the conference I met a PhD student from Colombia,
who had previously worked as an interpreter. In our conversations, he shared with me his
knowledge about the very developed deaf education system in Colombia and the fact that many
deaf teachers could not find work. We decided to see if any Colombian deaf teachers would be
interested in moving to Iquitos, and successfully recruited two teachers for the 2017 school year.
During the 2018 school year, the secondary school teacher returned, as well as a new primary
teacher. Since the Colombian teachers use Colombian Sign Language and are only just learning
Peruvian Sign Language while living in Iquitos, they are partnered in the classroom with a deaf
adult assistant from Iquitos. Having deaf adults in the classroom has had a significant impact on
the future aspirations of the deaf students. While I was in Iquitos for the start of the 2018 school
year, one of the high school students asked if I could explain to him how higher education
worked in Peru. I called in a Peruvian teacher to help me, and we spent over one hour explaining
the educational system to the secondary students. Some of the deaf students say they want to
become teachers, one wants to be a veterinarian, another an accountant, and one even wants to
travel to Colombia to attend university. The student who graduated in December 2018 will be
attending the art school in Iquitos in 2019.
Coordinating the deaf program has been more than just recruiting deaf students and
teachers. A major concern was the location of the school. In 2016 and 2017, another association
lent the school the second floor of their building in the center of town. The space was free, but

3
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extremely hot and had no place for the students to have recess or physical education. In 2018, the
school moved to the campus of the teacher training college, Instituto Superior de Educación
Público – Loreto, the same college where I had taught English in 2010 as a Fulbright scholar.
The campus has a daycare and kindergarten that has allowed the program to now accept students
under 6 years old. Teachers and students at the college have the option to take sign language
classes twice a week taught by the Colombian teachers and deaf students from the secondary
classroom. Bringing together the deaf program with an institution of higher education has
provided the opportunity to raise awareness about the lives and experiences of deaf students and
the policy of “inclusive” education for individuals who will themselves be working in the
education system. The administrators of the college have also used their connections with the
local and regional education office to share the work that the program is doing in benefit of deaf
children.
In order to ensure that families could attend the school from all around the city, AIUS
had to find ways to provide the students with food during the school day and transportation to
and from the school. In 2018, the municipal government enrolled AIUS in a food donation
program and Rotaract Club Iquitos paid for motocarro transportation. These local allies are
critical to the sustainability of the project. Another concern has been the fact that the deaf
students have come to realize that the adult deaf assistants from Iquitos are academically very
limited. In 2018, AIUS opened a night program for deaf adults to complete their secondary
education. Two adults graduated with their degrees in December 2018. The deaf assistants have
agreed to attend night school in 2019. Finally, the newest concern has been for graduating
students and the lack of interpreters to support their future education. I am currently training an
interpreter in Iquitos with the hope of addressing this concern.
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Despite the progress that students are making, not everyone in Iquitos has been happy
with the program. One of the special education schools in the city was strongly opposed to the
establishment of the deaf program. The special educators at the school have told me that they
believe it breaks Peruvian education law to educate deaf children in all-deaf classrooms. The
principal of the school reported the program to the regional education office and the Ministry of
Education in Lima, and officials were sent to monitor the program. But as I mentioned above,
there have been no repercussions from these visits. Additionally, the original deaf church in
Iquitos used the school as a recruiting ground in 2016 and 2017 to increase church membership,
which was very low after the church school closed in 2013. Many of the students began to attend
the church on weekends. In 2017, however, the hearing individuals from the church had a falling
out with the Colombian teachers, and in 2018 set up a copy-cat program that runs out of the
church. A few parents decided to send their students to the program. One student, however,
chose to return to the AIUS program of his own accord. He said that he wanted to be taught by a
teacher who he could understand and was deaf just like him.
There is also still substantial progress that needs to be made. The government now has
funds for interpreters and deaf language models, but in my personal conversation with a
representative from the Ministry of Education about securing funding for Iquitos, I learned that
there is not enough funding available to meet the country-wide demand for these services
(August 2017). Additionally, there are no interpreter or language model training programs in
Peru to prepare the individuals who will fill these positions. There is also no system in place to
evaluate whether someone has the sign language skills necessary for these jobs, which as I
mentioned in Chapter Two, has already resulted in the hiring of untrained interpreters in Iquitos.
Furthermore, improving the opportunities for deaf youth in Iquitos must address the needs of
deaf individuals across the lifespan. This includes hearing screenings in hospitals, early
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intervention with families, interpreters for continuing education, assistance with securing jobs,
and awareness raising in the wider Iquitos community. This lifelong approach is essential to
addressing the many structural inequalities that deaf individuals face in Iquitos and throughout
Peru.

8.2 Luis, José, and Jeremy today
Luis, José, and Jeremy are currently attending the new public deaf school. Figure 8.1 is a
photograph with the three boys taken after the Independence Day Parade in July 2018. Luis is
still one of the most popular students at school, especially with the girls. At a birthday party of
one of the deaf students in 2018, Luis showed up late to the party. When he arrived, the girls
went running to his motocarro to pull him into the party and began to argue over who was going
to dance with him. When I had lunch with his family, it was evident that he still gets into long
back-and-forth arguments with his sister. As we were talking about the above-mentioned party,
he told me that he did not know why at 18 years old, his sister had followed him to the party.
“What?!” she exclaimed, “you begged me to go with you to the party because you didn’t want to
go alone.” The two continued to argue their opposite versions of the story. Unfortunately, the
biggest change in Luis’ life was his father passing away unexpectedly only months after I
finished my fieldwork. The family asked me for the video recordings of him, which I gladly
shared. Luis’ mother is now the primary breadwinner in the family. She still travels frequently
for work, going 100 km to Nauta to sell clothes. She also has started travelling to visit her other
children in Lima and Trujillo, sometimes taking Luis with her. He says that he wants to live in
Trujillo with his sister because it is too hot in Iquitos!
Jeremy is still extremely studious, but it has been wonderful to see his bourgeoning
friendship with another deaf classmate, Andrés, who was also in my dissertation project. The two
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live a 15-minute walk apart but had never known each other before entering the school. Andrés
is very smart, but somewhat lazy as a student. In the first year of the school, he had attendance
problems because he stayed up late playing video games. Now, as Jeremy’s closest friend, he is
becoming more involved with his school work. Jeremy and Andrés regularly visit each other’s
homes. They exchange their DVDs, play video games together, and work on their homework
together. I often get WhatsApp video messages from the two of them together.
Unfortunately, the family’s sign system appears to have all but disappeared. Julio and
Jade, who used to have the best communication with Jeremy admit that they now have difficulty
communicating with him. On the other hand, I am training Jessica as an interpreter. After she
graduated high school, she worked odd jobs for a year and her father was going to send her to the
military since he could not pay for her university education. I asked if she was interested in
training to be an interpreter instead. I paid for her first sign language class and she began visiting
the school in 2017, so she could see if it was a career path that might interest her. She decided
she really enjoyed learning sign language. She became my research assistant in 2018 and
continued her sign language classes, along with the hands-on-training she gets working with the
deaf teachers and students in the school.
José has been my most challenging student. He will attend school in short bursts and then
not show up for extended periods. I have tried to ask people to visit the family when I am not in
Iquitos to keep his attendance up, but he lives out of the way and it is hard to get people to make
the trip out to him. The family is not doing well economically, and Lily has been struggling with
her biological son, who has juvenile arthritis that is getting progressively worse. When José does
attend school, he struggles and is far behind the other classmates his age. His LSP has also
developed much slower, and his family sign system is still very evident when he signs. Lily tells
me that he only attends school when I am in Iquitos because he likes seeing me, but then stops
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attending when I leave. When he sees me, he latches on to me and hugs me as if he never plans
on letting go. Before I left Iquitos in July, I took him down to the river to go swimming. I often
think about how he would be a perfect guide for jungle trips in the Amazon. I can imagine him
teaching people about the plants and animals and telling masterful tales of his jungle encounters
with monkeys and snakes.

Figure 8.1: José, Jeremy, Luis, and me in July 2018 after the school participated in the Independence Day Parade.
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